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Summary

In the field o f language evolution, the only way o f obtaining empirical data for most o f its parts is 

with the help o f computational models and simulations. As a consequence, a large number o f different 

modelling approaches have been introduced in the area over the past two decades, with the level of 

detail in these models ranging from highly abstract formalisms to experiments with humanoid robots. 

However, and to some degree precisely because o f this discrepancy in the modelling approaches 

that are spawning in the field, the results obtained within different research projects remain largely 

incomparable to each other due to the unbridgeable discrepancy in the assumptions made by the 

respective models. Furthermore, many o f these assumptions, such as the availability o f telepathic 

communication, to name the most striking one, are not strongly supported by the findings from the 

corresponding fields, leaving whole models that have been built on top o f these open to questioning.

The current project proposes a new computational framework o f language evolution, built on 

top o f an earlier prototype-stage version o f the Language Evolution Workbench. The main principle 

of this framework is that a model should only integrate features that are based on widely accepted 

findings. Accordingly, only a handful o f basic assumptions are made within the model, with almost 50 

different parameters allowing the experimenter to configure the remaining properties o f the simulated 

world, agents and the interactions between the two according to his needs. In principle, the proposed 

framework could be extended to simulate the evolution o f a wide variety o f linguistic structures, 

such as phonology, morphology, syntax, etc. However, in the current implementation o f the model, 

the emphasis has been placed on the arguably most fundamental element o f language, namely a 

conventional symbolic lexicon.

Focussing on the task o f lexicon acquisition, a range o f basic as well as more complex experiments 

has been perfonned with the help o f the model and evaluated within this research project, in particular 

with respect to the similarity o f the properties o f  emergent lexicons to those o f real human languages. 

The results o f  these experiments suggest that agents interacting in pairs or triads have a significantly 

better chance o f developing a reliable lexicon than those who have a significantly larger number o f 

randomly interchanging partners. Given that the common consensus in the field is that language 

has evolved at the advent o f increased hominid group sizes, further experiments have investigated 

the effects o f different social configurations on the evolutionary process. So far, all o f these appear to 

confirm that the early adopters o f language need to spend a significant amount o f time communicating 

with one or two select partners in order to have any chance o f acquiring a useful lexicon, indicating 

that language emerged in small subgroups o f a population and then spread throughout the whole 

population, e.g. as a result o f group-internal natural selection. However, future experiments involving 

universally popular or particularly influential agents might still readjust these findings.
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‘■‘H e r m o g e n e s ;  For my part, Socrates, I have often talked with Cratylus and many others, and cannot 
come to the conclusion that there is any correctness of names other than convention and agreement. 
For it seems to me that whatever name you give to a thing is its right name; and if you give up that 
name and change it for another, tha later name is no less correct than the earlier, just as we changed 
the names of our servants; for I think no name belongs to any particular thing by nature, but only by 
the habit and custom of those who employ it and who established the usage.”

-  Cratylus, PLATO
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The question o f how human language, one o f the key properties o f which is an extremely high level of 

expressivity, stemming from open-ended and recursive construction (c f  Hauser, Chomsky, & Fitch, 

2002), could have emerged from an animal-like communication system is at the same time fascinating 

and unresolved. In fact, while most other traits that make one human have been relatively well studied 

and documented, the emergence o f language,' which is arguably the most unique o f all human traits, 

remains largely a mystery. Accordingly, it seems imperative that in order to gain a full understanding 

of human nature, one should surely be able to reasonably explain the emergence and the evolution 

of language. In addition to that, the evolution o f language has also broad ramifications in the area 

o f natural language and speech modelling. In particular, if one could understand how our extremely 

distant ancestors learned to associate meanings with seemingly arbitrary symbols, be those symbols 

gestures or sounds, then one should also have an easier time o f engineering artificial systems capable 

o f comparable levels of intelligence.

1.1 Research Area

Interest in the origin of human language goes back several centuries, yet due to a lack o f any solid 

physical or empirical evidence, the majority o f the papers in the field were historically (and arguably 

still are) so conjectural that the Societe Liriguistiqiie de Paris had felt the need to ban any kind of 

publications in this area in 1866. It is only since the reappearance o f ‘evolutionary linguistics’ in the 

Linguistic Bibliography in 1988 that the question o f language evolution has slowly resurfaced again 

and began to be objectively scrutinized in an increasingly empirically oriented fashion,^ with a variety 

o f research fields becoming deeply involved in the area. In particular, the number o f biological (e.g. 

Pinker, 1994; Fitch, 2010), social (e.g. Dunbar, 1997; Dessalles, 2007) and linguistic (e.g. Bickerton, 

1990; Carstairs-McCarthy, 1999; Heine & Kuteva, 2007) theories on how our distant predecessors 

could have invented such a complex communicative tool as human language is constantly growing, 

with hundreds o f  papers and numerous manuscripts being published every year.

One o f the reasons why the number o f  theories on the same topic (even though, admittedly, a fairly 

complex one) is constantly increasing, with the newer proposals rarely replacing the older ones, but 

rather providing more and more alternatives for each aspect o f the problem, is that there is basically 

no empirical evidence available to researchers that could help them make a decision one way or the

' Here and henceforth, ‘language’ will be used to refer to "human language'.
^A lso attracting significant public interest, as is excinplificd by the broad coverage o f  recent findings by Atkinson 

(2 0 1 1) in Science  and The New  York Times among others.

3



4 CHAPTER 1. IN TR O D U C TIO N

other. There are numerous studies from the fields o f experimental semiotics (e.g. Healey, Swoboda, 

Umata, & Katagiri, 2002; Galantucci, 2005; Garrod, Fay, Lee, Oberlander, & Macleod, 2007; Scott- 

Phillips & Kirby, 2010), primatology (see King, 1999; Burling, 2005) and language acquisition (e.g. 

Tomasello, 2003; MacWhinney, 2005) that certainly contribute with some amounts o f empirical data 

that is very closely related to the question o f language evolution.

However, such studies will always be set up significantly differently from the situation that early 

hominids who made the first step towards inventing human language found themselves in. For exam

ple, in an experiment by Scott-Phillips, Kirby, and Ritchie (2009) where participants needed to come 

up with a new communication system, they might have had to invent a new way o f communicating, 

but they were always aware o f how conventionalized communication works in principle and how it 

is normally used by humans, thus putting them at an unfair advantage when compared to the actual 

inventors o f first such system. Similarly, in studies on child language acquisition, the children are 

being constantly helped by a proficient language user, which could not have been the case for the 

very first people who started using lexical conventions as a means of communication.

1.2 Computational Framework

Since the advent o f cheap and powerful computing power, more and more research fields, in which 

obtaining real data is extremely hard or literally impossible, are turning to computational models for 

what could be referred to as simulated evidence. Within this trend, the field o f language evolution is 

no exception, with a multitude o f computational models being developed over the last two decades. 

In effect, just as this project does, these efforts do not provide neither definitive verification nor clear 

refutation o f any theory o f language evolution in its entirety, but, modulo underlying assumptions, 

incrementally build up empirical data for or against components o f theories. Within these models, 

a wide variety o f methodologies has been employed over the years, including neural networks (e.g. 

Cangelosi & Parisi, 1998; Hazlehurst & Hutchins, 1998), self-organizing maps (e.g. Lindh-Knuutila, 

Honkela, & Lagus, 2006; Worgan & Damper, 2008), Bayesian inference (see Kirby, Dowman, & 

Griffiths, 2007) and discrimination trees (see Steels & Kaplan, 2002). On top o f that, there is a 

sizeable population o f researchers working with embodied agents (see Mirolli & Nolfi, 2010), with 

some o f these including real-size robots (see Steels & Spranger, 2009), underlining the popularity of 

the field, as well as the amount o f funding involved.

Despite the apparent interest in computational models o f language evolution, however, there is a 

clear lack o f a widely accepted methodological framework in the field, as indicated by Vogt and de 

Boer (2010) among others. What this means is that the different models o f language evolution are 

all based on different sets o f assumptions that are generally built into the models and can often be 

heavily disputed, as will be exhibited in section 2.3. This situation makes it particularly challenging 

to evaluate the relevance o f the results obtained with any particular model, as well as compare the 

resuhs o f any one m odel’s configuration with those based on different assumptions.

Considering the above discussion, the field o f  language evolution would benefit tremendously if  a 

more general framework were available for its branch o f computational research that would be com 

patible with the different evolutionary theories from the many disciplines involved. The framework 

should be strongly situated in findings from psychology, anthropology, primatology and other related 

fields, ensuring that no assumption is made without there being strong empirical evidence supporting 

it. In saying this, it is not implied that every computer simulation should explore every possible com-
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bination o f the many potential parameters o f the process. Rather, it is important that the assumptions 

o f any model are both clearly defined, but also adjustable by other researchers without the need for 

developing a new system from scratch every time. The goal o f  this research project has been thus 

to come up with a framework that would be well situated within the latest findings from the related 

fields, but also highly generic, allowing one to conduct experiments with an innumerable combination 

o f assumptions and parameters.

For the purpose o f developing a generic computational framework suitable for investigating the 

evolution o f language, an early prototype o f the Language Evolution Workbench (LEW ), as presented 

by Vogel and Woods (2006), has been adopted within this project. W hile not being extremely detailed 

(or efficient) from the beginning, this model clearly showed the most potential for being developed 

into a reasonable framework as it attempted to avoid integrating any assumption that was not nec

essarily given as a fact, instead offering the researcher a multitude o f parameters to choose his own 

configuration from. In order to make the LEW into an easily adaptable framework, the model has 

been significantly modified and extended throughout the years o f the research project, with new pa

rameters being introduced throughout, allowing for even more refined experiments (there are almost 

50 at the moment o f writing), and intermediate simulation results being published by Bachwerk and 

Vogel (2010), Bachwerk and Vogel (2011), Bachwerk (2011) and Bachwerk and Vogel (2012).

Finally, it has to be said that the issue o f language evolution is an extremely broad one, with 

a multitude o f linguistic, pragmatic, psychological and neurological aspects o f  it needing to be ad

dressed (for a detailed list o f open questions see de Boer & Zuidema, 2009). Accordingly, with time 

limitations in mind, it was decided to hold off with investigations o f the emergence o f the more com 

plex linguistic structures, such as syntax, grammar and questions. Instead, the primary effort at this 

embryonic phase o f  the framework’s development has been put into the seemingly simple, yet as it 

turns out extremely complex, task o f agreeing on the very first lexical conventions or, in other terms, 

building up a significantly large conventional lexicon.^ Admittedly, the majority o f current linguistic 

theories would claim that a lexicon o f a language contains a significant amount o f morphological 

variation, which is not modelled in this work. However, even if this feature is omnipresent in possibly 

all modem lexicons, the main definition o f a lexicon is still being a set o f  conventional meaning-form 

mappings, or words. Accordingly, the only reason for which a lexicon generated within the proposed 

model could be faulted for is its holistic simplicity, which, while potentially ineffective on the bigger 

scale, should not disqualify it from being, after all, a lexicon. Further motivation for the task selection, 

as well as the major challenges and proposed solutions o f modelling lexicon acquisition are described 

in the following section.

1.3 Word Learning Task

Human language is a highly complex fonn o f communication, consisting o f a number o f sophisti

cated interacting elements that contribute to the intricate mechanism. However, I would argue that 

the most important mechanism o f language, without which its usefulness as a communication tool 

would surely have been unimaginable, is the lexicon, which appears to be absolutely essential for the 

emergence o f language in evolutionary terms, as singled out by Gardenfors (2004) in his account of 

primeval cooperation. Having said that, I do not intend to claim that the sole task o f human language

should be noted that, desp ite the ch o ice  to focus on lexicon  form ation at this point, the LEW  m odel can be extended  
to deal w ith m ore advanced features o f  language in an incremental manner, i.e. w ithout the need for being significantly  
overhauled for each such extension  due to the highly modular structure placed at its core.
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is transmitting information and that all other aspects, such as pragmatics in particular, are rather sec

ondary, if not irrelevant. Nevertheless, it is hard to imagine how our distant predecessors could have 

been motivated to acquire such a complex social skill as language if it did not serve at least some 

infonnative purpose.
It comes then as no surprise that the ability to convey infomiation o f some sort lies at the heart 

o f almost every theory o f language evolution. In particular, it appears that in order for someone to 

agree on the usage o f a certain sound, or sound combination, there needs to be a learning mechanism 

that would reinforce its correct use. If, however, one assumes that there is no inherent informative 

function to the use o f language, like Dunbar (1997) does in claiming that language has evolved as 

a more effective replacement to manual grooming in an ever growing population o f early hominids, 

then it remains unclear how any kind o f  m eaning could have ever been associated with the soothing, 

grooming sounds (c f  Bickerton, 2003). In fact, even if one assumes that, in such a scenario, the 

invention of a lexical item, i.e. a sound form referring to a meaning, might have occurred by accident 

or via repetition-induced ritualization (c f  Pika & Mitani, 2009; Ragir & Savage-Rumbaugh, 2009), 

this still implies that the communicative function o f the different sounds was achieved by correlating 

their use with an informative component.

The conclusion that can be made from the considerations outlined above is that, for a set of 

lexical conventions to be established in a population o f potential interlocutors, at least some degree 

o f agreement about the meaning o f the different sound combinations, i.e. words, must have been 

achieved between them, regardless if this happened intentionally or not. Admittedly, the task of 

agreeing on a meaning o f a certain word might appear if not completely straightforward, but still 

quite feasible to an experienced user o f  language (even in a foreign land, the language o f which is 

completely unknown to a person). But if  one imagines two interlocutors who have never experienced 

a conventionalised communication system in action, a number o f questions instantly arise regarding 

the interpretational procedure between these two pioneers;

•  How does the hearer know precisely enough what the speaker is talking about?

•  What happens if two interlocutors seem to know the words, but in reality are talking about two 

completely different things (or vice versa)?

Socrates (in Plato’s “Cra(y/us”), Corballis (2000) and Hutchins and Johnson (2009) would claim 

that (at least during the initial stages o f language evolution) symbols would be predominantly, if not 

exclusively iconic and hence pose no difficulty during interpretation. However, the indeterminacy 

o f  translation thesis by Quine (1960) suggests that even iconicity may be quite unreliable,'* mean

ing that the above questions remain largely unanswered by the existing literature on the emergence 

o f language. Presumably (and understandably), this is due to a complete lack of linguistic evidence 

from the evolutionary process itself Advances in the areas o f computer science and artificial intelli

gence have significantly contributed to filling this gap by constructing models o f language evolution 

and attempting to generate actual empirical data on the topic. Having said that, it has already been 

noted in the previous section that few o f  the computational approaches existing to date have ventured 

deeper into investigating the arguably quintessential task o f lexicon acquisition with a realistic set of 

assumptions, which was also one o f  the main motivations for conducting this particular project.

‘*It seem s un lik e ly  th a t all in d iv id u a ls  sh a re  th e  sa m e  in ternal rep re sen ta tio n  o f  th ings that w ould  a llow  them  to  easily  
in terp re t the  co rre sp o n d in g  ‘ic o n ic ’ sym bo ls . A s an ex am p le , ju s t  con sid er th e  varie ty  w ith  w h ich  an im al so u n d s are 
rep re sen ted  in d if te re n t langu ag es , let a lo n e  an im al nam es.
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The current project aims thus to contribute the research in the field o f language evolution with 

a model that is quite abstract, yet sufficiently realistic, particularly in terms o f  assumptions made 

regarding the cognitive capacities o f early humans. The model will furthermore implement a variety 

o f cognitive and interpretational constraints that will be applied to a number o f different hypothetical 

population sizes and social structures with the goal o f observing the influence o f such configurations 

on the lexicon formation during the very early stages o f  language evolution. Taking all o f  the above 

into consideration, the main questions that will be addressed throughout the experiments performed 

with the model can be stated as follows:

•  What level o f agreement is necessary (or sufficient) for a shared lexicon to be established in a 

population o f communicating individuals?

•  What are the social constraints on the establishment o f linguistic conventions in a population 

o f simulated cooperating agents?

The first question that has been asked above deals specifically with the assumption that language 

in general, and a conventional lexicon in particular could only have emerged in a cooperative set

ting, in which the success o f a communicative exchange has a direct influence on the livelihood of 

the communicators, i.e. where correctly interpreting the information transmitted by an utterance is 

paramount. The intuitive answer to this question would suggest that the higher the agreement re

quirement, the more uniform would the lexicons o f the interlocutors be. However, imposing too high 

a success requirement on the actors from the very beginning bears with itself a high risk o f them 

getting quickly frustrated with the task at hand and abandoning the attempt to communicate via lexi

cal conventions altogether. A possible insight into this dilemma has been provided by psychological 

studies that have shown that humans tend to perform at an optimal level when they are able to achieve 

a relatively high level o f  success in their task, yet at the same time experience a significant number of 

near-miss failures that motivate them to keep on repeating the same activity over and over again (c f  

Chase & Clark, 2010).

Additionally, if one considers the amount o f apparently acceptable, or simply ignored miscom- 

munication in human language, taken together with the relatively high levels o f synonymy and 

homonymy, it raises doubts over whether the formulation o f the question should be focussed on what 

is required for a fully shared lexicon to be established in a population. Instead, the real question is 

what kind o f social constraints result in a communication system, the properties o f which are most 

similar to those o f the m odem  day human languages, which is the second investigation point that has 

been raised above. W hen looking for an answer to this question, lexicons o f individual agents and 

whole populations will be evaluated based on two main criteria: the observed communicative success 

achieved with the help o f such lexicons and the comparability o f the emergent lexical systems in 

terms o f the lexical properties o f existing human languages (a detailed description o f the evaluation 

measures is provided in section 3.4). In the latter case, special emphasis will be put on such arguably 

universal aspects o f m odem  human languages as the tendency to avoid synonymy, yet tolerate some 

amount o f homonymy (cf. Carstairs-McCarthy, 1999).

1.4 Thesis Outline

With the overall motivation behind this research project, as well as its main aims and objectives 

being outlined above, this section will present the plan o f action that will be executed throughout
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the remainder o f the manuscript. As is appropriate when working on any i<ind o f solution, the first 

thing that one has to do is properly investigate the problem, along with the solutions that have been 

previously proposed by others. Accordingly, the following chapter 2 will begin with a review of 

the current state o f research in the field o f language evolution. Within this exercise, section 2.1 

will begin with an introduction into the field o f language evolution, followed by a presentation of 

some related experiments from the field o f communication science in section 2.2. Next, the most 

prominent modelling approaches in the field are discussed in the section 2.3. Section 2.4 then presents 

a discussion o f the role o f  cooperation during the emergence of language and introduces the concept 

o f  a signaling game that will play a pivotal role within the computational framework presented in this 

project.
Having provided the reader with (hopefully) sufficient background knowledge, chapter 3 then 

goes on to present the proposed computational framework in extensive detail. At the beginning of 

this chapter, the general assumptions and data structures o f the implemented version o f the model are 

presented in section 3.2. Following that, the design o f the interactions is presented in section 3.3. This 

section is particularly important for the understanding o f  the framework as interactions between the 

m odel’s agents form the core o f the project and are also the main component o f the conducted simu

lations. Finally, section 3.4 presents the evaluation measures employed in the experiments conducted 

with the help o f the model for the determination o f their relative success or failure.

Clearly, no model can stand on its own without an analysis o f its fundamental features. Chapter 4 

presents precisely such an analysis, which is based on the results o f three experiments performed with 

a stripped down version o f the model. The goal o f this chapter is to determine any analytical limits 

imposed by the model on the different properties o f the lexicons emerging within the corresponding 

simulations in a very basic configuration. For this purpose, experiments with only a very small 

meaning space and either two, three or ten agents, respectively, are presented and fundamentally 

evaluated in the three main sections o f the chapter. Admittedly, such a basic configuration is a very 

poor approximation o f reality. However, establishing a good understanding o f the framework’s limits 

and capabilities is essential for ensuring the plausibility o f future, more advanced experiments.

Two such experiments with more complex setups are then presented in chapter 5. The main focus 

o f these experiments is on the different social configurations o f the simulated agent populations, 

motivated by the findings from the preceding chapter, suggesting that agents in smaller groups tend 

to develop more reliable lexicons, even if  the same amount o f communicative time is allocated per 

agent in the different groups. Accordingly, the question that is investigated in this chapter is how the 

advantages o f interacting in e.g. pairs could be transmitted onto the population level, helping all of 

its members learn the same language.

One solution for this is proposed in section 5.2, in which agents are either allocated fixed partners 

for the duration o f the simulations with a higher-than-average pair-internal interaction rate, or have 

exclusive interaction partners that are evenly rotated throughout the simulation runs. In the following 

section 5.3, it is proposed that agents should be able to adjust their social ties based on the previous 

successes or failures with different partners, contrary to the more common approach o f having the 

social structure o f  a simulated population fixed throughout any experiment. As usual, the results of 

both experiments outlined above are evaluated with respect to the different properties o f the resulting 

agent and population lexicons, as well as the communicative success rates o f agents. Finally, the 

goals that were set for the research project as well as all o f the obtained results, will be summarized 

in chapter 6.



Chapter 2

State of Research

This section presents a critical review o f the literature from the field o f language evolution that is 

relevant for the proposed research project. While there is an abundance o f additional scientific mate

rial that is in one way or another relevant to the overall question o f language evolution, the presented 

review will concentrate on works from two areas: communication science and computer science. 

This selection has been made with regard to the focus o f this project, which is placed on providing a 

computational framework that can explain how the social organisation o f our predecessors could have 

influenced the establishment o f first linguistic conventions within the process o f language evolution.

Notably, other models presented in this section will mostly provide fairly restricted representa

tions o f certain conjectured evolutionary scenarios, with the majority o f  corresponding assumptions 

being built into the models. In contrast to that approach, the goal o f the current research project is 

to construct a computational framework that would allow for an exhaustive array o f experiments o f 

the language evolution process to be executed, leaving it up to the researcher to evaluate the selected 

assumptions based on the results o f the simulations.

2.1 Language Evolution

One o f the most dominant themes in the literature on language evolution is that o f human sociability, 

which is also the main focus o f Dunbar’s (1997) very prominent ‘gossip as groom ing’ theory o f 

language evolution. Dunbar claims that at some point in its evolution, the hominid species were 

forced to relocate to territories that were much more open than the woods they previously inhabited, 

thus making them more susceptible to predation and as a consequence forcing them to live in larger 

groups. As a matter o f fact, a number o f studies (e.g. Aiello & Dunbar, 1993; Kudo & Dunbar, 

2001) evaluating the limitations and the effort required for a brain to memorize acquaintances suggest 

that the group size of our predecessors could have gone up to as many as 150 members around 

250,000 years ago. Given that the findings are based on solid empirical evidence, there should be no 

reason for contesting that a strong evolutionary pressure was posited at this stage o f human evolution 

for selecting an adaptation that would facilitate the process o f  interaction between members o f the 

species, i.e. a proto-language. Dunbar then goes on to argue that, if the above was the case, then 

‘traditional’ grooming alone could not have sufficed for the maintenance o f group-internal bonds as 

the time spent on it would have significantly exceeded the minimum time threshold required for other 

survivally critical activities such as scavenging for food and sleeping and so the species adapted by 

making the traditionally time-consuming grooming more efficient.

9
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In his critical reviews of the field of language evolution, Bickerton (2003, 2007) responds to 

Dunbar’s theory by pointing out that baboon groups are actually larger than those of early hominids 
and thus should have undergone the same selective pressures. However, his main criticism of the 
‘gossip as grooming’ theory is that language must have evolved through a stage where its structure 
was extremely primitive and the vocabulary very limited, rendering the amount of actual information 

that could have been transmitted hardly sufficient for anything that could be classified as ‘gossip’. 

Furthermore, it is also unclear how any lexical items could have been agreed on during gossip as it 
can potentially involve a very broad frame of reference, just as any other form of communication for 

that matter, but does not involve any non-communicative, or natural punishments or reinforcements 

that one could learn from (cf Barrett, 2006, on the need for both types of reinforcements when 

learning a signaling system).
As an alternative motivation for our ancestors to attempt to extract meanings from the behaviour 

of their conspecifics, Bickerton (2002) outlines the foraging lifestyle adapted by our predecessors 
some two to three million year ago. In particular, Bickerton argues that larger groups of hominids 
used to split up into smaller scavenging parties that went out in search of more prosperous areas. 
However, the scavenging groups were not large enough to exploit the newly discovered territories on 
their own and so each party had to describe their findings on return, so that the group could decide if 

and which of the newly found areas were worth relocating to. In a scenario like this, it is important 
to note that the success of any primeval utterance would be of extreme significance, considering that 
it can be extremely costly to relocate a large group just to find out that the new territory turns out to 
be a scorching desert. As can be imagined, this stands in stark contrast to the grooming theory where 

success in communicating actual information is much less critical, if at all significant. One of the 
main goals of this research project is precisely to evaluate the realistic chances of language emerging 
in such scenarios with the help of a computational model. Importantly, the approach will necessarily 
abstract over many features of actual human language use and will thus not fully reflect all of the 
nuances discussed above. Having said that, the model will be able to provide empirical data for an 
issue that can hardly be empirically examined in other ways.

2.2 Communication Studies

While different evolutionary accounts of language evolution can provide possible scenarios of how 
and why the adaptation might have occurred, these theories are usually unable to provide a signifi
cant amount of solid empirical backing, which is quite understandable considering that there are no 

fossils of language per se and that the phenomenon is hardly reproducible in a laboratory experiment 

involving humans directly. Nevertheless, a number of studies from different research fields in commu
nication science and linguistics could provide some insights into the mystery of language evolution. 
Several relevant findings from two of these fields are outlined in the sections below.

2.2.1 Experimental Pragmatics & Semiotics

In the last decade, the field of communication science has seen a major increase in the number of 
research programmes that have gone beyond the more conventional studies of human dialogue (e.g. 
Garrod & Anderson, 1987; Garrod & Doherty, 1994) and attempted to reproduce the emergence 
of conventionalized communication systems in a laboratory (e.g. Galantucci, 2005; Garrod et al., 
2007; Healey et al., 2002). The ever growing pool of such studies has prompted Galantucci (2009) to
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suggest that this line of research should be given a specific term, for which he proposed experimental 
semiotics. In his seminal paper, Galantucci goes further to define experimental semiotics as a more 

general form of experimental pragmatics, whereby he defines that the former “studies the emergence 
o f  new forms o f  communication ” and the latter “studies the spontaneous use ofpre-existing forms o f  
communication” (p. 394, (Galantucci, 2009)).

When considering the emergence of the very first conventionalized communication system in the 

history of human evolution, experimental semiotics certainly provides a novel way of approximately 
reproducing the process under laboratory conditions. However, experimental semiotics suffers from 

one major flaw, namely that the results of the conducted experiments cannot be transferred to the 
question of the primeval emergence of language without the caveat that the subjects of the present- 
day experiments are quite familiar with the concepts of conventions and communications systems 

(even if they are not allowed to employ any existing versions of these in the conducted experiments), 
while our ancestors who somehow managed to invent the very first conventional signaling system, by 
definition, could not have been aware of these concepts.

In the current research project, the aim is to employ findings from experimental pragmatics and 

semiotics with the goal of constructing a computational model of language emergence that is max
imally representative of human communication. In particular, the interactive alignment model pre
sented by Pickering and Garrod (2004) will be taken as the underlying framework for a wide range 
of experiments. This model suggests that interlocutors tend to align their representations on all lev
els, including their perspectives on a situation, lexicon, syntax, style, etc., allowing them to achieve 
higher communicative success. The explanatory proposal of this approach is that internal world mod
els are made ‘public’ with projections onto vocal and visual channels and that imitation behaviours 
eventually give rise to external systematicity between such inner worlds. The current project will 
concentrate on aspects of world model and lexicon alignment between interlocutors, as these two 
elements of Pickering’s model appear to be absolutely essential for the emergence of language in 
evolutionary terms, as depicted by Gardenfors (2004) in his account of primeval cooperation.

2.2.2 Language Acquisition

Similarly to experimental semiotics, language acquisition studies can provide valuable input about 
how humans process linguistic information, in particular at the very early stages in their cognitive 

skill development. Admittedly, as is the case with experimental semiotics, findings from language 
acquisition research need to be put in perspective if  one wishes to transfer these onto the field of 

language evolution. The main issue hereby is the fact that infants are being actively taught the use of 
a language by fully competent speakers, whereas studies of the emergence of language, by definition, 
investigate how such linguistic competence could have been acquired in the first place. Nevertheless, 

one can take advice from the findings in language acquisition studies regarding the minimal cognitive 
abilities that appear to be necessary for children in order to be able to learn a language.

One account of language acquisition that may be particularly relevant to the question of language 

evolution is the usage-based theory of language acquisition by Tomasello (2003). With a strong 
background in primatology and interest in the emergence of language, Tomasello provides a number 
of insights into the cognitive skills required for learning a language. In particular, Tomasello singles 
out three social skills as essential to the acquisition of linguistic competence: the establishment of 
joint attentional frames, the understanding of communicative intentions, and role reversal imitation. 
In summary, these three competences suggest that in order to learn a language, one needs to be able
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to share one’s attention on the same object or event as one’s interlocutor, assume that the speaker is 

referring to the shared attentional frame with his utterance, and produce own comments in accordance 
with the communicative scheme employed by others (similarly to the output-input principle observed 

by Garrod & Anderson, 1987).
Going beyond the social skills, Tomasello claims that children also employ a number of assump

tions that facilitate the learning of meaning-form mappings, such as the assumption of mutual exclu

sivity (see Markman, 1989), according to which an object can only belong to one category and thus 
only correctly referred to by the word associated with that category, and the principle of contrast (see 
Clark, 1987), which states that any two distinct forms should differ in their meanings. Tomasello 

suggests that a mechanism like the principle of contrast is one of the main tools that explains the ex

plosive rate of lexicon acquisition, and inevitable synonymy avoidance, in human language. However, 
the existence of the principle of contrast and similar learning biases is yet to be conclusively proven to 

exist in humans, not to mention primates, with experimental results from work by Gathercole (1998) 
and Deuchar and Quay (2001) among others suggesting that these constraints are perhaps not present 

in our brains at all.

2.3 Modelling Approaches

More than two decades ago, Hurford (1989) published an influential paper on the evolution of the so 
called ‘Saussurean’ sign. The uniqueness of this paper was constituted by the fact that it presented 
what was probably the first evolutionary linguistic study that was in its entirety based on a computa

tional simulation model. In the model, simulated agents employed three distinct interaction strategies 
during their lifespan, with their communicative success having a direct effect on the reproductive po
tential of the agents. With this approach, Hurford was able to show that, given the assumptions of 
the model, the agents that employ the bi-directional, or ‘Saussurean’, sign clearly outperform agents 
who employ alternative strategies (the main characteristic of these alternative strategies was that they 
utilized two sets of rules -  one for interpretation and one for production -  which were constructed by 
either directly imitating the productive behaviour of others, or by re-calculating one’s own production 

based on the interpretative behaviour of others). While the model presented by Hurford is not flawless 
and could be strongly criticized, e.g. due to the meaning space being limited to only six objects, or the 
impossibility of synonyms emerging during the interactions, the truly ground-breaking part of the ap

proach was that it enabled Hurford to provide empirical support for his hypothesis without relying on 
predominantly speculative historical linguistics, or very complicated human experiments.' In the fol
lowing sections, several modelling approaches will be presented that build on Hurford’s simulations 

and that have been particularly successful in the field of language evolution.

2.3.1 Iterated Learning Model

The so called Iterated Learning Model (ILM) (see Oliphant, 1999; Kirby, 2001; Kirby & Hurford, 
2001) is arguably the most prominent computational model of language evolution of those that have 
clearly been inspired by Hurford’s study described above. At the core of this model lies the assump
tion that at any given time, a community of agents can be divided into two groups. The first group 
consists of the teachers, i.e. agents that have an established language and whose sole task is to produce

'A n o th e r  g ro u n d -b reak in g  m odel by H u rfo rd  (1991) d em o n stra tes  the  p o ss ib ility  o f  g en e tica lly  d riven  evo lu tion  o f  a 
critica l p e rio d  fo r language acq u is itio n .
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linguistic input for the second group -  the learners. The learners are agents who are just listening to 

the teachers’ utterances and never speak themselves. The iterative component o f the model is repre

sented by an ageing mechanism that defines when learners become teachers, and when ‘o ld ’ teachers 

can be replaced by new learners. The first application o f this model presented by Oliphant (1999) 

was to simulate the cultural evolution o f a simple lexicon. However, most recent studies perfonned 

with the help o f  the ILM have concentrated on the emergence o f syntax from a holistic vocabulary 

as a consequence o f a learning bottleneck and without the need for natural selection or any kind o f 

explicit intervention. In contrast, in the model explored in m y work, the distinction between teacher 

and learner does not exist since all are equal participants, if  not equally experienced, in language 

creation.

While the results o f the corresponding simulations have been considered predominantly positive 

by Kirby et a l ,  the first versions o f the ILM have arguably suffered from a broad range o f issues that 

needed to be addressed in order for the simulation results to bear any significance on the question o f 

language evolution in general and the emergence o f syntax in particular. For example, the agents in the 

ILM always attempt to analyse any utterance they hear, even if it can be stored and successfully reused 

holistically, thus forcing the emergence o f compositionality. In a world restricted to 100 meanings, 

the motivation for doing this is not quite clear. Furthennore, considering that the experiments are 

designed in a way that prevents the learners from observing an utterance for every meaning (learning 

bottleneck), making sure that a holistic language simply cannot be learned, the agents will inevitably 

produce more and more compositionally constructed utterances with every iteration until the language 

is fully syntactic.

The biggest issue with the ILM simulations, however, lies in the explicit transmission o f meaning- 

form pairs in every interaction between agents. Not only is such telepathic communication unrealistic, 

but it also explains the relative ease with which the agents are able to learn a language that is com 

pletely stable, fully expressive and perfectly unambiguous (i.e. synonym and homonym free), none 

o f which is a property o f  real human language.^ Surprisingly, this aspect o f the ILM has not been 

widely criticized, with only a small selection o f scholars attempting to bypass explicit meaning-form 

transmission in their studies. In one such study, Smith (2001) has constructed a version o f the ILM 

in which agents needed to discriminate the subject o f  an utterance by categorizing the properties of 

several objects without any additional help, e.g. in the form o f meaning transmission or explicit feed

back. The results o f  the corresponding simulations show that agents are still able to achieve high 

levels o f communicative success even without telepathy. However, further experiments have shown 

that an increase in the number o f features deteriorates the learning process significantly, with the 

additional effect o f  very high lexicon synonymy levels appearing in the population.

In an attempt to tackle this problem, Smith (2005) has constructed another model without explicit 

meaning-form transmission, but with a number o f  representational and interpretational constraints 

such as the assumption o f mutual exclusivity (see M arkman, 1989) and the principle o f contrast (see 

Clark, 1987) added to the system. The experimental results o f  this model suggest that integrating such 

constraints does indeed improve the communicative success o f the emergent language, while keeping 

it comparable to existing human languages. However, as has been mentioned previously in section 

2.2.2 above, the presence o f these additional constraints in either humans or primates remains largely 

unproven, which suggests that this approach may not necessarily be a valid reflection o f reality. In 

summary, there might be an argument for a weaker notion o f telepathy being present at the early

^See section  3 .4  for estim ated values o f  synonym y and hom onym y in the English language.
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stages o f language evolution that could help the agents establish an initial common ground when 

acquiring a lexicon. This could be achieved for example via a joint attention frame being established 

through gaze following, pointing, and similar indicators (cf. Tomasello, 2003), as attempted in the 

model by Gong, Minett, and Wang (2009), which will be presented in section 2.3.3.

One final remark in relation to the original ILM is that the separation o f agents into teachers and 

learners is also highly contentious, considering that children begin producing words and utterances o f 

their own long before they finish learning language. This weak point o f the ILM has been addressed 

in the recent years by a number o f proposed extensions, most notably one by Vogt (2005). In his 

experiments, Vogt has introduced so called horizontal transmission into the ILM by also allowing the 

‘children’ o f a population to produce utterances as well. In fact, children turned out to be the driving 

force behind the emergence o f compositionality as they were quite frequently prompted to express 

meanings they never encountered before, thus introducing a sort o f implicit bottleneck. Unfortunately, 

these experiments were largely based on the setup of the guessing game and were thus subject to such 

weaknesses o f that approach like the presence o f explicit feedback, as described further in the next 

section.

2.3.2 Language Games

L.anguage games that are referred to in this particular context are evolutionary computer simulations 

that are based on a computational model introduced by Steels (1996). This model itself builds on 

the so called signaling games, as introduced by Lewis (1969), which were designed with the goal of 

conducting game-theoretic simulations o f the emergence o f communicative conventions, i.e. so called 

signaling systems. Like the ILM, the language games are significantly more complex than the original 

2-state/2-term signaling games, but rather fall into the class o f n-state/n-term systems described by 

Huttegger and Zollman (2011). Accordingly, the task o f the agents shifts away from straightforward 

learning to inducing a meaning o f an utterance from a given context, usually presented in the form 

o f a game. Additionally, although the approach per se does not require embodied agents for the 

execution o f valid simulations, most experiments perfonned on the basis o f different language games 

by Steels et al. involve physical robots from small LEGO vehicles (Steels & Vogt, 1997) to AIBO 

dog-robots (Steels & Loetzsch, 2008) and from static Talking Heads (Steels & Kaplan, 2002) to 

strikingly human-like QRIO robots (Wellens, Loetzsch, & Steels, 2008).

Two variants o f the language games employed by Steels and his colleagues that are particularly 

relevant for this research project are the naming game and the guessing game. The naming game 

(Steels & Vogt, 1997) is effectively the simplest form o f language games used so far. It involves only 

one object that two agents interact about, both o f whom know what the object is. The goal o f  this 

game is to observe the d>Tiamics o f agents converging on identical lexicons under the condition that if 

both agents understand the form used to describe an object, they instantly delete all o f  the competing 

forms from their lexicons (see also de Lara & Alfonseca, 2002, for alternative negative feedback 

mechanisms that can be employed in the naming game). The guessing game (Steels & Kaplan, 2002) 

extends the naming game by introducing a context o f objects to the model. The context is usually a 

set o f objects, from which the speaker selects one as the topic o f his utterance, whereas the hearer 

needs to correctly discriminate the topic with the help of two modules. The first o f these is the 

conceptualisation module, which stores discrimination trees that are used by the agent to characterize 

an object based on the categories that no other object in the context belongs to. The second one is the 

verbalisation module, which stores the linguistic forms that correspond to meanings (i.e. categories).
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Finally, each time an agent experiences a particular meaning-form combination, lateral inhibition is 

applied to all competing mappings in order to eliminate synonymy from the agent lexicons.^

In criticism o f the language games, it should be pointed out that the setup o f even the most recent 

experiments involves explicit feedback at the end o f each interaction, which is quite questionable as 

it is not based on any clear empirical evidence from studies in either primate or human language ac

quisition. Accordingly, the following sections will argue that communicative feedback experienced 

by interlocutors is usually implicit, if at all present. In fact, the implementation o f the explicit feed

back in the guessing game could be actually described as post-interactional telepathy. What happens 

in these experiments is that while the agents do not have access to the correct meaning at the time 

o f an interaction, they always experience the exact meaning afterwards. This setup is equivalent to 

agents knowing the meaning o f an utterance, but, for reasons similar to sporting interest, choosing 

to avoid using that knowledge at first to try and determine the meaning on their own. However, the 

robot’s ‘honest’ attempt at decoding the meaning o f an utterance on his own does not make him less 

o f a ‘cheat’ if it resorts to taking the correct solution from his pocket in the end. In the following 

section, a computational model will be presented that fully avoids any kind o f direct meaning-form 

transmission and also introduces several innovative ideas to the computational approach.

2.3.3 Coevolution Model of Language and Social Structure

As mentioned above, one o f the main issues that Gong, Ke, Minett, and Wang (2004) see with the 

majority o f computational models o f language evolution is that they rely on explicit meaning-form 

transmission to be present in the system in order for the agents to learn a language. Furthermore, 

Gong et al. (2004) also identify three further shortcomings o f the ILM and Language Game models 

presented in the preceding sections: failure to model syntax, use o f random interactions, which ignore 

the potential influence o f social organization o f agents, and homogeneous populations. Since the focus 

o f the current research project is equally on the pre-syntax phase o f language evolution, the lack of 

syntactic structures in current models will unfortunately have to remain unanswered by this work, 

although all the other issues are o f particular interest here, along with the solutions proposed by the 

so called Coevolution Model o f Language and Social Structure.

According to Gong, Minett, and Wang (2008), the main purpose o f their model is to reproduce 

the emergence o f systematic lexical compositionality and syntax-like regularity in the lexicons o f the 

simulated agents. For this purpose, two types o f predicates are available in the model as potential 

meanings, with either one or two arguments respectively. The agents have the ability to express 

these predicates with the help o f  holistic, compositional and syntactic rules that are stored in their 

lexicons along with a corresponding confidence value, ranging between 0 and 1. During utterance 

interpretation, the hearer selects a set o f  applicable rules from his lexicon, and, depending if the 

combined weight o f all utilized rules, together with the strength o f the cue, exceeds the confidence 

threshold parameter, either transmits positive or negative feedback to the speaker, which in turn results 

in the agents either rewarding or penalizing the rules that they utilized during the interaction by a fixed 

value.
When it comes to agreeing on a conventionalized signal-meaning mapping scheme in a reasonable 

amount o f time, the reasoning made by Gong et al. (2009) is that interlocutors need at least some

'^Further variations o f  language gam es include predom inantly em bodim ent-oriented approaches, such as experim ents 
on perspective reversal (S tee ls  &  Loetzsch, 2 008) and, m ost recently, the so  ca lled  action gam e (S tee ls  & Spranger, 2009). 
Since the m odel proposed in the current research project d oes not include any (abstract) em bodim ent features, these varia
tions w ill not be analysed any further in the current work.
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degree of help from either each other or the environment. What serves this purpose, they suggest, 

is the skill of intentionality sharing, e.g. via gaze following, pointing or other informative gestures, 
which has been identified by Tomasello (2003) as one of the crucial cognitive skills that allowed 
humans to develop language. In their model, Gong et al. (2009) have implemented this skill in the 

from of an enviromnental cue, i.e. a certain meaning that is shared between the two participants of 
an interaction. Since being able to always know what the speaker is talking about would take the 
model back to full telepathy, Gong et al. (2008) have introduced an additional parameter that defines 
the reliability of the environmental cue (set to 0.6 in the majority of reported experiments), which 

essentially defines the ability (either intentionally or otherwise) of two agents to share a very specific 

joint attention frame in an interaction.

A further interesting aspect of the model described above is the introduction of a number of vari

ous social structures and constraints. Firstly, Gong et al. (2008) introduce a single so called popular 

agent into their model, whose involvement in an interaction is defined by an additional popularity 
rate parameter, with the popularity of all other agents being equal. Building on the idea of an agent 
having a specific popularity among others, the modellers have conducted an additional experiment in 
which agent popularities followed a power-law distribution, as opposed to the usual equal distribution. 
In a third experiment, they then distributed 20 agents in two 10-agent groups and defined different 
proportions for inter- and intra-group interactions. The results of both these experiments indicated 
a boundary in terms of the popular agent’s popularity rate, the popularity distribution’s parameters 
and the intra-group interaction rate respectively, when it comes to establishing a community that is 
sufficiently integrated to learn a communal language.'*

A further experiment conducted by Gong, Puglisi, Loreto, and Wang (2008) approached the aspect 
of social organization of a population of agents from an emergent perspective. In this experiment, 
agents were distributed across a virtual space, with a distance-based communication constraint being 
imposed on the possibility of two agents interacting with one another. Furthermore, agents moved 
closer together or further apart, depending on the success of their interactions. The analysis of the 
corresponding simulations suggests that different levels of clusterisation emerge in the population, 

depending on the size of the virtual space and the distance constraint (see Gong & Wang, 2005, for a 
more detailed network analysis of the results).

2.4 Cooperating with Language

In the preceding section 2.3, three different computational models for simulating the evolution of 

language were presented: the Iterated Learning Model in section 2.3.1; the Language Games approach 
in section 2.3.2; and the Coevolution Model of Language and Social Structure in section 2.3.3. The 
first two of these models focus predominantly on lexicon formation, i.e. the process of assigning 

meanings to arbitrary symbols and spreading such mappings between all agents of a population, with 
the goal of reliably communicating about future events. Notably, the configurations o f these models 
include explicit meaning-form transmission, making it hard to evaluate how the results obtained from 

these relate to the real world, where there can be almost no precise feedback available to the agents. 
The third model by Gong et al. (2004) does well to address the issues of explicit feedback in the former 
two approaches by introducing an alternative feedback mechanism based on a confidence value of the

‘*See also  w o rk s by  N e ttle  (1 9 9 9 ) and T am ariz , G ong , and  Jag er (2 0 1 1) fo r fu rther in v estig a tio n s o f  the  effec t that 
rep u ta tio n  m igh t p lay  on th e  e s tab lish m en t o f  lin g u istic  co n v en tio n s in a g roup  o f  sim u la ted  agen ts .
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utilized lexical items. However, this model is focussed on the emergence o f syntax, rather than the 

establishment o f the first lexical items (these are given to the agents from the beginning in this model), 

which is the focal point o f this particular project.

Given the above three approaches to modelling the evolution o f language, the question that begs 

itself is if it is possible to simulate the fomiation o f the first lexicon without any fonn o f telepathy, 

but with a rational feedback mechanism that would at least approximately inform the inventors o f  the 

first linguistic items about their success or failure. In this case, an ‘approxim ate’ feedback refers to a 

scenario where a speaker can perceive the success o f his utterance(s) as a whole (i.e. by observing the 

addressee perform an action in response), but at the same time not necessarily be able to tell which 

parts of the utterance were particularly unclear to the hearer.^ An answer to the above question is 

provided by the concept o f the signaling game, fomiulated by Lewis (1969) almost half a century 

ago with the goal o f  modelling signal-based cooperation systems observed at all levels o f biological 

organization, from monkeys, birds and bees to simple bacteria (see Skyrms, 2008).

2.4.1 Signaling Game

The signaling game introduced by Lewis (1969) is a general model o f  communication that can be 

used not only to represent the evolution o f human language, but also the evolution o f coordinational 

signals in basically any living organism. In its original form, the signaling game is ‘played’ by two 

agents: the sender and the receiver, both o f whom are considered to be a part o f  the same world and 

who have similar interests and corresponding goals that they want to achieve. The world inhabited by 

these two agents is modelled by two states, which are equiprobable and are generated by the world at 

random. In order to obtain a payoff in either of these world states, the agents are required to perform 

an appropriate action, with only one such action existing for any given world state. Accordingly, in a 

world with two states, there are exactly two actions that can be performed by the agents.

Finally, it is defined that only one o f  the agents can actually observe the state that the agents find 

themselves in at any time and only the other agent can be in the position to perform the corresponding 

appropriate action, whereby the agent roles alternate randomly between successive ‘rounds’ o f the 

signaling game. In order to obtain a payoff from the situation, the infonned agent then needs to 

transmit his knowledge about the current state o f  the world to the actor agent, which he does by 

producing one o f the two signals that the agents are capable o f emitting. If the hearer agent performs 

the appropriate action, i.e. if he correctly understands the state that the agents find themselves in from 

observing the speaker’s signal alone, both agents obtain a payoff. If the hearer performs the incorrect 

action, both agents are punished.

In the very simple configuration outlined above, the agents obviously have a limited number o f 

strategies that they can follow when producing and interpreting signals, with exactly two strategies 

yielding maximally efficient coordination, i.e. guaranteeing success in all future interactions. In par

ticular, maximum coordination is reached if  the sender uses a different term in each world state and 

the receiver chooses the appropriate action for both these terms. A combination o f agent produc

tion/interpretation strategies that meets these conditions was labelled by Lewis a signaling system. 

Notably, while a signaling system clearly represents a Nash equilibrium,^ there are also other Nash

^T h e  scen ario  is s im ila r  to  a p sy c h o lin g u is tic  stu d y  co n d u c ted  by  C la rk  an d  W ilk es-G ib b s (1 9 8 6 ), in w hich  p artic ip an ts  
w ere  req u ired  to  co o rd in a te  th e ir  lan g u ag e  use  w ith  th e  goal o f  a rra n g in g  tw o se ts  o f  p ic tu re  ca rd s in th e  sa m e  order. H ere 
too , th e  in te rlo cu to rs  w ere  ab le  to  e s tiin a te  how  successfu l th e ir  in te rac tio n s w ere , but w ere  no t n ecessa rily  ab le  to  tell w hat 
ex ac tly  w ent w rong  in c a se  o f  failure.

N ash eq u ilib riu m  rep re sen ts  a s ta te  in a  g am e  o f  tw o  or m o re  p lay e rs  w h ereb y  no  p lay e r  can  in c rease  h is o r  her
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equilibria that can emerge in a signaling game that do not achieve the highest possible payoff, i.e. if 
the sender produces the same signal regardless of the observed world state, the success of any inter

action will be down to chance, no matter what the hearer’s strategy is. Consequently, the selection of 
a good learning strategy in a signaling game can radically change its outcome, as will be discussed in 

the following section.

2.4.2 Reinforcement Learning

The most popular learning strategy applied to the signaling game in evolutionary game theory is Her- 
mstein reinforcement learning (cf Roth & Erev, 1995). The underlying principle of this learning 
strategy is Hermstein’s matching law (see Hermstein, 1970), which postulates that players will em

ploy any particular strategy in proportion to the amount of payoffs obtained with the help of that 
strategy in the past. In its most typical form (see Barrett & Zollman, 2009), the learning strategy 
is inhiated with an equal starting weight ^,(0) =  1 being associated with every possible strategy / 
available to the players, whereby qi{t) essentially represents a player’s propensity to utilize strategy ; 
at turn t. When a player is then required to produce a signal for a given state or perfonn an action in 
response to a perceived signal, the signal/action is selected from the pool of signalling/action strate

gies. Hereby, the selection probability pi{t) of a strategy / in round t is proportional to its weight, as 

defined by the response rule specified in equation 2.1.

After a round of the signaling game is completed, i.e. when the sender has chosen his signal and 
the receiver has performed what he deemed to be the correct action in response, a payoff is calculated 
based on the actual appropriateness of the action and indicated to both players. The value of the 
payoff is then added to the previous weight values of the employed strategies, as specified by the 

updating rule below:

n  /  <̂ (0  +  7r(0 if strategy / was utilized 
=  otherwise

The learning process outlined above can be very intuitively represented by a simple urn model. 
During each round of the signaling game, the sender player is informed of the randomly selected 

world state and then draws a ball at random from the corresponding urn, whereby each ball in an 
urn has the same probability of being picked. In the case of the sender, a ball corresponds to a 
specific signal, which is then sent to the receiver. On hearing the signal, the receiver proceeds in a 

similar fashion, namely by picking a ball from the um that corresponds to the given signal. In his 
case though, the picked ball specifies the action that the player will perform in response to the heard 

signal. If this action is appropriate for the current state of the world, both players are rewarded, in 
which case both players return their respective balls to the urns they were picked from, as well as each 
add an additional ball with the same label to the um. In case the action performed by the receiver was 

not the correct one, both agents simply return the balls to the corresponding urns, i.e. no punishment 
is applied to incorrect strategies.

It has been shown by Skyrms (2008) with simulation that perfect signaling evolves in a population 
of two agents playing the 2-state/2-term signaling game. More recently, Argiento, Pemantle, Skyrms,

payotTby changing his or her strategy, assum ing that the other players !<eep their strategies unchanged.
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and Volkov (2009) have proven that the um-based learning strategy converges to a signaling system 
with the probability of one when applied to the same game. However, if the number of signals or 
terms is even slightly increased, the chances of partial pooling equilibria developing, i.e. agents 

starting to produce the same signal and interpreting the same meaning regardless of any observed 
evidence, increase dramatically, from 0.096 for the 3-state/3-term signaling game to 0.594 for the 

8-state/8-term game, if executed with the um-based learning model, as shown by Barrett (2009) with 
the help of simulations lasting 10^ turns per run. Notably, a communicative success rate of over 0.75 
is reached by over 95% of the simulations of the 8-state/8-term game, meaning that a reasonably 
reliable language is evolving even in the extended version of the game.

In an attempt to improve on the above results, Barrett (2006) introduced punishments to the up
dating rule, which reduced the propensity for a particular action if it has not yielded any (or sufficient) 

payofT, resulting in a largely positive effect on the learnability of more complex signaling systems. 
However, the increase in the number of states and terms is just one of many possible extensions of the 
signaling game model, leaving an abundance of issues open for further investigation. In particular, 
considering that an 8-state/8-term signaling game in which only one state and one signal are utilized 
in any single play is already exhibiting quite a severe fall-off in the level of communicative success, 

one could only imagine how complicated was the early human’s task of reliably agreeing on arbitrary 
lexical items in a basically unlimited and ever-changing world.

2.4.3 Lexicon Formation as a Signaling Game

In its original conception by Lewis (1969), the signaling game was meant to demonstrate how a small 
number of agents can organize their use of communicative signals for the purpose of improving their 
cooperation in some hypothetical success-based activity. At the core of such games lies the task of 
correctly transmitting infomiation between the two agents, which in turn allows them to make an 

informed decision on the appropriate action to execute in the given state of the world. Without the 
information element, signals would be nothing more than meaningless sounds and would thus have 
no relation to the real world. The hearer could still perform an action based on an information-free 
signal, but unless the signal is consistently correlated with some element of the real world, there 

would be no reliable feedback for the agents to evaluate the correctness of their understanding of 
the perceived signal, making learning a conventionalized communicative system similar to a human 
language if not entirely impossible, but certainly even more difficult than it is already proving to be.

On the other hand, it is not sufficient for a signal to be referring to a piece of information from the 
real world if the infonnation is basically worthless, i.e. if it did not help the communicators achieve 
anything beneficial with its help. The main reason why such signals would fail to build up a reliable 

a communication system is that their use would not yield any positive or negative feedback that is 
necessary for the early adopters to learn their appropriate use. For example, being able to express 
and understand that 'green ’ is the colour of grass does not help one avoid a predator or discover 
a new source of food. Consequently, the hearer might have as well figured that 'green' refers to 
the shape of the clover growing in the grass without being appropriately (or at all) punished for his 
misunderstanding of the signal. Accordingly, and as pointed out by Bickerton (2003), it seems rather 
implausible that language would have evolved from something like meaningless grooming sounds, as 
proposed by Dunbar (1997).
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2.5 Conclusions

In summary, the signaling game presented in section 2.4 represents the arguably most important func

tion o f language -  the transmission o f critical information in a cooperative task-oriented setting (c f  

Bickerton & Szathmary, 2011). However, the signaling game itself is a very crude oversimplification 

o f the real world, i.e. it does not allow for any extensions o f the w orld’s configuration beyond the 

number o f states, signals and agents involved in the game. While this may not have been critical for 

Lewis in his more theoretic approach, the limitations become quite critical if  one wants to effectively 

relate the results o f such a game to the question o f language evolution. Accordingly, this project is 

focussed on building out the model o f the signaling game to an easily extensible and highly config

urable workbench -  the Language Evolution Workbench (LEW ) -  that would allow one to perform 

clearly comparable simulations o f lexicon acquisition in a task-oriented environment with the goal of 

isolating the parameters that are most critical in the very early stages o f the lexicon acquisition task. 

The LEW model is presented in detail in the following section 3.



Chapter 3

Language Evolution Workbench

3.1 Introduction

As an alternative to the approaches presented in section 2.3, Vogel and Woods (2006) have proposed 

and begun the development o f a Language Evolution Workbench (LEW )' with the aim o f combining 

the best features o f the ILM and the language games while at the same time avoiding the major issues 

o f those models like explicit meaning transmission. This model has since then been extended by 

Longmore (2008), Vogel (2010) and most recently by Bachwerk and Vogel (2010) within the current 

research project.^ In its current state, the model is focussed on the issue o f lexicon formation during 

the transition phase from a closed to an open, learned repertoire o f communicative signs. However, 

owing to its highly modular structure, the LEW  can be incrementally extended to address the evolution 

o f syntax, grammar and other elements o f language. Aspects o f the framework that are relevant for 

the current research project are spelled out in the sections that follow.

Similarly to the ILM, the LEW is implemented at a relatively high level o f abstraction, meaning 

that some features o f the outside world are either modelled in a very simplistic manner or not modelled 

at all. While such an approach might make the model open to a certain amount o f criticism regarding 

its validity in tenns o f being an acceptable representation o f reality, there are two arguments that 

should be mentioned in defence o f such an approach. First o f  all, a highly abstracted model o f a certain 

system means that all its elements are independently observable and their effects well quantifiable 

(e.g. in the fonn o f a mathematical analysis o f  the Iterated Learning Model (Smith, Kirby, & Brighton, 

2003), the naming game (Baronchelli, Loreto, & Steels, 2008) and the signaling games (Argiento 

et al., 2009)). While a model with hundreds o f  parameters would certainly bring it closer to reality, 

one would find it extremely hard to distinguish between significant and insignificant parameters in 

such a model, as well as to observe the interactions between different parameters.

Furthermore, by starting with a simpler model, one can avoid the mistake o f building in features 

that have not yet been proven or observed well enough in other disciplines to justify or necessitate 

their inclusion. In other terms, if one does not know the precise parameter settings for the dimensions 

that impinge on the problem, one should not just buiid in arbitrary settings as features o f the model 

without experimenting with a range o f parameter combinations first. In summary, when addressing 

the critiques raised in earlier sections, this workbench attempts to do so in a highly constructive and

'A vailable under the Creative C om m ons A ttribution-ShareA like 3.0 Unported (CC BY-SA 3.0) license at 
http://github.com /arski/LEW .

^Due to the collaborative nature o f  the project, this section draw s on text that has been co-w ritten by Bachwerk and 
Vogel (2010) and is incorporated with perm ission o f  the co-author.
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meticulous manner. The remaining sections of this chapter will discuss some of the more funda
mental assumptions of the model that have been selected at the beginning of the research project as 
sufficiently reasonable to have the rest of the model built on top o f Extensions of the model that were 

proposed within the project and that go beyond the more accepted notions will be then presented in 

the following chapters.

3.2 Model Structure

3.2.1 General Assumptions

Within the course of this research project, the LEW setup has been extended from 20 to nearly 50 
adjustable parameters (see appendix A for the full list) while making as few assumptions about the 
agents’ cognitive skills as possible. The few cognitive skills that are assumed can be considered as 

widely accepted (according to JackendofF (1999) and Tomasello (2003) among others) as the minimal 
prerequisites for the emergence of language. These skills include the ability to observe and individu
ate events, the ability to engage in a joint attention frame fixed on an occurring event, and the ability to 
interact by constructing words and utterances from abstract symbols^ and transmitting these to one’s 

interlocutor.
From an evolutionary point of view, the LEW fits in with the so called faculty of language in the 

narrow sense as proposed by Hauser et al. (2002) in that the agents are equipped with the sensory, 
intentional and concept-mapping skills at the start, and the simulations attempt to provide an insight 

into how these could be combined to produce a communication system with comparable properties to 
a human language. From a pragmatics point of view, the approach directly adopts the claim that dia
logue is “the most natural and basic form o f  language use ” (p. 169, (Pickering & Garrod, 2004)). The 
consequence of adopting this claim is that, as each agent in the LEW individuates events according to 
its own perspective, which in most cases results in their situation models being initially non-aligned, 
it becomes their task to align their representations through dialogical interactions, similarly to the 
account presented in Pickering and Garrod (2004)."*

3.2.2 Entities and Events

In order to be able to learn a lexicon, agents in any model need to have something to talk about. 
Two common approaches can be taken when constructing the referent space for agent interactions. 

The first of these, employed in the Language Games from section 2.3.2 and the Signaling Game 
presented in section 2.4.1 is to provide agents with a set of objects or basic world states that may have 
some properties attached to them, but with no combination of a number of such objects. The other 

approach, preferred by the makers of the ILM from section 2.3.1 as well as by Gong and his colleagues 
in the model outlined in section 2.3.3, is to generate a number of multi-referent combinations, usually 
with an underlying structure that can be detected by the agents, with the effect of learning a simple 
grammar.

W hile such sym bols are referred to as ‘phonem es’ within the LEW, there is no reason why they should not be repre
sentative o f  gestural signs. In fact, Bickerton suggests that there is no reason to pick between either speech or gesture as the 
prim ary m edium  used for language, as it is m ost likely the case that in the first instances, both w ere interpreted by others as 
m eaning som ething. If  true, this would fully ju stify  a m odelling approach neglecting this issue.

''T h is claim  also im plies that language m ust have evolved in a social setting and not in the head o f  a particular individual. 
The only (unlikely) alternative is that this individual was so intelligent that he not only developed a reasonably complex 
language, but was also able to teach it to others.
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As has been outlined before, the focus o f the LEW is currently placed entirely on the lexicon 

acquisition task, i.e. no capability for sentence structure or grammar learning is encoded in the agents 

within the model. On the other hand, it seems too strong o f an oversimplification to provide agents 

with just one, or even the same few referents in their interactions, as it would arguably make the task 

of agreeing on a purely conventional lexicon much simpler than it is. Consequently, the LEW operates 

on a combination o f the two approaches, with different multi-referent combinations, or events, being 

presented to the agents during each interaction, who at the same time are not interested in (or capable 

of) detecting and somehow utilising the underlying structure (see below) o f such events.

Events that occur in the LEW are generated by selecting one o f the allowable event types and 

filling it with arguments. An event type is identified by the number o f actors or objects that are 

involved in it, ranging from one to three and in effect mimicking the distinction between intransitive (1 

argument), transitive (2 arguments) and ditransitive (3 arguments) verbs in modem human languages 

and the corresponding events that these represent. The three event types are represented below, along 

with their internal model representations.

•  [action, subject]

•  R^ [action, subject, object]

•  R^ [action, subject, direct object, indirect object]

Whenever an event needs to be generated, its head (i.e. action) is selected at random, after which 

an entity is selected for each argument slot in the event, also at random and with the only restriction 

that the same entity can only come up once as an argument in any individual event instance. In the 

original implementation o f the model, entities acting as event arguments were represented via three 

sorts (human, animate or inanimate), i.e. there were no actual entity instances. In the current project, 

entity sorts have been replaced with a configurable number o f entity instances. Despite this change, 

entities in the LEW are still represented as simple atoms, i.e. they do not currently have any properties 

or types associated with them

In order to represent the more complex events that can occur in the world, e.g. having an agent 

see another agent do something to a third agent, the object arguments in R^ and R^ have the possibil

ity o f being filled with other events, as well as simple entities. In effect, the event construction and 

argument selection process can proceed recursively with an infinite amount o f sub-events being em 

bedded inside the originally selected top-level event, thus resulting in an open-ended meaning space 

based on a finite num ber o f  both entities and event types. Since the dynamics o f  the model change 

significantly if a large num ber o f events are recursive, a separation is made between experiments with 

‘basic’ non-recursive events with entity arguments only, and experiments with unlimited recursive 

event embeddings allowed. In the present work, only basic events will be considered for the sake o f 

clearer analytical accuracy, with recursive events being kept in mind for later research. To provide a 

more concrete example, consider the following sample event:

Event 1. [ s e e  m o n k e y  t i g e r ]

In this example, < s e e >  is the event head corresponding to the R^ event type with two arguments, 

a subject and an object. In this particular example, < m o n k e y >  is the subject o f  the event and 

< t i g e r >  is the object. Note that the sample event above has been presented with understandable 

atoms for the sake o f providing a clear explanation o f the event structure. Within the simulation itself,
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both events and entities are just randomly generated strings that cannot be easily interpreted, with an 

example provided below.

Event 2. [k m s im ts  l u r l b a s  x u t y i i s  s u b x ]

When talking about events, < k m s im ts > ,  < l u r l b a s > ,  < x u t y i i s >  and < s u b x >  are re

ferred to as event components in the model. It is important to note straight away that, as event 

components are meant to represent facts about the simulated world, the meanings that the agents ex

press in their utterances do not necessarily have to (though occasionally do) correspond directly to 

the individual components. Instead, and similarly to human language, the meanings are constructed 

by the agents on the basis o f the different perspectives that they take on events. The way perspectives 

are built up and transferred onto lexical meanings in the model will be discussed in more detail in 

section 3.3.1 below.

3.2.3 Phonetic Inventory

As will be described in more detail below, interactions between agents are performed with the help of 

utterances that are composed o f words, which in turn are constructed out o f  phonemes. While inves

tigating the emergence and the organization o f a phonetic inventory o f a communication system falls 

outside the scope o f the current research project, some technical details about words and phonemes 

in the LEW are nevertheless quite essential to the understanding o f some o f the nuances o f the fol

lowing sections. In particular, every phoneme in the LHW is represented as a pair o f  phones (denoted 

as sequences o f  letters), mimicking the onset-nucleus structure (without the coda), e.g. Fur

thermore, when an agent needs to invent a new word to express a meaning, he always utilizes one 

phoneme,^ which he constructs by generating two new phones that have not been previously used in 

the population.^

3.2.4 Agents and Lexicons

Agents in the LEW are non-physical entities (see Steels & Kaplan, 2002, and further works by Steels 

and his colleagues for embodied implementations) and are in principle not specialized to the question 

o f language evolution. At the same time, what characterizes every agent in the LEW is its lexicon, 

with a sample agent lexicon provided below. The lexicon o f an agent is represented as a set of 

meaning-form mappings (also referred to as words or lexical items) w for every agent a €  {1, 

in a population o f N  agents. In such mappings, the meaning is a list of event components that were 

encountered by the agent in some event and the /brw  is combination of one or more phonemes from 

some utterance that was either produced or heard by the agent in connection with an experienced 

event (see section 3.3.1 for a more detailed account o f how meanings and forms are constructed and 

individuated within an interaction). Furthermore, every mapping w/ is associated with a weight qi that 

is an indicator o f the agent’s confidence in the mapping and, subsequently, represents the propensity

^Note that phones in the LEW  are considered com pletely unique and unrelated, i.e. the i i  phone is not equivalent to 
the "(-/■" phoneme.

^Nevertheless, m ulti-phonem e words are also possible in the system , as will be described in section 3 .3 .1.
^W hile this m ight seem as an unnatural restriction, especially as it assum es that the agents have heard (and m em orized) 

all o f  the phones used in all o f  the utterances perfonned within a population, the m otivation behind it was to elim inate any 
additional sources for hom onym y in agent lexicons other than the interactions themselves.
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o f  the agent to utilize it in future interactions. Depending on the experimental setup, mapping weights 

are adjusted according to one o f  the equations provided in section 3.3.2.**

W| =  {meaning^ f o r m ,  weight)

^ „ W2 =  (meaning, f o r m ,  weight) (3 1)

Wk =  [meaning, f o r m ,  weight)

Notably, there is no underlying knowledge base available to the agents that they could fall back on 

when associating lexical forms with meanings. W hile a concept-based world model is undoubtedly 

a very prominent feature that is missing from the agents in the LEW model, it has been shown that 

humans are not the only species that are capable o f  organizing the world in concepts (see Hauser et al., 

2002), yet they are the only ones that have a communication system as com plex as human language, 

putting the role o f  an internal world model into question. Further support for the secondary role o f  

conceptualization is that, in the LEW, linguistic conventions emerge in simple agents even without 

concepts, as w ill be seen later on in the document.

3.3 Simulation Design 

3.3.1 Interactions

Building on the traditions o f  computer simulations o f  language evolution, the LEW is based on in

teractions between one (thinking) or two (dialogue) agents.*^ The typical interaction in the LEW 

occurs between two randomly chosen agents, a speaker and a hearer, whereby an agent can also end 

up talking to h im self i f  he gets picked as the hearer too (language is meant for thinking as w ell as 

communicating). More specifically, the interactions follow  the scenario outlined below:

Step 1: An event is constructed as described in section 3.2.2 above and fully ‘displayed’ to both 

agents. For the sake o f  simplicity, the sample interaction provided here w ill be based on the event 

from example 2.

Step 2:  Given that an event is modelled as a list o f  components, the set o f  possible perspectives on 

that event is m odelled with the exhaustive set o f  possible partitionings o f  that list into sublists. When 

building up their perspective on an event with n components, the agents have 2"“ ' different partitions 

available to them, from which they select one at r a n d o m . F o r  the sample event 2 presented above, 

the list o f  possible partitions, i.e. agent perspectives is provided below:"

• [<kmsimts lurlbas xutyiis subx>]

• [<kmsimts lurlbas xutyiis> <subx>]

• [<kmsimts> <lurlbas xutyiis subx>]
^Apart from being increased or decreased directly after an interaction, mapping weights can also decay over time if  the 

forgetting parameter is enabled during a simulation. However, forgetting is still being experimented with by the author and 
was kept disabled throughout all the simulations presented here.

'^One-to-many (m onologue) interactions have also been experimented with by the author, although no conclusive results 
are ready to be presented on these at the moment o f writing.

’®Note that pennutations o f  event components inside the event are not permitted as their order is meant to represent 
possible relations between events and entities.

''N o te  the marking o f  < e v e n t  c o m p o n e n t s >  in an [ < e v e n t >  < p a r t i t i o n > ]  as opposed to an 
[ u n p a r t i t i o n e d  e v e n t ] .
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• [<kmsimts lurlbas> <xutyiis subx>]

• [<kmsimts lurlbas> <xutyiis> <subx>] *

• [<kmsimts> <lurlbas xutyiis> <subx>]

• [<kmsimts> <lurlbas> <xutyiis subx>]

• [<kmsimts> <lurlbas> <xutyiis> <subx>]

In effect, each perspective amounts to a view o f what an agent finds useful to label and commu

nicate about in relation to a witnessed event. Accordingly, when looking at the different partitions 

listed above, it becomes clear that ‘m eanings’ do not necessarily correspond to individual parts of 

the world, but are rather representations o f the w orld’s parts, via perspectives. In the following, it is 

assumed that the speaker has selected the partition marked with an asterisk above as his perspective 

on the experienced event.

Step 3: The speaker assigns a lexical fonn, i.e. a word, to every meaning from the event partition 

selected during the previous step, e.g. “/ / - / ’> “i-w" and combines the words into one continuous 

utterance, i.e. (“nV i-w  and transmits this to the hearer. The selection o f words is achieved

either by looking up an existing meaning-form mapping for a given meaning in one’s lexicon'^ or, 

failing to find one, by inventing a new form as described in section 3.2.3 above.

Step 4: The hearer perceives the speaker’s utterance as a continuous stream o f uninterrupted 

sound, i.e. {“ii-j i-w p -t”) and, first o f  all, needs to segment it into individual words (or decide that he 

regards the whole thing as a single word). If synchronous transmission is enabled (see Vogel, 2010, 

for a previous experiment with this condition), the hearer agent is always able to tell the boundaries 

between speaker’s words. In the alternative case, the process o f word segmentation and selection 

becomes very similar to the process o f  event partitioning, i.e. the hearer picks one o f the possible 2”~' 

segmentations at random (given an utterance consisting o f n phonemes). In the sample interaction, 

the possible word segmentations for the utterance provided above would be as follows;

• ii-j i-w p -r )  

. {-ii-j i -w - -p -n

•  {" ii-r  "i-w p-t")

•  ( “ 7 7 - / ’ “ /-M '”  “ / ? - / ” )

In this case, assume that the hearer picks {""ii-j i-w" '"p-t") as the word segmentation o f the en

countered utterance.'”̂

Step 5: The hearer assigns a meaning to every word he thinks him self to have encountered in 

the utterance. This is done in a similar way to how the speaker composes an utterance. First of 

all, the hearer searches his lexicon for existing meaning-form mappings that include the heard form.

'^ In  the following, notation such as {"ii-J i-w  p -t" )  will refer to  both the full utterance, as well as its one-word segm en
tation.

'■^If m ultiple synonym ous m appings exist in an agen t’s lexicon, then a form is random ly picked based on a probability 
distribution computed from the corresponding m apping weights (see below for m ore on weights).

’“̂ As can be seen, when synchronous word segm entation is disabled, hearers have the ‘ability’ to w rongfully segm ent 
a heard utterance and thus introduce larger words into their lexicons and subsequently, when acting as a speaker, into the 
lexicons o f  others.
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Failing to find one, the hearer randomly assigns some part o f the event as the meaning, whereby his 

perspective on the event, i.e. its partitioning into meanings, is fully independent o f the speaker’s per

spective (c f  step 3). For the sake o f completeness, assume that the hearer interpreted the encountered 

utterance as [ < k m s im ts >  < s u b x > ] .

Step 6: In order for the agents to learn, an update is performed in the agent lexicons (see sec

tion 3.2.4) for every meaning-form mapping that they employed in the latest interaction. This update 

mechanism is described in more detail in section 3.3.2. As has been mentioned in section 3.2.4, 

agents in the LEW currently only store information about what lexical items they employed in past 

interactions, but not what events and entities they encountered along the way.

3.3.2 Learning Strategies

In the original version o f the LEW, adopted at the beginning o f this research project, all simulations 

implemented a very primitive learning strategy that essentially reinforced all meaning-form mappings 

utilized to either construct or decode an utterance without any consideration for their success. Based 

on the notation from Barrett and Zollman (2009), the updating rule for an agent’s propensity ^,(/) 

to utilize a lexical mapping / in an interaction at time 1 in this learning strategy could be defined for 

every lexical mapping i employed in the interaction as:'^-'^

I ^i ( 0  +  ^ ( 0  i f  m a p p in g /■ w as utilized  
,̂(/ + l) = ,  (3-2)

I qi[t) otherwise

Where K{t) represents the payoff o f  the interaction performed between two agents at time t and was 

simply fixed as:

n{!) =  1 (3.3)

The above equations do not reflect the success o f an employed strategy but rather rely solely on the 

historical frequency o f mapping use. Consequently, there is also no way o f introducing punishments 

for unsuccessful strategies, which have proven to be essential if one wishes to reach any kind o f near- 

optimal solution in the more complex signaling games (see Barrett & Zollman, 2009), which the LEW 

clearly represents. As an improvement to the learning strategy outlined above, it has been proposed 

by Bachwerk (2011) to approximate the payoff n{t) o f  an interaction based on its communicative 

success, which can range from 0 (no understanding) to 1 (full understanding). In order to do so, an 

additional parameter that defines the level o f  minimum success s^in was introduced to the LEW. This 

parameter allows for a more flexible payoff definition, which incorporates both reinforcement and 

punishment o f a strategy:'^

n{t) = [  '  (3 4)
I — 1 otherwise

While the payoff definition in equation 3.4 is surely an improvement on the completely success-

'■^Since action success in the LEW is approximated over communicative understanding, no response rule needs to be 
defined here. Instead, much like the Saussureans in Hurtbrd (1989), agents make use o f the same lexicon both during signal 
production and interpretation, meaning that the updating rule applies to both sides o f an interaction.

'^In the LEW, q, values represent the weights and thus the usage probabilities o f competing meaning-form mappings in 
an agent’s lexicon. In general, i?/(0) can be considered to be equal to 0. Note that this has no effect on the invention of new 
forms.

'^With negative reinforcements, if the weight of a mapping has a non-positive value after an update has been performed, 
it is considered to be forever forgotten by the agent and is thus eliminated from his lexicon.
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agnostic reinforcement employed previously as described in equation 3.3, it is still fixed at a certain 

value and is not dependant on the actual distance between the level o f minimum success and the actual 

success rate. This shortcoming was then solved by a employing the difference between actual success 

and the minimum success threshold as the payoff value:

7 T ( / ) = 5 ( ^ )  Sffjin (3-5)

The way communicative success o f an interaction is actually defined in the LEW will be outlined 

in the following section 3.3.3. Finally, it should be noted at this point that the success-based learn

ing strategies are only plausible if one accepts the premise presented in section 2.4.1, namely that 

communication evolved out o f  the need for cooperation, and that successful communication leads to 

clearly perceivable payoffs during such cooperation, i.e. that communicative success o f agents can be 

employed as an approximation o f the obtained payoffs in the feedback loop o f the learning process. 

Note that, in the current implementation o f the LEW, this type o f implicit feedback is provided to the 

agents without letting them know precisely what part o f  the utterance it was that they succeeded in or 

failed to understand, thus still avoiding any kind o f telepathic meaning transmission.'^

3.3.3 Perceiving Success

While a lot o f effort has been put into the avoidance o f direct meaning-fomi transfer (i.e. telepathy) 

in the LEW, it is still possible to observe the levels o f understanding between two interacting agents 

in the model. Firstly, agents themselves may be able to detect whether they have been successful in 

a cooperative setting where a task is at stake (as opposed to grooming) even if the utterance has not 

been strictly speaking understood. Secondly, an independent observer is always in a position to form 

theories o f whether two interlocutors understood each other. When making external measurements, 

it has to be noted that one need not necessarily look at direct mapping-to-mapping understanding 

as it can be safely assumed that, in the pessimistic setting o f agents individuating events differently, 

they will share a very limited amount o f mappings. In fact, a certain level o f  understanding can still 

be attributed to the interlocutors if they have somehow reached the same meaning, even though they 

expressed it differently. Pragmatically, there can be some level o f success if distinct symbol-meaning 

mappings take agents to at least some o f the same meanings.^®

In other words, there is 100% success in understanding when two agents can be observed to have 

denoted the same meanings, arranged in a similar order, in what was spoken and what was heard 

(independently o f whether they segmented the sound stream identically), i.e. if they agree on what 

the different components o f an utterance were about. In particular, for communicative agreement 

to be achieved, the agents need to agree on two things: what entities are being spoken about and 

what are the relations between these entities. The relations between the entities are considered to be 

understood if  the ordering o f the meanings is sufficiently similar between the two agents, as described 

in more detail in the definitions provided below.“ '

Understanding F I (F I): The harmonic mean between precision and recall between the hearer’s

'^H aving 5„„„ =  0 in this case would m ake the updating rule equivalent to its basic version in Herrnstein reinforcem ent 
learning w hich em ploys ju st the actual payoff value.

'^T his approach is sim ilar to that o f  (Skyrm s, 2010) in saying that complete understanding is not a requirem ent for the 
em ergence o f  conventionalized com m unicative m echanism s.

^®lf an agent wants salt, asks for salsa, and obtains salt, then som e amount o f  com m unicative success has happened. 
^ 'T h e  consideration o f  m eaning arrangem ents within an utterance also fonns a basis for the introduction o f  m ore ad

vanced pattern recognition skills that could potentially lead to the evolution o f the first syntactic structures.
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interpretation of the speaker’s utterance.^“

r-,  ̂ precision * recall
F \ = 2 * ------ 7̂ -------------— (3.6)

precision +  recall

Precision: ratio of meanings that were agreed on by speaker and hearer to the total number of 
meanings that were extracted by the hearer from an encountered utterance.

Recall, ratio of meanings that were agreed on by the speaker and hearer to the total number of 
meanings that were referenced by the speaker with the encountered utterance.

Agreement on meanings: achieved if two meanings match in positionally overlapping forms in 
the speaker’s intended and the hearer’s interpreted utterance, whereby the same form cannot be a part 
of more than one match.

Positionally overlapping forms: two forms from two utterances that share at least one phoneme 
index.

Phoneme index: the position of a phoneme inside an utterance, with the first phoneme of the first 
form of an utterance defined to have index = 1P

Finally, figure 3.1, illustrates a sample interaction within the LEW, along with the success mea
sures calculated from the agents’ understanding of each other.

Figure 3.1: Sample interaction in the LEW

He said (p,t)

He m eans <kmsimts> subx*

I s e e  <kmsimts iurlbas> <xutyiis> <subx>  

V I say (i,w) (p ,t) ^

kmsimts lurlbas xutyiis subx

o o

Understanding precision = 0.5; recall = 0.33; FI = 0.4

^^The definition utilized for the m easurem ent o f  com m unicative su ccess in the LEW  should not be seen as the only  
acceptable option, but rather as a plausible one.

S in ce  there is no noise or loss o f  data during the transm ission o f  utterances in the LEW, the length o f  the spoken and 
the heard utterance, and thus the range o f  the corresponding phonem e indexes w ill a lw ays be equivalent for speaker and 
hearer.
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3.4 Evaluation Measures

Apart from measuring the actual communicative success, the lexicons of the agents are also evaluated 
with regard to some natural language properties, as mentioned earlier in section 2.5. For instance, 

lexicon size indicates the range o f expressible meanings and interpretable forms; the amount o f syn
onymy and homonymy both inside the individual lexicons and across of the whole population tells us 

how similar the emergent languages are to natural languages, which seem to tolerate homonymy and 
avoid synonymy; while the amount of mappings shared by the whole population and the number of 

agents sharing a mapping on average are both good indicators of potential communicative success. 
As can be seen, these evaluation measures relate to properties of the whole system, i.e. they allow one 

to evaluate if one configuration leads to something more like natural language than another, which, in 
a way, is perhaps even more important than communicative success when attempting to simulate the 
emergence of human language as we know it. A complete list of the evaluation metrics, along with 
their exact definitions is provided below:

Lexicon Precision (LPrec): ratio of the hearer’s interpreted meanings that were in agreement 
with the speaker’s intended ones (see preceding section), when the corresponding form was present 
in the hearer’s lexicon (see next item).

Lexicon Use (LUse): ratio of forms from the segmented utterance U = {fo rm \J 'o rm 2 ,.., fornix) 
that a hearer was able to find in his lexicon during the /'* interaction.

Mapping Share (MS): number of agents that have a meaning-form mapping in their lexicon, 
averaged over all distinct mappings from the merged lexicon of the population LexP'^P.

Agent Synonymy (Syn‘̂ ): ratio of meanings that are associated with multiple forms M^yn to all 
unique meanings Munique in an agent’s lexicon.

Agent Homonymy (Hom“): ratio of forms that are associated with multiple meanings f/,ow to all 
unique forms Fi,„ique in an agent’s lexicon.

LUsCi =
\ { k : f k e U\ 3 m{ m , f , , ) e L e x ^ } \

\ U \

(3.7)

n

LexP^P =  U  Lex‘' (3.8)
a = \

M S =
\LexP°P\

•i=\ I {a : Wi e  Lex“}\ 
\LexP^P\

(3.9)

^ “unique =  (w,/) G L e x “ ] (3.10)

=  [m : { m J ) ^ L e x ‘‘ \ 3 r { m , f ) e L e x \ f ^ r } (3.11)

unique
(3.12)

P L i q u e  = { f ' {m, f ) eLex ‘̂ ] (3.13)
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ĥom =  i f  f )  €  \3m'{m', f)  e L e x “, m ^ m ' }  (3.14)

=  (3.15)
\ unique I

Population Synonymy (SynP^P): ratio o f meanings that are associated with multiple forms M̂ yn 

to all unique meanings in the merged lexicon o f the population.

M ^ u e  =  [rr^-i>n,f)eLexP<^P} (3.16)

=  {m : { m, f )  e  LexP"P\3f { m , / )  G L e x P ^ P , f ^ f )  (3.17)

=  (3.18)
I  unique I

Population H om onymy (HomP°P): ratio o f forms that are associated with multiple meanings 

to all unique forms in the merged lexicon o f the population.

P ^ u e =  {f-{>nJ-)eLexP<^P}  (3.19)

=  { f  ■■ ('»>./■) e  LexP^'P\3m'{m',f) e  LexP̂ 'P ,m ^  m'] (3.20)

\pp0p\
H o m P '> P = ^ - ^  (3.21)

\ unique\

Lexicon Size (LSize): number o f meaning-form mappings in an agent’s lexicon.

LSize‘̂ =  \Lex‘’ \ (3.22)

Lexicon M eanings (LM): number o f distinct meanings in an agent’s lexicon.

=  (3.23)

Lexicon Forms (LF): number o f distinct forms in an agent’s lexicon.

L F “ =  \F L ,u e \  (3-24)

It has been stated before in section 1.3 that the success o f any particular parameter configuration of  

the model will be evaluated and decided on based on the comparability o f obtained lexical properties 

to those observed in real human languages. While doing so would be clearly desirable, it has to 

be admitted that obtaining real language measures for some o f the above properties, especially such 

as lexicon use and lexicon precision, is completely unrealistic. Furthermore, while dictionaries and 

lexical databases allow one to compute the number o f different fonns and meanings in a language, 

these measures can hardly be reasonably compared to the lexicons o f the LEW agents that only have 

a short period o f time to develop, in which only a limited set o f meanings can be observed. However,
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two measures that can be extracted from dictionaries such as WordNet“‘* and meaningfully compared 

to the corresponding values from the simulation results, are lexicon synonymy and homonymy.

Self-published statistics o f the latest version o f the WordNet database^^ suggest that there are 

26896 polysemous words^^ in the English lexicon totalling 155287 distinct words, indicating a homo

nymy level o f 0.17. Furthermore, the statistics indicate that 79450 out o f the 206941 distinct senses 

(or meanings) represented by the English language are polysemous, implying a synonymy level of 

0.38. Interestingly, these calculations appear to refute the claims made by Carstairs-McCarthy (1999) 

among others that synonymy is less tolerated in human languages than homonymy.^^ More impor

tantly for the purpose o f this research project, however, these values provide a reference point for 

comparisons o f  the lexicons from the presented model to those o f real humans.

Finally, it should be noted that from the evaluation measures presented above, understanding 

precision, lexicon use and lexicon precision are computed after every interaction and, when analysed 

statistically or presented in a visual format, are averaged over all interactions o f a simulation. Further

more, as already mentioned above, mapping share, as well as population synonymy and homonymy 

are computed based on the merged lexicon o f all agents and are thus by definition global measures 

that characterize the whole population. All other measures are calculated on a per-agent basis and 

then averaged over all agents in the population.

3.5 Experimental Methodology

Experiments conducted with the help o f the LEW all follow the same methodological approach. First 

o f all, a set o f parameters o f  the model that one wishes to investigate is selected (or implemented, if 

missing), along with several different candidate values for these parameters. Next, for each resulting 

parameter combination, the workbench is configured accordingly and a batch o f simulations is per

formed with the same configuration, but with different randomization seeds.^^ In particular, every 

simulation run consists o f  a predefined number o f interactions, with the average number o f interac

tions per agent usually kept constant across experiments (i.e. if  a simulation with two agents consisted 

o f 1000 interactions, a comparable simulation with ten agents would involve 5000).^^ The number 

o f interactions within a simulation can vary between experiments, but usually lies at around 1000 

per agent, following the reasoning that in order for a complex evolutionary trait such as language 

to establish itself in a population, it should provide at least some value from the very early stages, 

otherwise it would have been quickly abandoned by its pioneers.

Throughout the conducted simulation runs, a variety o f tasks are performed at regular intervals. 

These tasks can include forgetting, agent elimination and addition (if these are enabled), as well as 

intermediate evaluations o f the system that enable one to observe the evolution o f different properties 

over time. Additionally, a full evaluation o f the system is performed at the end of each simulation run, 

at which point the final values o f the measures presented in section 3.4 above are computed. Having

^''W ordNet is an online lexical database o f  the English language, available at http://w ordnet.princeton.edu.
^^Retrieved from http://w ordnet.princeton.edu/w ordnet/m an/w nstats.7W N .htinl.
^^In anticipation o f  possible confusion, it has to be noted that "words’ refer to strings in WordNet, i.e. correspond to 

‘fo n n s’ in the LEW.
-^A dm ittedly, the definition o f  polysem ous senses is usually rather loose in dictionaries and does not correspond to the 

m ore strict version o f  the term em ployed in the field o f  linguistics.
^*As a rule, 600 sim ulation runs are perform ed for each configuration o f  the m odel in order to  guarantee statistical 

significance o f  results.
^^Since interactions will nom ially  occur betw een two agents, executing 5000 interactions in a group o ften  agents would 

result in every agent being involved in an average o f  1000 interactions.
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conducted all the necessary simulations, statistical analysis is used for drawing conclusions about 

the experiment, with graphical representations aiding in visualising the different trends that emerge 

in the system. During the analysis, the results are evaluated with respect to similarity o f certain 

observed properties to their corresponding values in human languages, some o f which are outlined 

in the preceding section 3.4. In addition to that, outcomes o f experiments conducted with different 

parameter configurations are compared for the purpose o f deciding which o f these appears to move in 

the right direction in terms o f the different evaluation measures. More often than not, the results o f an 

experiment will indicate possible interactions between some o f the varied parameters o f the system, 

as well as suggest further variations that might prove significant for the purpose o f understanding the 

emergence o f a communication system in the simulated population o f agents. These indications are 

then utilized when designing and conducting future experiments with the system.

3.6 Summary

The LEW is a hybrid model o f language evolution that combines aspects o f the ILM, Language 

Games, the Coevolution Model o f Language and Social Structure as well as the Signaling Game. 

Similarly to the above, the LEW focuses on interactions between pairs o f agents who attempt to com 

municate about a set of topics from their environment. However, by assuming that such interactions 

occur in a task-oriented setting, agents in the LEW can plausibly identify the levels o f their commu

nicative success by observing the payoffs obtained from a subsequent action, thus avoiding the need 

for explicit meaning-fonn transmission. In terms o f partner selection, the LEW does not model the 

age o f agents and is hence not entirely compatible with the notion o f  horizontal transmission from 

the ILM. It does, however, allow one to configure almost any social structure within the population, 

which can also be dynamically adjusted by the agents themselves throughout the simulations, e.g. 

based on mutual understanding.

Finally, the focus o f the LEW is put on the establishment o f meaning-form mappings, i.e. a 

lexicon. While most other computational models o f language evolution go beyond that and attempt 

to look into the emergence o f syntax from the very beginning, the reasoning behind the choice o f 

ignoring syntax at first is that it would only have been a necessity once the holistic lexicon o f language 

inventors had reached a certain cognitive threshold, where the memorization and the processing of 

further lexical items, without any regularization, would have become intractable. Considering the 

small size o f early lexicons, it would seem that such a state could not have been reached until later on 

in human language development.

Sticking with the popular ‘gam e’ metaphor employed for most models o f language evolution, the 

simulations o f the LEW are referred to as the Lexicon Acquisition Game. Keeping in mind that the 

signaling game has been shown to exhibit a very significant drop in success levels even for the slightest 

extensions o f  the basic 2-agent/2-state/2-signal variation, section 4.2 will begin with the simplest 

possible configuration o f the LEW, which includes just two agents and one world state (comprising 

o f 2-4 elements). Having performed an analysis o f this very basic configuration, section 4.3 will 

look into stepwise extensions o f the model and the corresponding effects on the different evaluation 

measures, which are also outlined in the following section 3. As was the case with the signaling 

game, it is expected that providing a formal analysis o f the Lexicon Acquisition Game will become 

increasingly infeasible as the game is extended, in which case the results o f the simulations will 

provide the primary fallback for model evaluation.
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Chapter 4

Lexicon Acquisition Game

4.1 Introduction

In order to provide a fundamental analysis o f the proposed computational framework, it is first nec

essary to examine the limits o f lexical properties that are established based on a number o f  simple 

and intuitive constraints in a LEW-simulated population o f agents. In particular, this chapter will 

look at interactions performed between two different agents (i.e. without self-talk) about the three 

types o f simple, non-recursive events, with only one event available in any given simulation, in effect 

modelling the ability to only express simple sentences without embedded clauses. The motivation 

for omitting recursive events from the fundamental analysis lies in the natural complexity increase 

inherent to recursive and thus limitless systems. While the option of having an open-ended meaning 

space is still considered to be quite critical for any reliable model o f language evolution and is being 

experimented with by the author, this chapter will look to analyse a fairly restricted version o f the 

system to lay down a proper fundamental basis for future, more complex experiments that will be 

presented in chapter 5.

Within the individual sections o f the chapter, an analytical analysis will be conducted for the 

most significant properties o f a communication system, as outlined in section 3.4 before. The goal 

o f  this exercise is to determine what levels o f  the corresponding properties can be achieved under 

different constraints, as well as what are the probability distributions o f the different property levels. 

The main constraint at the focus of the chapter is the level o f  minimum success, i.e. the level of 

lexical agreement required for a payoff to be obtained by the communicating agents. As described in 

section 3.3.2, the payoff o f an utterance basically determines if the words utilised in it will be learned, 

i.e. retained for future use by the agents.

In the first section o f this chapter, a very basic version o f the Lexicon Acquisition Game will be 

discussed, which includes only two agents and one event consisting o f between two and four ele

ments. The goal o f reducing the model to the simplified configuration is to establish some analytical 

baselines for the model, which will be useful when moving forward and examining more complex 

configurations o f the LEW. In effect, the approach is similar to analysing the simplest possible 2- 

agent/2-state/2-signal version o f the signaling game before looking into the possibility o f  extending 

either one or more o f the limits.

The next two sections will look into an extended version o f the model, with a particular focus 

on population size. Firstly, in section 4.3, the number o f agents in the simulated population will 

be increased by just one agent, from two to three. W hile this could appear to be a very marginal

35
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extension o f the model size, it actually has the potential o f completely altering the dynamics o f  lexicon 

acquisition. The main investigation point here is thus if the different limits imposed on the system 

that were discussed in section 4.2 will simply increase/decrease as a function o f the population size, 

or, instead, if  the dynamics o f the system will change altogether, owing to the presence o f what could 

be referred to as intermittently non-participatory agents in a system where only two-agent interactions 

are possible.

Finally, section 4.4 will look into significantly larger populations consisting o f ten agents. This 

number brings the model closer to the argued evolutionary state o f hominid groups at the time where 

language first emerged. As can be imagined, in groups like this, agents are likely to find it even 

more difficuU to agree on lexical conventions, with the possibility o f fiill subgroup dialects emerging 

throughout the population. In section 4.4, the focus will remain on the general lexical properties of 

the individual agents as well as the overall lexicon o f the population. The following chapter 5 will 

then look more closely into the different complex social configurations that can emerge, or that are 

preconfigured in the system, as well as discuss their effects on the emergent lexicon o f the population. 

For the sake o f completeness, the specific parameter settings o f the LEW that were used in all o f  the 

presented experiments are presented in appendix B.

4.2 Interacting in Pairs

Since the dynamics o f  lexical acquisition can be very different depending on the number o f actors 

involved in the process, the rest o f  the chapter will be split into three sections, focussing on popula

tions o f two, three and ten agents, respectively. From an evolutionary point o f  view, it would appear 

that a scenario involving a larger number o f interlocutors seems to be more favourable, considering 

that most accounts o f language evolution place the origins o f language around the time as our human 

predecessors were forced to increase their group size based on a number o f environmental factors. On 

the other hand, it does not seem implausible to assume that, even in a large group, some early form 

o f communication might have emerged in pairs o f cooperating members.

4.2.1 Lexicon

One o f the most important features o f a lexicon is its overall size, along with the number o f unique 

expressible meanings and interpretable forms. In order to learn new lexical items, agents in the LEW 

need to experience a certain level o f  success first, as without that it is assumed that no payoff has 

been gained from the interaction and thus no motivation exists to remember the lexical mappings 

employed therein. Experiencing success in this case equals to reaching some agreement over what is 

being talked about. Depending on the minimum level o f  understanding necessary for an interaction to 

be considered a success, it may be sufficient for the agents to agree on only a subset o f  the meanings 

that were referred to.

Accordingly, if  the minimum success threshold in the agents is relatively low, they m ay end up 

agreeing on just a few meanings, however, not being able to tell which meanings they interpreted cor

rectly and which not, they would still memorize all o f the lexical mappings involved in an utterance. 

This phenomenon results in a certain number o f lexical mappings being shared across the population, 

with others being consistently misused, without the ability to detect which are which. A side effect 

o f this phenomenon is that the maximum limit on the overall lexicon size o f the population will grow
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not only proportionally to the number o f expressible meanings encountered, i.e. the number and size 

o f the events, but also to the level o f  minimum success.

Lexical Mappings

If  M  is the set o f all potential meanings in a simulation, then the optimal lexicon o f the population 

in terms o f communicative potential would be equal in size to the number o f elements in M, 

i.e. \LexP°P\ =  \M\, with no meaning being represented twice in the lexicon and the lexicons o f all 

agents being equivalent. Obviously, the agents could be so unlucky as to never guess the correct 

meaning of any form, thus never achieving the level o f  minimum success necessary to obtain a payoff 

and to learn a lexical mapping, resulting in an empty lexicon LexP"^ =  0 with \LcxP°p \ =  0. However, 

there is also the possibility that, in any given interaction, agents only agree on as many meanings as 

they need in order to surpass the level o f minimum success 5,„,„ required for obtaining a payoff. In 

this case, the lexicon o f every agent may end up having more than one mapping associated with some 

meanings. Consequently, the overall lexicon o f the population can actually be noticeably larger than 

would be required in a given world.

To illustrate the above on a very simple example, assume that two agents inhabit a world where 

only one event can occur: [ e v e n t i  e n t i t y i ] .  Also assume that the level o f minimum success 

employed by the agents is anything smaller than 0.5, e.g. s^in =  0-4. In this case, if the speaker 

produces an utterance (“oo-u”), the meaning o f which is < e v e n t i  e n t i t y i  > , the hearer clearly 

needs to understand the sole meaning in order to experience any success. The interaction and the 

corresponding resulting lexicon are presented below;

Interaction 1.

•  Event: [ e v e n t ]  e n t i t y i ]

•  Speaker partition (/lge/7/|): [ < e v e n t i  e n t i t y i > ]

•  Utterance: ("oo-u")

•  Hearer interpretation [ < e v e n t i  e n t i t y i > ]

•  Outcome: success 5 =  1.0 and p a yo ff n  =  0.6 

Lexicon 1.

Agent
Meaning

Agent \ Agentj

< e v e n t |  e n t i t y i > "‘'oo-u” (w =  0.6) "'’oo-u" (w =  0.6)
< e v e n t ] > 0 0
< e n t i t y i > 0 0

Table 4.1: Agent lexicons after interaction 1 {Smin =  0.4).

However, if the speaker’s intended meanings are partitioned into [ < e v e n t |>  < e n t i t y i > ] ,  

then the hearer can interpret the corresponding utterance {""i-k" “/-e”) as [ < e v e n t i  >  < e v e n t |  >]. 

In this case, the level o f success would be exactly 0.5, meaning that a payoff would be obtained and 

the agents would memorize the mappings that led them to their corresponding interpretations. The
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speaker agent would learn { < e v e n t i>  ; “i-k"} and { < e n t i t y i >  : while the hearer agent

would learn { < e v e n t |>  : and { < e v e n t i>  : ‘y V ’}, as exhibited below.

Interaction 2.

•  Event: [ e v e n t i  e n t i t y i ]

•  Speaker partition (v4ge«/|): [ < e v e n t i>  < e n t i t y i > ]

• Utterance: (" i-k” "f-e”)

• Hearer interpretation (y4ge«/2): [ < e v e n t I >  < e v e n t |> ]

• Outcome: 5 =  0.5 and ;r =  0.1 

Lexicon 2.

Agent
Meaning'~'~'~~~~~~---_^

Agent\ Agent2

< e v e n t i  e n t i t y i >

oII1o “oo-u" (w =  0.6)
< e v e n t i > “/ - r  (w =  0.1) 7-

'

II 
II

S 
2

i

< e n t i t y i > “/Ig” (W =  0.1) 0

Table 4.2: Agent lexicons after interactions 1 - 2 {smin =  0.4).

Up until here, the overall lexicon of the population is still \LexP°P \ = \M\, but remember that the 
hearer agent from the first interaction (Agent2 ) still does not have a mapping in his lexicon that would 
have a form corresponding to the < e n t i t y i >  meaning. Instead, this agent has two mappings 
associated with the < e v e n t  i>  meaning. Accordingly, at a later stage, when the speaker-hearer 

roles of the two agents have switched, Agenti might want to express the meanings [ < e v e n t |>  
< e n t i t y i > ]  himself In this case, he would need to invent a new form for < e n t i t y i > ,  so he 
might say something like “ww-i/”). Agent\ already has a good idea about the meaning of 

which is < e v e n t i> ,  yet he does not know what means, so he might guess that the other
agent was referring to < e v e n t i  e n t i t y i > ,  i.e. interpret the speaker’s utterance as [ < e v e n t |>  

< e v e n t |  e n t i t y i > ]  (remember that there are no restrictions on the agents’ guessing integrated at 
this stage). In the above example, and as demonstrated below, the success of the interaction would be 

equal to 0.5 and hence a payoff would be experienced by both agents for both the correctly conveyed 
meaning, and the misinterpreted one.

Interaction 3.

•  Event: [ e v e n t i  e n t i t y i ]

•  Speaker partition (ylge«/2): [ < e v e n t I >  < e n t i t y i > ]

•  Utterance: ( “i-k” “m m -u”)

•  Hearer interpretation (^ge/7/i): [ < e v e n t i>  < e v e n t i  e n t i t y i > ]

•  Outcome: s =  0.5 and K — O.l
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Agent
Meaning

Agent \ Agent2

< e v e n t |  e n t i t y i > "^oo-u" (w =  0.6) 
'"m m -ir (w =  0.1)

“oo-u” (w =  0.6)

< e v e n t i > “/-yt” (w =  0.2) “/■-/t” (w =  0.2) 
y -e "  (w =  0.1)

< e n t i t y i > “/le” (w =  0.1) “mm-u” (w =  0.1)

Table 4.3: Agent lexicons after interactions 1 - 3 {Smin =  0.4).

Lexicon 3.

After only three interactions, agents can thus end up with a lexicon o f four mappings each, even 

though there are only three different meanings available in their world. On top o f that, their interac

tions will still have a good chance o f consistently perfonning above the minimum success threshold, 

meaning that the lexical mappings that are mismatched between the agents might never become recti

fied, resulting in consistent, yet unperceived, misunderstandings between the agents. Notably, similar 

scenarios are not uncommon in humans utilizing modem language. It would seem that linguistic 

items are clearly defined, yet one frequently experiences situations where two people seem to agree 

on something during conversation, but when performing a corresponding activity end up doing some

thing quite different.

From a quantitative point o f view, lexicon 3 represents the largest possible overall lexicon in a 

population o f two agents conversing about a single two-component event and the level o f minimum 

success set to anything below 0.5. The lexicon cannot grow any further because both agents have a 

form associated with every possible meaning in the world, thus eliminating the possibility o f further 

invention. In general, the lexicon o f an agent can grow if there are still meanings from the world that 

are not represented in it by any form. Furthermore, as described above, new forms can only be added 

to a lexicon if, in an interaction with another agent, a sufficient amount o f agreement has been reached 

about the meanings involved. Accordingly, the agents need to share a certain amount o f mappings in 

order to be able to learn further mappings. However, the lexicon o f any particular agent, or the overall 

population, will not grow beyond \M\ if  all o f  the mappings are shared.

Consequently, the limit for the largest possible lexicon in a population o f agents is reached when 

a lexical mapping can be learned for every possible meaning in the agents’ world, yet only a mini

mally necessary number o f mappings is actually shared between the agents. The lexicon acquisition 

problem then becomes a matter o f finding a minimum set o f  shared mappings that is sufficient for the 

acquisition o f a mapping for every possible meaning in the agents’ world. Since a form for a meaning 

can only be learned by both agents by either agreeing on the form reference directly, or by having 

the new form come up in an utterance together with another, shared mapping, the task o f finding a 

minimal shared set can be represented as a graph.

Dominating Set Problem

Following the above discussion, it appears that in order to determine the maximum number o f lexical 

mappings that can be learned by agents communicating in an isolated pair, a small detour into graph 

theory is necessary. Within graph theory, the problem that is most similar to determining the necessary 

subset of meanings with a shared mapping from the overall set o f meanings is referred to as the
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dominating set problem. In graph theory terms, the task is then to find a set of nodes D  for a graph 
G = that is a subset of V and for which it holds that every node from graph G is either in D
or is connected to a member in D by some edge e e  E. Given this definition, a dominating set could 

range from having all of the nodes from the graph in it, to having just a very small subset of heavily 
connected nodes. Finally, a minimum dominating set of a graph is a dominating set with the smallest 

possible number of nodes in it, given graph G.'
In the lexical acquisition task encountered by the agents in the LEW, the set of vertices V corre

sponds to the set of individual meanings that can come up in any given world. As has been described 

in section 3.2.2, all meanings in the LEW are a part of some event, with only the meaning consist
ing of all components of an event appearing on its own. In order to represent this relation, an edge 

is added to E  in the meaning graph for every pair of meanings that come up in the same partition 
(without having to be adjacent in it) o f one of the world’s events. From this graph, one can then infer 
the (minimum) dominating set of meanings for which the agents need to share a lexical mapping in 
order to be able to learn a mapping for every possible meaning in their world. Of particular interest 
for evaluating the process of lexicon acquisition, however, are not the different possible minimum 
dominating sets themselves, but rather the actual size of the minimum dominating set, also referred to 

as the minimum domination number, with respect to the size of the graph. Since the latter is defined 
by the number of potential meanings in an agent’s world, i.e. as the number of possible partitions of 
an event, the size of the graph can be defined as a function of the number of events and the sizes of 
the corresponding events, based on equation 4.5.

\Evems\ |£-ict/U| | n , ' |  / i ™ ,  , .

\V\ = \ M\ =  I  I  (4.1)
i= l  (=1 ^

The determination of the minimum dominating set for a graph G as well as the number of ver
tices in such a set, i.e. the domination number, is a classical NP-complete decision problem that has 
been studied extensively since the middle of the 20'* century, as described by Hedetniemi and Laskar 
(1990). A minimum dominating set of a graph G with n = \V\ vertices can be found in time G'{T'n) 
by inspecting all vertex subsets of the graph. However, there also exist algorithms that can determine 
the minimum dominating set more efficiently, the fastest solution to date being in time ^(1.7159") 
by Fomin, Grandoni, Pyatkin, and Stepanov (2008). For the sake of the current project, the crude 

inspection approach should suffice for determining the minimum dominating number, i.e. the mini
mum amount of meanings with a shared mapping in a world with a single event of one of the three 

types described in section 3.2.2 and a certain minimum success threshold Smm- The results of such 
inspections are provided in table 4.4 below.

^min
Event type'^'’'''''-'-----.^

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

7?' (3 meanings) 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3
R^ (6 meanings) 3 3 3 3 3 5 5 6 6 6

(10 meanings) 3 3 3 3 5 7 7 9 10 10

Table 4.4: Minimum domination number for the different event type and Smin combinations.

It has been stated above that for the lexicons of the agents to grow to their biggest possible size, 
the agents would be required to share the forms associated with the meanings from the minimum

' A s  implied ,  a g raph  can  h ave  m o re  than on e  d ist inc t  (m in im u m )  dom ina t ing  set.
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dominating set. However, this statement does not imply that the shared forms have to be the first 
fornis learned for these meanings, nor that the agents carmot have non-shared forms associated with 
these meanings alongside shared ones throughout the simulations. The reason why this is important 
is that for certain combinations of the selected event size and the level of minimum success, mean

ings belonging to a minimum dominating set can come up in utterances with other members of the 
corresponding set, where correctly interpreting the former is not a requirement for a payoff to be 
obtained.

As an example, let us consider an R" event [ e v e n ts  e n t i t y a  e n t i t y 4 ] in interactions with 
the level of minimum success set at s^i„ =  0.25. As can be inferred from table 4.4 above, the min

imum domination number for this combination is three, with one of the minimum dominating sets 

(there are, in fact, three distinct ones in this case) being D  =  { < e v e n t 2 > , < e n t i t y 4 > ,< e v e n t 2 

e n t i t y 3 e n t i t y 4 >}. It can be quickly spotted though, that given the relatively low minimum 

success threshold, an utterance about [ < e v e n t 2 >  < e n t i t y 3 >  < e n t i t y 4 >] does not require 
for both < e v e n t 2 >  and < e n t i t y 4 >  to be agreed on by the interlocutors for a payoff to be ob
tained - ju s t  one would suffice, resulting in ,v =  0.33 and n  — +0.08. Accordingly, it is possible for 

the agents to fail in communicating about e.g. < e n t i t y 4 >  in a first interaction and then succeed in 
a later one, when the speaker-hearer roles are reversed. To make the above clear, the two interactions 

are presented below:

Interaction 4.

•  Event: [ e v e n t 2 e n t i t y 3 e n t i t y 4 ]

•  Speaker partition (^ge/7?i): [ < e v e n t 2 >  < e n t i t y 3 > < e n t i t y 4 >]

• Utterance: (" ff-d” “v-e” “aa-i")

•  Hearer interpretation {Agent2)'- [ < e v e n t 2 > < e v e n t 2 e n t i t y 3 >  < e v e n t 2 e n t i t y s  

e n t i t y 4 >]

•  Outcome: s =  0.33 and K =  0.08 

Lexicon 4.

Agent
Meaning

Agent \ Agent2

< e v e n t 2 e n t i t y 3 e n t i t y 4 > 0 “a a -r  (w = 0.08)
< e v e n t 2 e n t i t y 3 > 0 “v-e” (w =  0.08)
< e n t i t y 3 e n t i t y 4 > 0 0
< e v e n t 2 > (w =  0.08) “f-d "  (w =  0.08)
< e n t i t y 3 > ‘W ’ (w =  0.08) 0
< e n t i t y 4 > ‘‘"aa-i" (w =  0.08) 0

Table 4.5: Agent lexicons after interaction 4 (Smin = 0.25).

Having taken part in the above interaction 4, agents now have a shared form referring to the 

< e v e n t 2 >  meaning, which is one of the items in the minimum dominating set suggested above. Fur
thermore, Agent\ now also has a fonn associated with another meaning from this set -  < e n t i t y 4 >.
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even though Agent2 has misinterpreted the form used by Agent\ to refer to it. The following interac
tion 5 will show that this does not prevent the agents from learning a shared form for the < e n t i t y 4 > 
meaning when the speaker-hearer roles are reversed though.

Interaction 5.

• Event: [ e v e n t 2 e n t i t y s  e n t i t y 4 ]

• Speaker partition [ < e v e n t 2 > < e n t i t y 3 >  < e n t i t y 4 >]

• Utterance: ( “ff-d ” “hh-kk” “n-oo”)

•  Hearer interpretation (^ge«/|): [ < e v e n t 2 >  < e n t i t y 3 e n t i t y 4 > < e n t i t y 4 >]

• Outcome: 5 =  0.67 and n  =  0.42 

Lexicon 5.

Agent
Meaning

Agent \ Agent2

< e v e n t 2  e n t i t y s  e n t i t y 4 > 0 “aa-r (w = 0.08)
< e v e n t 2 e n t i t y 3 > 0 “v-e” (w =  0.08)
< e n t i t y 3 e n t i t y 4 > (w =  0.42) 0
< e v e n t 2 > y - d ''  (w =  0.5) -ffid” (w =  0.5)
< e n t i t y 3 > “v-e” (w =  0.08) “hh-kk" (w = 0.42)
< e n t i t y 4 > ''"n-oo” (w = 0.42) 

""aa-r (w = 0.08)
(w = 0.42)

Table 4.6: Agent lexicons after interactions 4 - 5 {Smm =  0.25).

As can be seen above, after the two interactions, agents now have a shared form for two of 
the three meanings from the selected minimum dominating set, making it possible for them to end 
up learning the maximum possible number of different lexical mappings between the two, such as 
lexicon 6 for example (provided without mapping weights for the sake of simplicity and with shared 
mappings sorted on top).

Lexicon 6.
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Agent
Meaning Agent \ Agent2

< e v e n t ; 2  e n t i t y 3  e n t i t y 4 > “ee-r" “ee-r"
“ee-u" “aa-f'

< e v e n t 2  e n t i t y 3 > “ ' - r ’ “qq-ww"
< e n t i t y 3  e n t i t y 4 > “t-u" “U-hb"
< e v e n t 2 > "ff-d" “ff-d"

“hb-o"
< e n t i t y 3 > “bh-o" “ee-u"

“ll-bb" " i - r
“t-u"

< e n t i t y 4 > “n-oo"
“aa-i"
“qq-ww"

“n-oo"

Table 4.7; Agent lexicons after interactions 4 - 5 =  0.25).

Notably, during the generation of the above lexicon, the first form that was invented to refer 
to the < e n t i t y 4 > meaning was actually misinterpreted by the corresponding hearer, resulting in 

an additional non-shared mapping being generated from a meaning that eventually ends up being 
a part of the shared set. What this means for the estimation of the biggest possible lexicon that 
can be acquired by the agents in a population of two is that Mshared does not necessarily have to 
include all the meanings from the minimum dominating set. In fact, the meanings for which a form 
is ultimately shared in the largest lexicon that can be established by a population can be divided into 
two sorts, namely first-order and second-order ones. The main difference between the two sorts is 
that first-order meanings will have a corresponding form shared from the very beginning, effectively 
introducing just a single new mapping to the agent and population lexicons. On the other hand, 
second-order shared meanings can have a first communication attempt about them fail, resulting in 
an additional distinct mapping being added to the lexicon of each agent.

Finally, it is also possible that a mapping is eliminated from an agent’s lexicon if it is consistently 
misused and subsequently punished, e.g. if Agent\ uses “mm-ii" to refer to < e v e n t i  e n t i t y i >  

and Agent2 then interprets “mm-u" as < e n t i t y i  > , resulting in communicative success s =  0. In the 
above case, it is then possible that the weights of both shared and non-shared mappings are punished 
(see section 3.3.2) and, if these end up having a non-positive value, eliminated from the lexicon of 
one or more agents. The following interaction is based on lexicon 3 from the preceding subsection.

Interaction 6.

• Event: [ev en ti  e n t i t y i ]

• Speaker partition (>4ge«/i): [ < e v e n t i  e n t i t y i > ]

•  Utterance: ( “m m -u”)

•  Hearer interpretation (ylge«^2 ): [ < e n t i t y i > ]

• Outcome: s — 0 and n  =  —0.4

Lexicon 7.
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Agent
Meaning

Agent \ Agent2

< e v e n t i  e n t i t y i > “oo-u” (w =  0.6) 
“mm-u" (w =  —0.3)

""oo-ir {w =  0.6)

< e v e n t i > “/-A:” {w =  0.2) (w =  0.2) 
y -e ” (w =  0.1)

< e n t i t y i >

OII (w =  -0 .3 )

Table 4.8; Sample agent lexicon after interaction 3 =  0.4).

If the above scenario occurs and one or both o f the agents end up without a form association for 

one or more o f the observable meanings, then the process o f  inventing and learning new lexical items 

can happen anew. In particular, there exist certain combinations for the larger event types where a non

shared mapping can be established for one o f the meanings from the minimum dominating set with 

the help o f another, which, after being forgotten in a subsequent interaction with a different meaning 

partition, can then have a non-shared mapping o f its own being learned by the agents, resulting in 

both o f these becoming second-order meanings, as discussed above.^ Based on the newly defined 

distinction between first-order and second-order meanings with shared mappings, an updated table 

can be constructed that better reflects the conditions which can result in the maximum possible lexicon 

size in a population o f two agents, which is provided below.

^min
Event type^~'''~~~-~___^

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

/?' (3 meanings) 2+0 2+0 2+0 2+0 2+0 3+0 3+0 3+0 3+0 3+0
(6 meanings) 2+1 2+1 2+1 2+1 1+4-’ 5+0 3+2 6+0 6+0 6+0

R^ {\0  meanings) 2+1 2+1 2+1 1+3 1+4 3+4 3+4 9+0 10+0 10+0

Table 4.9: Number o f first-order and second-order meanings with a shared mapping required to learn 
a form for every meaning in the world.

Population Lexicon

The reason why such a sizeable portion o f the section has been dedicated to the determination o f the 

number o f first-order and second-order meanings with a shared mapping that are required to learn a 

form for every meaning in the world is that knowing these allows one to compute the limits o f  the 

population lexicon, as described in section 4.2.1 above. In particular, any meaning which does not 

have a first-order shared mapping associated with it will be represented in every agent’s lexicon by 

two different forms. Accordingly, the maximum agent lexicon size in a population o f two agents, 

regardless o f the number o f conversations in the limit, can be defined as follows, with the set of

^For an example, take the same [e v e n t2  e n t i t y 3  e n t i t y 4 ]  event discussed above and s„,i„ =  0 .4 . In this config
uration, interpreting one of two meanings results in a payotT, while interpreting one in three yields a punishment. Accord
ingly, agents can agree on < e v e n t 2 >  and < e n t i t y 4 >  while misinterpreting < e n t i t y j  e n t i t y 4 >  and < e v e n t2  
e n t i t y 3 > ,  respectively, then delete the shared mappings associated with the two single-component meanings in failed 
interactions based on the [< e v e n t 2 >  < e n t i t y 3 >  < e n t i t y 4 > ]  partition and then happen to agree on < e n t i t y 3  
e n t i t y 4 >  and < e v e n t2  e n t i t y 3 >  while wrongly interpreting < e v e n t2 >  and < e n t i t y 4 > ,  respectively. In ef
fect, only one meaning (< e v e n t 2  e n t i t y 3  e n t i t y 4 > )  should be a first-order shared one, while the four mentioned 
above can be second-order shared and < e n t i t y 3 >  -  completely non-shared.

-^Also 2+ 1, which results in the saine population-level maximum ( 17), but a lower agent-level maximum (10 vs 11).
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first-order shared meanings referred to as and the set o f second-order shared meanings -  as

^shared'

max |Lex"| =  +  (|M | -  \M'i„,.ed\) * 2 (4.2)

Plugging the values for the minimum number o f shared lexical items between agents from ta

ble 4.9 into equation 4.2 results in a table o f the maximum agent lexicon size in the population o f two 

agents, presented below.

Event
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

R^ (3 meanings) 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3
R^ (6 meanings) 10 10 10 10 11 7 9 6 6 6
/?  ̂ (10 meanings) 18 18 18 19 19 17 17 11 10 10

Table 4.10: Maximum agent lexicon size in simulations with two agents.

When considering the joint lexicon o f the population, this will contain a single mapping for each 

o f the meanings with first-order shared mappings, three for meanings with second-order shared m ap

pings (one that is shared and further two that have different forms referring to the meaning) and four 

for the meanings without a shared mapping (two for each o f the communication attempts). The rea

son why failed interpretations result directly in two additional mappings on the population level, as 

opposed to one in the agent lexicon, is that forms that were meant to refer to one meaning and were 

interpreted to mean something else will by definition be assigned to difTerent meanings in the lexicons 

o f the two agents, thus creating two new mappings in the population. Based on the above, the total 

maximum number o f distinct mappings in the joint lexicon o f a population o f two agents is:

max \LexP^P\ = \M,hared\ +  * (2 +  1) +  (|M | -  *{2 + 2) (4.3)

The following table 4.11 presents the maximum population lexicon sizes computed with the help 

o f equation 4.3 and values from table 4.9 for the 30 different event type and minimum success thresh

old combinations, in simulations with two agents.

^min
Event ty pe ''''''''''-- '--,.^

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

/?' (3 meanings) 6 6 6 6 6 3 3 3 3 3
R^ (6 meanings) 17 17 17 17 17 9 13 6 6 6
R^ ( \0  meanings) 33 33 33 34 33 27 27 13 10 10

Table 4.11: Maximum population lexicon size in simulations with two agents.

As will be the case for each o f the observed properties, simulations have been conducted to de

termine the actual distribution o f the number o f unique mappings acquired by the agents based on 

the type o f the solitary event occurring in their world and the level o f minimum success imposed on 

them. These distributions are then plotted by a combination o f several box plots, allowing the reader 

to quickly identify the range of values taken up by the given property under each o f the conditions, 

as well as the mean, represented by the diamond icon. The same 500 simulations for each o f the pa-
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rameter combinations will be examined throughout this section, each consisting o f 1000 interactions 

between the two agents in the simulated population.

Figure 4.1 shows that in a world with one event o f type for any level o f minimum success 

Smin <  0-4, i.e. where the minimum set o f  first-order shared mappings required to learn a lexical item 

for every potential meaning is equal to two and thus max \Lex‘̂ \ =  4, the agents actually predominantly 

end up employing the maximum possible number o f mappings, as opposed to the optimal three that 

would ensure perfect communicative success. For s^m  >  0-5, the minimum set o f meanings with a 

shared mapping becomes equivalent to M  and hence the agents cannot learn more than three

mappings, which is reflected in the graph.
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Given that the majority o f  the agents in experiments conducted with an event end up having 

the maximum four items for Smin <  0.4, it is only a logical consequence that the joint lexicon of 

the corresponding populations will have a total o f at least five items, in the case where both agents 

have four different mappings in their lexicons. This is indeed confirmed by figure 4.2, although 

the suggestion is that in about a quarter o f the simulations, the agents actually end up agreeing on 

the forni for the meaning that is not a part o f the two-item minimum dominating set at the second 

attempt, resulting in a population lexicon size o f five. Inevitably, for >  0.5, all mappings are 

shared between the agents and hence the population lexicon (and thus its size) is equivalent to the 

lexicon o f any individual agent from the corresponding population.
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Figure 4.2: Number o f  lexical items in the population lexicon for W =  {/?}}.
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In the set o f simulations conducted with event R", figure 4.3 shows that the number o f acquired 

lexical items is predominantly concentrated around eight out o f  the maximum ten for Smi„ < 0.4 and 

the maximum seven mappings 7 for 0.5 <  s^m < 0.6). As was the case in the experiment conducted 

with event /?' above, it can be clearly seen that for Smin > 0.7 the agents could not learn more than six 

mappings due to the minimum success requirement.
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Figure 4.3: Number o f lexical items in agent lexicons for W =  {/?[}.
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On the population level, figure 4.4 shows that o f the two ‘extra’ mappings that most agents in 

simulations with Smm <  0.4 have, neither o f these is shared between the agents, resulting in population 

lexicon size o f around 12 items. However, it appears that chances are the agents will guess the 

meaning for at least one o f the foniis not referring to a meaning from the minimum dominating set, 

as the population lexicon never reaches the maximum size o f 18. On the other side, for s^in >  0.7, 

all o f the lexical items are shared between the two agents, regardless how few o f these are actually
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learned by the agents, resulting in a population lexicon size equivalent to that o f  the individual agent 

lexicons.

Figure 4.4: Number o f lexical items in the population lexicon for W  =

_i--------------- ^ --------------- 1---------------- 1_
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A very similar picture develops in experiments conducted with event type R^, with the majority 

o f the agents slightly short o f the maximum 18 mappings that can be learned for Smin < 0.3, the 15 

for s ^ i n  =  0.4 or the 9 for 0.5 <  S m m  <  0.6. Similarly to the experiments with a two-argument event, 

a very pronounced drop can be observed for simulations with s„i„ > 0.8, where the agents quite 

clearly fail to learn over 50% o f possible words after 1000 interactions, again dropping to just one for 

Smin =  0-9 as an effect o f the very high success threshold and the much lower chances o f guessing all 

o f the meanings from an encountered utterance.

Figure 4.5: Number o f lexical items in agent lexicons for W  =  {/?[}.
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In simulations with an R^ event, figure 4.6 shows that again, out o f the four ‘extra’ mappings 

that each o f the agents learns on average for s^m < 0.3, only one is likely to end up being shared.
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resulting in population lexicons consisting o f 23 items. A similar trend continues throughout all levels 

o f minimum success imposed on the agents, with clearly a very low chance o f the agents correctly 

guessing the meanings o f the forms utilized by one another during interactions.
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Figure 4.6: Number o f lexical items in the population lexicon for W =  {/?]}.
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The main conclusion that can be drawn from the figures depicting the number o f distinct mappings 

that two agents can learn within 1000 interactions is that the time frame is certainly not sufficient if a 

high requirement for success is imposed on the communicative process. The reason for that is that the 

chances o f getting the interpretation o f the forms utilised in different partitions in successive interac

tions completely right are fairly low. In addition to that, the small payoffs and the large punishments 

issued in the corresponding simulations result in a low tolerance for failure, meaning that a single 

partially failed interaction in between several successful ones can take the agents right back to square 

one. However, the following sections will show that while the lexicons o f such agents might be small, 

some other features o f  these lexicons may actually be superior to those o f agents who are under less 

pressure for communicative success.

Unique Meanings

The number o f unique meanings that the agents can learn in the LEW is bound by the events that can 

be observed in their world. In the model, events are represented as combinations o f one event atom 

and one or more event arguments, which are meant to represent different entities such as persons and 

objects involved in the event. In general, an event R can be considered to have a certain length, which 

is defined as the sum o f its arguments and the event head atom.

+  1 (4.4)

As described in section 3.2.2, agents individuate events by partitioning them into individual mean

ings comprised o f one or more event components each. The partitioning process has no restrictions 

imposed on it other than that event components cannot be repositioned after an event has been de

fined, i.e. when putting the partitioned meanings back together, they should result in an identically 

ordered copy o f the original event. This follows from modelling any perspective on an event as an
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element o f the set o f possible subsequences o f the event. According to the above definition o f event 

generation and individuation, the number o f unique meanings \M\ that can be potentially generated 

from an event R o f length |/?| is defined by the number o f possible subsequences that can be extracted 

from it and can thus be written down as follows:

N  =  = (45)
/ = 1  1 = 1  ^

Since the agents cannot invent any meanings on their own, the number o f unique meanings in 

their lexicons, as well as the population lexicon, is at most the sum o f the number o f unique parts that 

can be extracted from the wevents in the world W =  R\ ,R2 ,..,Rw that they are inhabiting.

W
max =  max ^  IM I (4.6)

/ = i

Accordingly, in a world with just one event with fixed arguments, the number o f meanings that 

the agents can potentially learn depends solely on the length o f that event, i.e. on the number o f 

arguments that the event takes. The following graphs show the distribution o f the number o f unique 

meanings with a form associated with them at the end o f the conducted simulations. Figure 4.7 

shows that, for the event o f the smallest type (/?') that takes one argument and has thus only three 

potential meanings that can be extracted from it, the agents end up learning a form for every one o f 

those meanings after 1000 interactions regardless o f the level o f minimum success imposed on their 

interactions. Logically, i f  the agent lexicons always end up having a form for every meaning in the 

agents’ world, then the population lexicon, by extension, w ill have at least one form associated with 
every meaning as well.

Figure 4.7: Unique meanings in agent lexicons for W =  {7?j}.
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The following figure 4.8 shows that increasing the number o f arguments by just one to two, i.e. 

by populating the world with one event o f type R^, it is no longer guaranteed that the agents w ill be 

able to associate a meaning with each o f the six potential meanings that can be extracted from the 

event within the 1000 interactions. For Smm <  0.7, the agents still overwhelmingly learn a mapping 

for every possible meaning, with the exception o f a handful o f agents were not quite able to associate
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a form with each o f the available meanings. However, for s^m > 0-8 agents actually find it extremely 

difficult to agree on lexical mappings, not least due to the fact that the punishment for one correctly 

guessed meaning out o f two {n  =  -0 .3  for s^i„ =  0.8 and k  =  - 0 .4  for =  0.9) outweighs the 

reward obtained for guessing two out o f two (k  — 0.2 for s^m =  0.8 and ;r =  0.1 for Smin =  0.9) and 

the apparently sufficiently large pool o f potential meanings from which they can keep on picking the 

wrong ones.
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Since there were cases in which agents did not learn how to express each o f the six available 

meanings, here it makes sense to take a look at the number o f meanings that were actually represented 

in the combined lexicons o f all agents, i.e. the so called population lexicon. These numbers, depicted 

by figure 4.9, indicate that in the two cases where one o f the agents only had a form associated with 

five o f the meanings, the meaning was actually present in the population lexicon, implying that the 

corresponding agent’s partner had a fonn associated with all six meanings and that the agents were 

still in the process o f agreeing on all the lexical forms even after 1000 interactions.
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Figure 4.9: Unique meanings in the population lexicon for W =
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The picture worsens further with the three-argument as the only event in the agents’ world, 

as can be seen from figure 4.10. Hereby, not even the smallest level o f  minimum success required 

from the agents guarantees that 500 out o f  500 times both agents will learn to express each of the ten 

potential meanings with some form. The limit o f  having the vast majority o f agents know a form for 

every meaning shifts slightly from Smin =  0.7 to s^m =  0-5 when compared to agents talking about 

R^. Furthermore, for Smi„ =  0.9 the overwhelming majority o f  the agents actually ends up knowing 

a word to express just one meaning - usually the joint partition including all four components o f the 

event, which, being only used in isolation, is not dependent on any other meaning being interpreted 

correctly and is thus impossible to unlearn having been correctly interpreted at least once.
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On the population level, the number o f distinct expressible meanings, depicted by figure 4.11, 

suggests that in the majority o f  the cases, if one o f the agents only knows how to express a fraction
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of the available meanings, then the other agent in the population will not know how to express any 

more meanings. This is quite logical, given that the agents end up having overwhelmingly the same 

lexicons. However, while the set o f  distinct forms in the agents’ lexicons will indeed always be the 

same, as will be discussed in the following subsection, agents do have the possibility o f assigning a 

forni to different meanings, in particular in simulations with a low level o f minimum success. An 

example o f this happening was already observed above in the experiment with an event and is 

also present in this experiment for s„,i„ =  0.2 to 5mm =  0.5, where there is an agent each with eight 

meanings only in his lexicon, yet the corresponding population lexicon having at least nine meanings 

expressed in it.

Figure 4.11: Unique meanings in the population lexicon for fV =
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In summary, the results o f the simulations performed with the LEW model suggest that agents are 

by no means guaranteed to acquire a mapping for even as few as six or ten meanings that are available 

to them over a period o f 1000 interactions. For lower levels o f s^m, the minimum dominating set, i.e. 

the minimum set o f mappings that need to be agreed on by the agents is still relatively small, which 

means that the agents only need to agree on a fraction o f the meanings in order to learn a mapping 

(shared or not) for every other meaning. However, as the level o f minimum success is increased and 

with it the number o f mappings that need to be shared, agents find it increasingly more difficult to 

reach the minimum that would allow them to learn to express every meaning in their world.

Unique Forms

There are certain implicit restrictions imposed on the learning o f new forms by agents in the LEW. In 

particular, when acting as a speaker, agents will occasionally invent new forms when they have none 

assigned with a meaning that needs to be expressed. When this happens, the agent will pick a fonn 

that has not been used within the simulation yet, based on the assumption that he will want to employ 

a new lexical item that no one has potentially used in a different context yet. When acting as hearers, 

agents always check their lexicon first when encountered with a set o f  forms from an utterance. If a 

form can be found in the agent's lexicon, he will select the associated meaning as the interpretation
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o f the forni, regardless if  the meaning is actually present in the context, i.e. the obser\'ed event."^ 

Accordingly, when considering the lexicon o f an agent, the number o f unique forms in it will be 

equivalent to the number o f mappings in it, since an agent has no way o f assigning muhiple meanings 

to a single form, either when speaking or when listening.

max \Fl̂ „iqueI =  niax \Lex“ \ (4.7)

In terms o f the overall population lexicon, it can clearly happen that a fonn is assigned to a 

different meaning across different agents. For this to happen, the hearer needs to simply incorrectly 

guess the meaning o f one o f the forms uttered by the speaker, while at the same time guessing a 

sufficient number o f forms correctly so as to end up above the minimum success requirement and 

obtaining a payoff for all o f  the involved mappings. However, based on the observation that the 

weights o f mappings with corresponding forms will always be equivalent between the two agents, 

it can be concluded that both agents will always have the exact same set o f unique forms in their 

lexicons. It then follows that the set o f unique forms in any individual agent’s lexicon is equivalent 

to the set o f unique forms known by both agents, which is further equivalent to the set of unique 

mappings known by each agent. Accordingly, in a population o f two agents, the maximum number 

o f unique forms both in every agent’s lexicon and the joint lexicon o f the population follows from 

equation 4.2:

max =  m a x = \M'^hared\ +  ( 1̂1 "  W sharedl) * 2 (4.8)

4.2.2 Synonymy & Homonymy

When estimating both agent and population lexicon synonymy and homonymy limits, it is assumed 

that agents have reached a state in which they have assigned a form to each o f the w orld’s meanings. 

This assumption is made for the sake o f keeping limit estimates within plausible and meaningful 

bounds. For example, it is possible that during intermediate states o f  lexicon acquisition, agents will 

both know a certain set o f fornis, but not share the meanings associated with any o f these, resulting 

in a population homonymy level o f HomP°P =  1.0, i.e. have more than one different meaning asso

ciated with every form in the population lexicon. While the potential states in which agents can find 

themselves throughout the lexicon acquisition process are equally o f interest, the focus o f the current 

analysis will remain on the properties o f the relatively finalized lexicons, which would allow one to 

appropriately compare like with like.

Agent Synonymy

Both synonymy and homonymy levels are clearly highly dependent on the amount o f shared and non

shared lexical items between agents, as well as the overall lexicon size (which in turn is also based on 

the number o f  shared mappings). Intuitively, it would seem that agent synonymy levels should not be 

dependent on the amount o f  mappings that an agent shares or does not share with the other agent(s). 

One could imagine a scenario where the agents both share several dozens o f mappings all referring 

to just a handful o f  different meanings, resulting in high synonymy, as well as one where they do not 

share a single mapping, yet do not have multiple forms referring to any o f the meanings within their

^Experim ents in w hich having the interpreted m eaning appear in the observed event is im perative are being conducted  
by the author as part o f  a separate project.
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individual lexicons. However, the above scenarios are not necessarily  possible in the LEW . In fact, as 

w ill be described below, for an agent to have m ultiple form s associated  w ith a single m eaning in the 

m odel, i.e. for the agen t’s lexicon to have synonym s in it, he cannot share all o f  his m appings w ith 

the other agent(s).

The reason for the above is that generating new synonym s on the agent level is a capacity  that 

is only open to the hearer w ho is not constrained by the principle o f  contrast, i.e. is not prevented 

from m apping additional fornis to a m eaning that already has one or m ore form s associated w ith it 

( c f  Clark, 1987), and can thus, on hearing an unknow n fonn , interpret it to stand for any existing 

m eaning, even one already associated w ith a different form  previously. A ccordingly, if  both agents 

already shared the m apping w ith the previous form , then the speaker agent w ould have used this 

form, and not invented a new one w hen referring to the corresponding m eaning. The only option that 

rem ains for a synonym  to be im planted in the hearer agen t’s lexicon is for him  to incorrectly interpret 

a form  intended to stand for a different m eaning, for w hich the agents do not yet agree on a form  for.

The first conclusion that can be instantly draw n from  this is that in a population o f  tw o agents, 

agent synonym y can only be above zero if  the lexicons o f  the agents are not com pletely  synced, i.e. 

if  there are form s w ith unm atched m eanings in the agen ts’ lexicons. Conversely, i f  agent lexicons are 

not identical, then the form s from  non-shared or second-order shared m appings w ill have to be asso

ciated w ith som e m eanings in their corresponding lexicons, for w hich they already have (a potentially  

shared) word. Taken together, it can be stated that S y t f  >  0 itT|Le.r^"^| >  \M\ or |Lev"| >  \M\, i.e. the 

lexicon o f  at least one agent (and thus also the com bined lexicon o f  the population) is larger than the 

num ber o f  distinct m eanings in the world.

In such lexicons w here there is at least one form  m ore than there are distinct m eanings, the ‘ex tra’ 

fonn  needs to be associated w ith som e m eaning, resulting in at least one m eaning having synonym ous 

forms. Regardless o f  the num ber o f ‘ex tra’ form s, there is no reason w hy the agent could not associate 

all o f  these w ith the sam e m eaning, w hich im plies that the m inim um  num ber o f  m eanings associated 

w ith m ultiple form s does not change w ith the size o f  the lexicon or the num ber o f ‘ex tra’ form s. Since 

the num ber o f  unique m eanings in the agen t’s lexicon is also fixed at a certain m axim um

level, the m inim um  level o f  agent synonym y is fixed as follow s (in cases w here there is at least one 

synonym ous form):

-̂---- : (4.9)
\ unique\

Analytically, the m axim um  level o f  agent lexicon synonym y, i.e. Syti^ =  1.0 is reached w hen 

every  m eaning in the agen t’s lexicon has tw o or m ore form s associated  w ith it. However, this level 

cannot be reached by tw o agents as the num ber o f  distinct fornis that the agents can learn is <

1 * \M \ .  This equation is based on the prem ise that tw o fonns can only be learned via non-shared 

m appings; however, since the two agents w ill alw ays need to share at least one m apping in order to 

learn a form for every m eaning in the w orld, the num ber o f  m eanings w ithout a shared fo n n  will 

at m ost be |M | — 1. Accordingly, the highest level o f  lexicon synonym y that can be reached w ould 

result from  an agent assigning every ‘ex tra’ form  to a different m eaning, effectively acquiring as m any 

synonym s as he has non-shared (or second-order shared) m appings, or put form ally:

m ax Sy>f =  ~ \ ^ s h a r e d \  ^  , _  W s h a r J  ( 4  1 0 )
\M\ \M\

The results o f  the 500 sim ulations conducted for each level o f  m inim um  success depict the actual
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distribution o f agent synonymy within its limits. In a world with one event o f type R \  agents follow

ing Smin <  0.4 can end up having one non-shared mapping, resulting in an ‘extra’ form being assigned 

to some meaning in the lexicon o f both agents. In such a scenario, max Syn^’ =  minS^w", meaning 

that the level o f  agent synonymy becomes a direct reflection o f the number o f unique forms known 

by the agents with no adjustments to the distribution possible, as confirmed by figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: Agent lexicon synonymy level for W =  {/?}}.
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For experiments with event o f type R^, there is significantly more room for the agents to assign 

the forms from non-shared mappings to different meanings. Figure 4.13 shows that agent synonymy 

is still closely tied to the number o f unique forms (and hence the number o f ‘extra’ forms) in the 

agents’ lexicons, with the two extra forms being evenly distributed between the six meanings on 

average, resulting in an agent synonymy level concentrated around one in three for s^m <  0.4. For 

0.5 <  Smin <  0.6, there is usually just one ‘extra’ form, leaving ^ as the dominant level o f agent 

lexicon synonymy. Finally, for s^m >  0.7, agents do not learn more forms than there are meanings 

and also never associated more than one form with the same meaning (due to the fact that obtaining a 

payoff for such high level o f Smin requires full agreement over the utilized mappings), which naturally 

results in the lack o f agent lexical synonymy.
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Figure 4.13: Agent lexicon synonymy level for W =  {/?,}.
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A similar trend can be observed in simulations with an event, as depicted by figure 4.14, 

although with slight adjustments. In particular, for <  0.4, the four extra forms end up being dis

tributed between two and four different meanings, resulting in average agent synonymy level between 

0.29 and 0.31. For higher levels o f  minimum success threshold the results are largely the same, with 

agent synonymy nearly non-existent for s^m > 0.7 due to the same logic as described above.
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In summary, agent synonymy levels clearly depend on the number o f ‘extra’ forms that agents end 

up learning throughout the simulations. Logically, since there are then more forms than meanings, 

some meanings will end up have multiple forms associated with them, thus introducing agent syn

onymy. The actual amount o f synonymy, i.e. if the extra forms are all assigned to the same meaning, 

or to different ones, or somewhere in between is then simply decided by the chances o f picking a 

particular meaning combination for these forms. Interestingly, in most experiments with the lower
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levels o f  Smin, levels of synonymy observed are actually very similar to the WordNet-based estimation 
0.38 in the English language. However, it is too early to tell if this is just a chance occurrence or a 

real trend.

Population Synonymy

Population synonymy follows slightly different general principles to lexicon synonymy. In particular, 

the minimum number of meanings with multiple forms associated with them in a population lexicon 

is actually 2 for any lexicon in which there is at least one non-shared mapping. This is due to the fact 
that the form from this mappmg, by definition, needs to be assigned to two different meanings by the 

two agents and that the meaning that each agent assigns such a form to will either be a part of a shared 
mapping, in which case it will now have an extra form associated to it, resulting in a new agent and 
population lexicon synonym; or have two fonns associated with it between the agents (once the other 

agent has invented a new form for the meaning, or assigned a form from another utterance to it), again 
resulting in a new population lexicon synonym. The number of further non-shared form associations 

is, however, equally irrelevant here, since both agents can theoretically assign all of the forms from 

non-shared mappings to the same two meanings.

There is a slight ditTerence in the maximum number of meanings with synonymous forms associ
ated to them across the agent lexicons, when compared to individual lexicons. As has been outlined 
in the preceding section, an agent can only end up having as many meanings with multiple forms as 
there are ‘extra’ forms that he might end up distributing across these meanings. When considering 
the joint lexicon of the population, the same principle applies as well. However, even if both agents 
will have the same number of ‘extra’ forms; it does not imply that they have to assign these to same 
meanings. So, for example, Agent] can assign three ‘extra’ fonns to meanings 1-3, while Agent2 can 
end up associating these same forms with meanings 4-6. In addition to that, every meaning that is 
not from the first-order shared set, i.e. every meaning that has allowed for a new ‘extra’ form to be 

added to an agent’s lexicon, may have either one (in the case of second-order shared meanings) or 
two different forms assigned to it between the two agents. While this does not result in additional 
lexicon synonymy on the agent level, it certainly contributes to population lexicon synonymy.

Accordingly, the joint lexicon of the population LexP°P can at most have the following number of 

meanings with multiple forms mapped to them (the number cannot be higher than the total number of 
distinct meanings):

Since there are numerous scenarios in which less than half the meanings have a shared form, 
especially for a low minimum success threshold, it is quite possible that population lexicon syn
onymy level reaches 1.0 in a population of two agents, as confirmed by the following three figures. 
Figure 4.15 further shows that the level of population lexicon synonymy falls precisely between the

unique
(4.11)

max \MP^P\ = min{(l * \M ”ha,-ed\^ 3 * (|M| -  \M'^hared\-  W L r e d \) )^  W \ )  (4.12)

The maximum level of population synonymy in a population of two agents is then

mm{{2 * +  3 .( |M | -  -  |M" |M|)
\M\ (4.13)
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minimum and the maximum levels, provided there are ‘extra’ fonns available, with the majority of 

simulations ending with just two o f the three meanings in the world having multiple forms associated 

with them.

Figure 4.15: Population lexicon synonymy level for PF =  {/?! }.
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Figure 4.16 shows that in simulations with event R^, the two agents tend to end up having multiple 

forms associated with five out o f six possible meanings in the majority o f simulations with s^in < 0.3. 

Such high levels o f population lexicon synonymy can be clearly attributed to the very low minimum 

number o f first-order shared mappings (2) and, consequently, a relatively high number o f distinct 

forms leamable by the agents (10). For slightly higher levels o f minimum success 0.5 <  s^in <  0.6, 

agents only end up having one meaning with synonymous forms, while for Smi„ > 0.7 agents naturally 

have no population synonymy as all mappings are shared between the agents.

Figure 4.16: Population lexicon synonymy level for W =  {^f}.
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In experiments with event R^, the levels o f population synonymy vary slightly more between the
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different levels o f minimum success, as seen on figure 4.17. However, the distributions here follow 

the same underlying principles as above and should thus require no further interpretation.
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To round up, population synonymy levels are directly dependent on the agent lexicon sizes as are 

the individual lexicon synonymy levels. The contrast between the two lies in population synonymy 

growing at two to three times the rate o f agent synonymy in a population o f two agents, or N+1 in 

a population o f N agents, due to forms from non-shared mappings being by definition assigned to 

different meanings between the agents. However, population synonymy levels are not as straightfor

ward an indicator o f potential communicative success as population homonymy, as it is possible for 

a particularly successful fonn referring to a meaning to accumulate a much higher weight than other, 

less used synonymous forms. In this case, the form will be almost always used by the agents when 

referring to the said meaning, thus allowing them to successfully communicate about it even with an 

apparently low overlap between their lexicons. Finally, contrary to the trends from individual agent 

lexicons, population synonymy levels appear to be at their closest to the ones observed in human 

languages for 0.5 <  Smin <  0.6.

Agent Homonymy

Homonymy arises when an agent assigns a fonTi to represent multiple meanings. In theory, there is 

a possibility o f such an event happening both during production and interpretation of an utterance. 

For a homonym to be established during production in the LEW, the speaker agent must first o f all 

have no form associated with a meaning that he wants to express. I f  this is the case, the speaker 

will try to invent a new form as a representation for the target meaning, which theoretically might 

end up being a form previously associated by the agent with a different meaning, thus resulting in a 

homonymy relationship being established. However, the current implementation o f the LEW assumes 

agents to be able to keep track o f the forms that they have in their lexicon, in effect forcing them to 

actually come up with a completely new form when resorting to invention and subsequently avoiding 

producing a homonym during utterance production.

The second way o f introducing homonyms to the lexicon o f an agent is by assigning an alternative
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meaning to an already known form during the interpretation o f a heard utterance. However, the 

configuration o f the LEW model specifies that if  an agent has a meaning associated with a known 

form, it will select that meaning as the corresponding interpretation, thus eliminating the possibility 

o f a homonym being introduced to its lexicon during interpretation.^ In summary, agent homonymy 

is currently inadmissible in a population o f two agents talking to each other.

Population Homonymy

It has been shown in section 4.2.1 above that the set o f  distinct forms will always be equivalent in 

the lexicons o f agents in a population o f size two. Accordingly, determining the population lexicon's 

homonymy levels can be reduced to estimating the maximum number o f  fomis that could potentially 

end up being associated with different meanings between the two agents. By definition, the number of 

such globally homonymous forms will be equivalent to the number o f distinct forms with non-shared 

meaning associations between the two agents, i.e. the total number o f unique forms in the population 

lexicon minus the shared ones from first-order and second-order shared mappings. Consequently, the 

population homonymy level in a population o f two agents is defined as follows:

\p p o p  I  _  1 ^ /  I  _  I
u „ „ ,p o p    '  unique\ I  shared\  I  ‘sharedi
" o m  — \ p p o p  I

\ unique I

_  \^shared\  +  ( I ' ^ l  ~  \^ sh ared \)  *  ^  ~  W sharedl ~  \^shared\  ( 4  1 4 )
\Kln.red\ + m - \ M : , , , , J ) * 2

m * 2 - \ K , a r e d \

As can be seen, for a given set o f  events, i.e. a fixed \M\, the level o f population homonymy is 

inversely proportional to the number o f shared items and directly proportional to the overall size o f 

the lexicon. Note that while the equation for the level o f  population homonymy is similar to that o f 

the maximum  level o f population synonymy, the former value will always be defined by the equation, 

given \M'^hwed\' \^shared\ 1^1’ ^ h ile  population synonymy will vary from simulation to simulation 
between the minimum and maximum levels.

Figure 4.18 depicts that the majority o f agents talking about an event o f type 7?' and s^ in  < 0 .4  who 

have one meaning without a shared form, i.e. who have four fo m s  in their corresponding lexicons, 

end up associating the ‘extra’ forms with different meanings between themselves, resulting in an 

average population lexical homonymy level between 0.24 and 0.38. For agents with shared mappings 

only, i.e. for 5mm >  0.5, the population lexicon homonymy level is naturally equal to zero.

^Remem ber that, in the present configuration, the agent w ill not mind if  the m eaning w as not actually present in the 
observed event (i.e. is not part o f  any o f  the p ossib le  event partitions).
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Figure 4.18: Population lexicon homonymy level for W =  {/?{}.
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The following figures 4.19 and 4.20 show the levels o f population homonymy levels for experi

ments conducted with event and R^ respectively. These follow the same probabilistic distribution 

depending on the number o f  shared mappings, the total number o f  forms acquired by either agent and 

the chances o f the agents not arriving at the correct meaning o f a fonn the first time around (yet still 

obtaining a payoff due to low level o f  minimum success) but actually inferring the correct meaning 

when the speaker-hearer roles are reserved.

Figure 4.19: Population lexicon homonymy level for W =
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Figure 4.20: Population lexicon homonymy level for W =
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The three figures above provide a confirmation that population homonymy levels are very closely 

and naturally tied to the size o f the agents’ lexicons and in effect depict the overlap between the 

lexicons of the different agents. In effect, the population homonymy levels indicate the chances 

o f a form being misinterpreted in an interaction between the two agents (disregarding the different 

weightings) due to the fact that it is assigned to different meanings in the corresponding lexicons. 

Finally, just as was the case for population synonymy, homonymy levels in the population lexicons 

are closest to real language values for 0.5 <  s^in <  0-6, indicating a very strong correlation in the 

early simulations already.

4.2.3 Communicative Success

When communicating with one another, agents clearly have two options available to them when 

dealing with either a meaning that needs to be expressed or a form that needs to be interpreted. The 

first option is to make use o f one’s lexicon, i.e. a mapping in the lexicon with the corresponding 

meaning or form. If that option is unavailable, the agents will have no other choice than resort 

to either inventing a new form for the given meaning, or guessing the meaning o f the encountered 

form. Consequently, the overall communicative success Utid o f agents will be a combination o f the 

accuracy o f their lexicon LPrec, when an appropriate mapping could be found in their lexicon, and 

the chances o f correctly guessing the meaning o f a form Pguess  ̂when no useful mapping was deemed 

to be found in the lexicon. In the following equation, LU se  represents the proportion o f individual 

form interpretations that hearers were able to attempt with the help o f their lexicon.

Und = LPrec* LUse + Pguess*{^ —LUse) (4.15)

In the above equation, Pguess will be a constant for a given set o f  events, since the chances of 

selecting any particular meaning from all possible event partitions do not depend on any property 

o f the agents. In effect, Pguess represents the expected level o f communicative success that agents 

in the LEW would achieve if they never made use o f their lexicon, i.e. if they never remembered 

any meaning-form associations even if they obtained positive feedback and thus always resorted to
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guessing the meanings in all subsequent interactions.

The two measures that can and will vary significantly based on the agents’ capability o f detecting, 

memorizing and reusing correct interpretations o f utterances are LU se  and LPrec. Logically, the level 

o f lexicon use can only be high if the agents know at least as many forms as there are possible 

meanings in the world. However, being able to locate every possible form used by other agents 

does not guarantee that a hearer agent will correctly interpret it. The observed probability o f agents 

correctly interpreting forms with the help o f their lexicons is represented by the LPrec measure. Note 

that, a high level o f LPrec alone can also be quite insignificant, e.g. in case where agents actually 

almost never use their lexicon. Ultimately, agents should be ranking high in both these measures, if 

they were to be considered successfiil communicators.

A final note that should be made at this point is that, in a configuration where agents do not make 

mistakes when segmenting each other’s utterances into words, the composition and thus the length of 

both the spoken on the heard utterance will be exactly the same. Since precision and recall measures 

only differ in the relation to the size o f  either the source or the target utterance, if both these are o f 

the same length, then precision and recall will also be equivalent for a given hearer’s interpretation of 

the speaker’s utterance.

Figure 4.21: Lexicon-based communicative success for IV =  {/?[}.
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The above figure 4.21 depicts the interplay between lexicon use and lexicon precision in simu

lations performed with two agents and one /?' event. As can be seen, there is a striking distinction 

between simulations with Smin <  0-4 and those with Sm/n >  0.5. In simulations with the lower mini

mum success requirement, agents appear to quickly learn the maximum possible number o f forms and 

then always use these in future interactions, though admittedly with varying success. In simulations 

with Smin > 0.5, on the other hand, agents are only ever able to learn mappings that are guaranteed to

Smin — 0-5 , = 0.8 Smin = 0.9
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be correct^, which results in their lexicon precision being fixed at 100% once the mappings have been 

learned. The small tail o f lexicon use below 1.0 is a reflection o f the failed interactions that it took 
the agents to get to that point.

Looking further into the simulations with Smin <  0.4, it appears that there are three maxima that 

the agents can end up in, with lexicon precision at around 0.25, 0.66 and 1.0, respectively. The latter 

maximum is obviously the desired global maximum, while the fornier two are local maxima. In 

order to reach the global maximum, agents need to make sure that they either fully understand or 

misunderstand each other in interactions. While the above might seem illogical, especially the part 

about misunderstanding, the rationale behind this requirement is that, if the agents finish an interaction 

with partial success, an incorrect mapping will be inserted into the lexicons o f both agents. However, 

given the very low level o f in these simulations, these mappings might never get eliminated,^ 

thus keeping the agents stuck in local maxima with limited communicative success. On the other 

hand, if agents do not experience partial understanding, it might take them longer to learn the correct 

mappings, but at least they will not insert any incorrect ones into their lexicons. Finally, the distinction 

between the two local maxima lies in the number o f ‘extra’ forms in the population lexicon, which 

can vary between one and two -  hence the two local maxima.

Figure 4.22; Lexicon-based communicative success for W =  {/?^}.
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In simulations with and events, as depicted by figures 4.22 and 4.23, respectively, the 

situation is quite similar for s^m < 0.4. However, given the more dynamic nature o f payoffs in 

interactions with a larger possible number o f components, agents seem to be taking up a range o f 

different values, with the average lexicon precision level shifting from around 0.59 to around 0.81 in

*This is due to utterances in sim ulations with one event having a m axim um  o f  two com ponents, m eaning that both 
o f these need to be intciprcted correctly for a success level above 0.5, which would warrant a payoff.

^In fact, for =  0, agents will never elim inate any m appings, as there arc no punishm ents in this scenario.
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experiments with an event and from 0.49 to 0.75 in simulations with an R^ event.

For both event types, simulations with 0.5 <  s^in <  0-6 exhibit the largest number o f agents 

finishing closest to the intersection between constant lexicon use and perfect lexicon precision. As the 

level o f minimum success is increased further, however, one can observe a dramatic drop in lexicon 

use all the way down to the 40% mark for R^ and even lower to around 25% for R^. Notably, the falloff 

from high lexicon use rate to a very moderate one is accompanied by only a very slight increase in 

lexicon precision, clearly suggesting that there is an optimal level o f  s^in somewhere between 0.4 and 

0 .6 .
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In summary, it can be said that the bottom five levels o f minimum success, i.e. s^m  <  0.4, do 

not guarantee correct interpretations in any o f the three event conditions, even though the lexicon is 

almost always used in these cases, thus fully eliminating the guessing element. For top five levels of 

minimum success, the lexicon is normally a very reliable reference point, with the exception o f some 

transitional phases observed for the two bigger event types. However, the possibility o f using one’s 

lexicon in an interaction is significantly reduced in simulations with the highest levels o f  minimum 

success threshold and the two bigger events. In this case, one could argue that not being able to use 

one’s lexicon for the majority o f one’s communicative needs does not justify for trying to acquire 

such a lexicon in the first place. Accordingly, the level o f minimum success with the most potential 

is arguable s^in =  0.5, which exhibits both extremely high chances o f lexicon use, as well as quite 
reliable precision across all experiments.
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4.3 Interacting in Triads

Having gone thoroughly over the lexicon acquisition task in populations o f exactly two agents, this 

section will evaluate the effects o f adding just one additional agent on the overall dynamics o f the 

population. In particular, in a population o f three or more agents, any agent can interact with any 

other agent, with both the speaker and the hearer roles being assigned by random. As in the section 

on pairs o f agents, the analysis will begin with the estimation o f the limits on the size o f the acquired 

lexicon, following with an evaluation o f lexical synonymy and homonymy and concluding with an 

analysis o f communicative success measures.

4.3.1 Lexicon  

Lexical Mappings

If the simulated population consists o f more than two agents, then the limit o f the maximum number 

ot lexical items leamable within the population (and without intermediate mapping elimination) will 

grow accordingly for a given set o f  events and minimum success threshold. As was the case for a 

group o f only two agents, the largest overall population lexicon is reached under the condition that as 

few mappings are shared across agents as possible. In a population o f over two agents, this condition 

applies not only to the number o f mappings shared between any two agents, but also to the number of 

agents sharing any particular mapping.

To illustrate the above, imagine a population o f multiple agents sharing some set o f mappings 

required to associate a form with every meaning in the world. In such a scenario, the maximum 

lexicon size would increase by the number o f  meanings without a shared mapping for each additional 

agent. However, every agent in the population need not share the same set o f mappings with every 

other agent in the population in order to be able to learn a form for every possible meaning in the 

world. In fact, it is possible that, if  acting as a speaker first, every additional agent will agree on a 

shared set o f lexical items required for him to learn the whole lexicon that is completely new to the 

population.^ Note that it is not possible for agents to evolve a local lexicon within every possible 

pairing, as once they have associated at least one form with every meaning, they would always use 

these forms in the future, unless deemed unhelpful and eliminated from their lexicon.

In the case where mappings can be eliminated after unsuccessful interactions have been pun

ished, the lexicon size dynamics in groups o f over two agents differ quite dramatically from what 

was observed in a two-agent population. As has been described in section 4.2.1, two agents who 

always correctly interpret each other’s words will have their mappings rewarded and punished evenly, 

which means that if  a new mapping is learned, it is learned by both these agents, and if  a mapping 

is eliminated, it is eliminated from the lexicon o f both agents simultaneously. The most important 

consequence o f this lexical synchronicity between the two agents is that it is impossible for one agent 

to run out o f mappings for a particular meaning and invent a new one without the other agent also 

running out o f the same mappings, which in turn results in a form being completely wiped from 

the population lexicon before a new lexical item can be learned, thus eliminating the possibility o f 

learning additional lexical items.

*T he reason  w hy  the  th ird  agen t w ould  need to  ac t as a sp eak er firs t, in o rd e r  to  add  to  th e  lex icon  o f  th e  tw o  ag en ts  
w h o  are  a lready  usin g  so m e  (p a rtia lly  sha red ) lex icon  is that on ly  an agen t w ith o u t any  m ap p in g s  can  invent new  form s. 
A ccord ing ly , i f  th e  firs t tw o  agen ts  s ta rted  ta lk in g  to  the  th ird  one , he  co u ld  on ly  en d  up learn ing  lexical item s that w ere  
a lread y  in one o f  the  o th e r tw o  a g e n ts ’ lex icons, th u s not in tro d u c in g  any new  sh a red  m ap p in g s  to  the  p o p u la tio n  lexicon.
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Since pairs o f  interlocutors in a group o f more than two agents will alternate between interactions, 

it no longer holds that mapping weights are constant across the whole population. Accordingly, when 

a mapping is used in an interaction conducted by two agents, it will only be rewarded or punished 

in the lexicons o f the two agents involved in the interaction, meaning that other agents might end up 

with a different weight assigned to the mapping, or end up not knowing forms that others do or vice 

versa.
For the estimation o f the limit on lexicon size, this property o f multi-agent group interactions has 

a quite drastic consequence. What becomes possible in a group with at least three agents is that one 

o f the agents acts as an inventor and the other two either always understand or always misunderstand 

him, respectively. In such a scenario, when the inventor agent speaks to the agent who understands 

him, a new mapping will be introduced to the lexicon o f both these agents. However, the inventor 

agent now has the option o f talking to the misunderstanding agent and thus eliminate lexical items 

from his lexicon without them also disappearing from the population lexicon (the understanding agent 

will hold on to these, at least as long as he hasn’t misused them himself, which requires for him to 

actually act as a speaker at some point). Having forgotten all o f the lexical mappings that the inventor 

agent originally had associated with a meaning, he can now go ahead and invent a new mapping again 

and have it reinforced by the understanding a g e n t.T h e re  are no bounds on this loop, which means 

that there is also no upper limit on the lexicon size o f the population o f over three interacting agents.

The above scenario implies that one o f the agents needs to be constantly speaking, and the other 

two only act as hearers, for the lexicon to grow without a limit. However, the same can also happen 

even if the agents were forced to take turns in speaking/listening, as long as all three agents don’t 

agree on too many shared lexical items, thus allowing them to keep on inventing new mappings. 

The question if  the agents actually end up agreeing on a partially shared lexicon and stop inventing 

new forms after a certain period o f time, is partially answered by simulation, although since there is 

no exact number o f interactions that would guarantee agents ending up in a local or a global maxi

mum, the simulation results only show the probability distribution after the corresponding number of 

interactions.

Population Lexicon

Having gone through the abstract technical analysis o f  limit cases, it is now time to evaluate the results 

o f  the corresponding simulations and see whether they perform within expectations, starting with the 

overall lexicon size o f the simulated populations. As has been discussed above, the number o f distinct 

forms and thus the number o f mappings in an agent’s lexicon can grow infinitely in a population o f 

three or more agents. The following graphs should show if and to what extent that is allowed to 

happen within a simulation consisting o f 1500 interactions, i.e. 1000 interactions per agent.

^In a way, the described scenario is not dissim ilar for the parent-child vertical transm ission m odel utilised by Kirby 
(2002) and Smith (2002) am ong others.
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Figure 4.24: Number o f lexical items in agent lexicons for W =  {/?{ }.
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Figure 4.24 plots the distribution o f the number o f lexical mappings accumulated by the individual 

agents’ lexicons in the conducted simulations in groups o f three. The first observation that can be 

made straight away is that for s^in <  0.7 the majority o f the agents, and thus also the populations they 

inhabit, end up utilizing more than just the three lexical items required to express all o f the world’s 

meanings. In fact, for the mid-range levels o f minimum success, the number o f learned words reaches 

as much as four times the amount o f distinct meanings.

Figure 4.25: Number o f lexical items in the population lexicon for W =  { ^ } }.
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Furthermore, figure 4.25 shows that, indeed, the size o f the population lexicon is significantly 

higher than what was observed in a population o f two agents, reaching on average nine mappings for 

r̂nin <  0-5, four for 0.6 <  Smi„ <  0.7 and only settling at the required level o f three for .Vm/n >  0.8. In 

particular, the lexicon size o f the population in a world with just three meanings reaches as many as 

17 lexical items in some simulations, which clearly indicates that some amount o f looping, in sense
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described in the preceding paragraph, occurred between the agents in these simulations. Additionally, 

it should be noted that for all levels o f  minimum success except the highest two, the population 

lexicon always includes at least three forms, i.e. the minimum number required to be able to express 

all meanings.*®

Figure 4.26: Number o f lexical items in agent lexicons for W =  {/?]}.
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Figure 4.26 suggests that increasing the size o f the topic event to include two arguments does not 

seem to significantly influence agents adhering to a level o f minimum success Smin <  0-6 who end up 

consistently learning at least double the amount o f lexical items required to express the six different 

meanings available to them, with their lexicons extending up to 26 different lexical mappings, i.e. 

over four times the necessary amount. However, for Smin >  0.7, i.e. where interpreting one o f two 

or two o f three forms from an utterance is no longer sufficient for a positive payoff, agents actually 

struggle to learn and agree on enough mappings to be able to express every possible meaning. In fact, 

for 5min ^  the majority o f the agent’s lexicons only contain one lexical item, associated with the 

partition consisting o f all o f the event’s components.

'°N o te  that this does not necessarily im ply that every (or any) agent knows how to express each o f  the m eanings, only 
that there are three distinct m appings in the group language, which could possibly all refer to the sam e m eaning and only 
be known by one o f  the agents. The discussion o f  unique form s and m eanings in agent and population lexicons will provide 
m ore insights into the question if  this is indeed the case.
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Figure 4.27: Number o f lexical items in the population lexicon for W =
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The size o f the population lexicon grows even further in simulations performed with an and 

an R^ event, as depicted by figures 4.27 and 4.29, respectively. In simulations with an R^ event, 

the population lexicon has over 10 ditTerent mappings for 5^,,, <  0.4, nearly reaching 50 in some 

simulations, while in experiments with an R~ event, the overall lexicon has over 30 entries for s^in <  

0.4, going up to as high as 100 in some cases. In both these experiments, the population lexicon is 

significantly smaller for smm >  0-7, in most cases actually just containing a single lexical mapping.

ou ■
Figure 4.28: Number o f lexical items in agent lexicons for W =  {^ j} .
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In simulations with an R^ event, the number o f distinct mappings in agents' individual lexicons 

follows the same tendencies as those observed in preceding simulations. Figure 4.28 shows that 

for Smin <  0.5, agents still mostly acquire double the number o f words (10) needed to express all 

meanings, with the lexicons o f some agents having close to 50 lexical items. On the contrary, for 

Smin > 0.7, agents again fail to learn a sufficient number o f  words.
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Figure 4.29: Number o f  lexical items in the population lexicon for fV =
100 -
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The general decrease in the population lexicon size for the higher levels o f minimum success 

threshold can be clearly explained by the need to experience nearly perfect success in order for a 

payoff to be obtained, which would allow a lexical mapping to be stored in the agents’ lexicons. 

However, even if  the two o f the agents experience full success on occasion, there is still a high chance 

o f one o f the agents trying to utilize the previously successful mappings with the third agent who 

might not share these, which will often result in failure, and thus the elimination o f the mappings 

even from the lexicon o f the agent who had used them successfully in the past. The high level of 

minimum success also results in severe punishments, which can basically wipe out a lexical mapping 

from the lexicons o f agents after one failed interaction, even if  it had been used with success on 

numerous occasions in preceding interactions. All o f  the above clearly contributes to the very low 

number o f mappings in the population and, as will be seen in the following sections, the individual 

agents’ lexicons.

Unique Meanings

The effects described in the preceding section have no effect on the maximum number o f meanings 

that three or more agents can end up learning in a system with a fixed number o f non-recursive events. 

Regardless o f how good or bad the agents m ay be at agreeing on forms that correspond to the different 

meanings, there is still no way for the agents to invent new meanings beyond the ones extractable 

from the given set o f world events. Accordingly, the maximum number o f unique meanings in agent 

lexicons remains fixed at the value defined by equation 4 .6 ."

Similarly to the experiments conducted with two agents, a world with one single-argument event 

does not pose a significant challenge to the agents even in a population o f three. As can be seen 

from figure 4.30 below, the participants almost always end up knowing how to express every possible 

meaning in the world after 500 epochs o f three interactions each, i.e. after participating in 1000 

interactions on average. The level of minimum success imposed on the agent conversations appears

"  As has been adm itted before, the lim ited m eaning space is clearly a quite unnatural restriction imposed on the agents. 
However, this restriction is necessary when conducting an analysis o f  the m odel’s fundamental dynamics.
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inconsequential in this simple world, with only a handful o f  individual cases o f agents not being able 

to acquire a form for one o f the meanings, observed for the two highest level o f minimum success 

threshold.
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Figure 4.30: Unique meanings in agent lexicons for W = {^{ }•
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Considering that the number o f distinct meanings in the population lexicon, depicted by fig

ure 4.31, has to be at least as high as in individual agent lexicons, the only question that remained 

open here was if, in the few cases where the agents were able to learn a word for only one o f the 

forms, the same applied to both agents or not. The answer is clearly that in those few cases, it was 

both o f the agents who got stuck at the one meaning and could not agree on a form for the remaining 

two.

Figure 4.31: Unique meanings in the population lexicon for W  =  {/?[}.
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Increasing the number o f  arguments allowed in the single world event to two has a deteriorating 

effect similar to the one observed for two agents in figure 4.8. In particular, as depicted by figure 4.8,
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the three agents keep on rehably learning a lexical item for all six possible meanings up to s^in <  0.5, 

two tenths o f the level lower than what was observed for two agents. For s^in — 0.6, agents still 

predominantly learn to express all meanings, though not reliably so. For 5„„„ =  0.7, the majority o f 

the agents only manages to associate a fonn with half o f  the available meanings, while simulations 

performed with Smin >  0-8 result overwhelmingly with just one meaning being a part o f  the agents’ 

lexicon after 1000 interactions per agent.

Figure 4.32: Unique meanings in agent lexicons for W  =  {i?]}.
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When observing the number o f unique meanings in the population lexicon, as plotted by fig

ure 4.33, it appears that the few agents that could only learn a form for five o f the meanings for 

Smin <  0.5 always had at least one member in the population who knew a word for all six o f the mean

ings. A similar tendency if  observed for the higher levels o f minimum success where the number 

o f distinct meanings in the population lexicon is often slightly higher than in the individual agent 

lexicons. What is observed here is a consequence o f one pair o f agents having agreed on certain 

mappings, but not being able to transfer these to the third agent just yet.
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In a world with a single three-argument event, the overall trends remain largely the same. Fig

ure 4.34 shows that the transition from having a mapping associated with every meaning <  0.4) 

to largely just being able to express one meaning >  0.7) moves down by one tenth o f the level 

o f minimum success imposed on the agents, as compared to simulations with a single event.
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Figure 4.34: Unique meanings in agent lexicons for W =  {/?(}.
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The population lexicons in experiments with an R^ event always contain a mapping for each of 

the ten meanings for s^m <  0-4, even if  there are numerous individual agents who have one or two 

of the meanings missing from their lexicons, figure 4.35 shows. A slight increase in the number 

of meanings expressible on the population level is also observed for the higher levels o f minimum 

success threshold. Both observations are again caused by two agents agreeing on a mapping for some 

meanings, for which the third agent in the triad has not yet been able to pick a corresponding lexical 

form.
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Figure 4.35: Unique meanings in the population lexicon for W =  {^i} .
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The conclusion that can be drawn based on the results presented above is very much in line with 

what was said about the simulations performed with two agents. As was the case there, there is 

certainly no guarantee that the agents will be able to learn a lexical mapping for every meaning in 

the world after as little as 1000 interactions each. On top o f that, having an additional agent certainly 

does not help the cause, as the good understanding between one pair o f  agents can be easily undone 

by a third, ‘uncommunicative’ agent, with significant effects on the lexicons o f all three agents.

Unique Forms

When analysing simulations perfonned with two agents, an interesting observation that was made 

was that the number o f  distinct lexical items in the agents’ individual lexicons will be equivalent to 

the number o f distinct fornis. As mentioned in section 4.2.1, this is a direct consequence o f agents not 

being able to assign a form to multiple meanings. Furthermore, it was observed that the number of 

distinct forms in the combined lexicon o f the population (i.e. the two agents) will be also equivalent 

to the number o f distinct forms in any individual lexicon. This latter feature was due to the fact that, 

synchronous word segmentation assumed, the two agents taking part in an interaction will always use 

the same forms and since the reinforcement or punishment o f an individual form used in an interaction 

is not defined by the success o f  that form, but o f the combined success o f the whole utterance, which 

will be the same for both agents, the weight associated with any form will be always adjusted by the 

same amount in the lexicons o f both the speaker and the hearer, meaning that both agents will both 

add and eliminate forms to/from their lexicon simultaneously.

The equal payoff received by both agents participating in any individual interaction clearly re

mains in populations o f multiple agents, as the number o f agents sitting by the side without interfering 

does not affect the two interacting agents. Similarly, the fact that the agents cannot assign multiple 

meanings to the same form is not altered either, as this does not even depend on the number o f agents 

involved in an interaction, but solely on the way form generation and lookup are defined in the LEW. 

In particular, the latter implies that the number o f unique forms will remain equivalent to the number 

o f lexical mappings in any agent’s lexicon, as well as that agent homonymy remains impossible in a
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population o f  three or more agents.

What does change, however, is the capability o f an agent, having just associated a form with a 

certain meaning in an interaction with one agent, to engage in an interaction with another agent and 

have that mapping eliminated straight away and then possibly replaced by a different meaning-form 

association involving the same form. Consequently, the number o f distinct forms in agent lexicons 

can vary significantly in a population o f multiple agents. In addition, given that the different agents 

can end up with lexicons containing very different forms, the total number o f unique forms present 

in the population lexicon will also be no more restricted by the size o f agents’ lexicons. In fact, the 

number o f unique forms in the population lexicon will be higher than the number o f distinct forms 

in any agent’s lexicon as long as there is at least one fonn that the agent with the highest number o f 

unique forms does not have in his lexicon.

When considering what limits are imposed on the maximum number o f unique forms in either an 

agent’s or the population lexicon, one has to go back to the discussion on the maximum number of 

lexical items in general, provided at the beginning o f section 4.3.1. Here it has been shown that the 

number o f lexical items in at least one agent’s lexicon (and thus also in the lexicon o f the population) 

can grow infinitely under certain circumstances. Given that the new lexical items are all generated 

by assigning additional forms to a finite set o f meanings, the inference that can be made is that the 

number o f distinct forms and the number o f lexical items in both the agent lexicons and the overall 

population lexicon will change synchronously with any increase or decrease in lexical mappings. 

Accordingly, there is no maximum limit on the total number o f unique fonns on either the agent or 

the population level in a population o f three or more agents.
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Figure 4.36; Unique forms in the population lexicon for W  =  }
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Looking at the number o f distinct forms in the combined population lexicons, as depicted by 

figure 4.36, it has to be noted that the observed form counts are only marginally different from the 

number o f lexical items (and thus also distinct forms) in the individual agent lexicons, presented by 

figure 4.24 above. This observation suggests that the majority o f ‘extra’ forms are either associated 

with the same meanings between the agents, or are only present in one agent’s lexicon. This conclu

sion can be made based on the intuition that, if every agent had a large number o f individual lexical 

fornis that were not a part o f  shared mappings, then the number o f distinct forms in the combined
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lexicon o f the population would significantly outweigh that o f  the individual agents.

Figure 4.37: Unique forms in the population lexicon for W  =  }.
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In experiments with an event, the picture is slightly different from what was observed in 

simulations with the R^ event, figure 4.37 suggests. Here, the number o f distinct forms in the overall 

population lexicon is at times over 50% higher than the corresponding number in any individual 

agent’s lexicon (see figure 4.26). What can be concluded from this is that agents start ending up 

with non-shared mappings with distinct forms that quickly inflate their lexicons, without them being 

actually reliably usable in interactions with other agents. No significant differences in the number 

o f distinct population forms can be observed in simulations with an R^ event when compared to 

experiments with an R~ event, as shown by figure 4.38.

Figure 4.38: Unique forms in the population lexicon for W =  {Z?,}.
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In summary, given a low to moderate threshold o f minimum success, agents in a population of 

three tend to end up learning quite a large number o f redundant forms that they would not be able to
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utilize in future conversations anyway, as most o f these forms only remain in the lexicon o f one o f the 

agents. This stands in stark contrast to simulations with just two agents where the lexicon item and 

also the distinct form counts were limited by the combination o f possible world meanings, allowable 

event partitions and the level o f minimum success. Furthermore, there appears to be no clear optimal 

level o f minimum success that would result in the agents learning just the right amount o f  forms for 

the given set o f referable meanings. The figures in this section suggest that there is a certain level of 

minimum success threshold, below which most agents end up learning significantly more forms than 

they need to and above which the majority o f them does not manage to learn a sufficient number o f 

forms to express all meanings. However, there is also a reasonably large number o f simulations where 

agents have learned just the right amount o f  words. These findings underline the difficulty, i.e. the 

low chances o f  a reliable communication system being developed from nothing in a very short period 

o f time that our predecessors were up against.

4.3.2 Synonymy & Homonymy

Following the approach in section 4.2, the analytical parts o f the following subsections will be based 

on the assumption that the agents have reached a state where they have at least one mapping associated 

with every meaning in the world. Naturally, it can happen that after 500 epochs o f a simulation run, 

the agents have not yet reached that state, meaning that the experimental results may not necessarily 

reflect the analytical limits.

Agent Synonymy

Agent synonymy levels in a population o f three agents adhere to the same major principles as with 

just two agents involved. In particular, synonyms are created when a newly encountered form is 

assigned to a meaning that already had another form associated with it. As this can only occur when 

at least one o f the two forms involved was unsuccessfully employed in an interaction, synonymy 

is basically restricted by the number o f forms from non-shared mappings between the two agents. 

Since, as described above, the number o f forms in at least one agent’s lexicon is not limited in any 

deterministic way in a population o f three or more agents, there is every chance that, having acquired 

at least \M\ ‘extra’ forms, an agent will assign all o f these to different meanings. In this case, every 

meaning in the world will have at least two forms associated with it and the agent’s lexicon synonymy 

level will be equal to 1.0.
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Figure 4.39; Agent lexicon synonymy level for IV =  {/?{}.
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The discussion of agent synonymy limits outlined above is directly reflected by figure 4.39, in 
which the synonymy levels of agent lexicons are shown to take up every possible value for every 
level of minimum success experimented with. Furthemiore, it is only for Smi„ >  0.8 that not having 
synonymous forms in one’s lexicon is the more dominant outcome of the simulations. However, even 
for such high levels of minimum success imposed on the agents in a world with just the one /?' event, 
it can be seen that some agents still end up having multiple forms assigned to every meaning in their 
lexicon.
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There are a few small differences to the distribution of agent synonymy levels that can be detected 
when examining the results of simulations with an event, as depicted by figure 4.40. The major 
observation is that for s„i„ < 0.4, every agent in all o f the 500 simulations runs executed for each 
of the corresponding levels of minimum success ends up having at least one meaning with synony-

Figure 4.40: Agent lexicon synonymy level for W =  {.Z?,}.
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m ous form s in his lexicon. A t the sam e tim e, agents w ho do not acquire any synonym s after 1000 

interactions are in the m ajority from  Smi„ >  0.7 already, even if  ju s t narrow ly for =  0.7.

Figure 4.41: A gent lexicon synonym y level for IV =  { ^ |} .
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It is interesting to note that, even if  agents in sim ulations w ith an event and s„,i„ <  0 .4  tend 

to end up learning betw een double and five tim es the am ount o f  form s needed to express the ten 

m eanings available in their world, as w as illustrated previously by figure 4.28, it turns out that none 

o f  these agents actually  ends up assigning m ultiple form s to each o f  the 10 different m eanings, as 

suggested by  figure 4.41. S im ilarly to sim ulations w ith an R^ event, none o f  these agents m anages 

to end his 1000 interactions w ithout having a synonym  in his lexicon either. In fact, every agent in 

sim ulations w ith s^m  <  0.4  ends up connecting m ultiple form s w ith at least tw o different m eanings.

Population Synonymy

Since the population synonym y level is at least as high as the m axim um  level o f  synonym y in the 

lexicons o f  the agents involved, it is trivial to conclude that population synonym y w ill reach a level o f  

1.0 as soon as one agent assigns at least two form s for every m eaning in the world. It w ill not m atter 

if  none o f  the other agents w ill have any synonym s in their lexicons since all o f  the agents inhabit 

the sam e w orld w ith the sam e set o f  m eanings. A ccordingly, since it can happen that at least one 

agent reaches ‘fu ll’ synonym y before agreeing on lexical m appings and stopping its lexicon growth, 

population synonym y can (and is in fact very likely to) reach the analytical m axim um  o f  1.0 in a 

population o f  three or m ore agents.
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Figure 4.42: Population lexicon synonymy level for W =  {/?}}.
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Figure 4.42 shows that, as discussed and anticipated in section 4.2.2, population lexicon syn

onymy is on average at least as high as agent lexicon synonymy. As can be seen, for <  0.4, the 

majority o f the populations end up developing a lexicon that has multiple forms assigned to each of 

the four available meanings across the agent lexicons. However, there are lexicons that exhibit no 

synonymy at all, even for Smin =  0, which is remarkable, given that every agent in such simulations 

was observed to have acquired at least three distinct forms (cf. figure 4.24), meaning that all three 

agents agreed on (or in the case where not all agents had a form associated with every meaning - did 

not disagree on) the mapping for at least three o f the four potential meanings.

Figure 4.43: Population lexicon synonymy level for W =  {/?|}.
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In simulations with an or R^ event, as depicted by figures 4.43 and 4.44, respectively, the 

population lexicon for simulations with s^in < 0.4 clearly exhibits an overwhelming excess o f forms 

across the agent lexicons. As can be seen, the population synonymy level is predominantly fixed at
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1.0, with only a handful o f exception cases where the synonymy level is not that high. Admittedly 

though, even in such cases, the level o f population synonymy is always above | .  For higher levels 

o f minimum success threshold, the trend reverses, in the sense that most population lexicons actually 

do not have any synonyms in them. However, one has to consider that the number o f distinct forms 

in the agent and population lexicons in the corresponding simulations often did not exceed a single 

forni, as shown by figures 4.26 and 4.28.
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Figure 4.44: Population lexicon synonymy level for fV =  {./?]}.
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To summarize the discussion o f agent and population lexicon synonymy levels, it is important to 

note that low synonymy by itself is not necessarily an indicator o f a positive lexicon acquisition out

come. Before coming to that conclusion, the actual number o f forms learned by the agents needs to be 

considered. Only if  this number is sufficiently close to the number o f distinct meanings in the world, 

can one claim that agents have successfully acquired a useful and reliable lexicon. Unfortunately, in 

the above simulations, this claim can only be made for a handful o f simulations with an R'  event. 

In tenns o f comparing the levels o f synonymy observed here to values in real languages, it appears 

that the nearest average match is for s^m =  0.7, going slightly up in terms o f the minimum success 

requirement when compared to simulations with two agents.

Agent Homonymy

The fact that agents are not able to assign additional meanings to an existing form in their lexicon, 

either during production or interpretation, is in no way connected to the number o f agents involved in 

the simulation itse lf It remains hence impossible for agents to introduce homonyms to their lexicons, 

meanings that agent homonymy levels remain fixed at 0 throughout all experiments presented in this 

work.

Population Homonymy

In a population o f two agents, the set o f forms in the lexicons o f the agents was always equivalent, 

meanings that detennining population homonymy levels was as straightforward as calculating the
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maximum number o f forms from non-shared mappings that would by definition have different mean

ings assigned to them between the two agents. In simulations conducted with three or more agents, 

agents no longer share the set o f distinct forms amongst themselves. In fact, it has been shown in 

section 4.3.1 that it is possible for an agent to accumulate a theoretically unlimited set o f  forms, with

out the other two agents acquiring any forms at all. In such a scenario, the population homonymy 

level would be actually equal to 0 as only one agents would have any forms at all in his lexicon and, 

since agent homonymy is impossible, none o f the forms would by homonymous on either the agent 

or population level.

However, as mentioned above, this section focuses on limits o f  lexicon synonymy and homonymy 

in a state where every agent has at least one form associated with every possible meaning in the world. 

Furthermore, it is important to note that population homonymy is only increased if a form is present in 

the lexicon o f two or more agents and associated with at least two different meanings at the same time. 

If, on the contrary, one agent learns a large number o f forms without any other agent remembering any 

o f these, none o f these forms can have multiple meanings assigned to them and thus the population 

homonymy will be actually falling.

As can be seen from the above, in order to estimate the maximum level o f population homonymy, 

it is necessary to calculate the maximum number o f forms that can be learned by multiple agents 

and at the same time not assigned to the same meanings between all o f these. In addition to that, 

minimizing the number o f total unique forms in the population lexicon also increases the level of 

lexicon homonymy. Following the discussion on lexicon size in section 4.3.1, maximum popula

tion homonymy is achieved when all agents involved acquire the same set o f shared mappings, thus 

minimizing the amount o f non-homonymous forms in the population lexicon. In this case, for every 

remaining meaning that is not a part o f the shared set, every agent has the possibility o f assigning a 

form to it that is different from the one selected by all (or some) o f the other agents, thus making it a 

homonymous form and increasing the number o f forms with non-shared meaning referents.
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Figure 4.45: Population lexicon homonymy level for W  =  {R \ }.
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Figure 4.45 shows that in simulations involving three agents and one event o f the type R \  popula

tion homonymy hovers between 0.3 and 0.6 for s„i„ < 0.4 and is completely obsolete for s^m > 0.5. 

For the lower levels o f minimum success required, it is interesting to note that simulations with no
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resulting population homonymy are also observed, even these are rather few and far between. What 

this implies is that even given a very low success requirement, agents can end up learning the same 

lexical mappings across the population. On the other hand, agents with very low success requirement 

sometimes end up with population homonymy level reaching 1.0. This is particularly likely for the 

lowest level o f  s^in since here the punishments are either non-existent (for s^m  =  0) or extremely low 

(for Smin =  0.1), meaning that mappings are never or almost never eliminated from the lexicons o f the 

agents involved and thus that every form, even if incorrectly interpreted, is likely to be present in the 

lexicon o f at least the two agents who utilized it once, thus resulting in maximum homonymy.

The lack o f homonymy for higher levels o f  minimum success can be clearly explained by the 

higher success requirement, which implies that, in the case o f simulations with one /?' event, the 

agents can only obtain a payoff with .s„„„ >  0.5 if they agree on all o f the meanings involved in an 

interaction. Consequently, only matching mappings will be ever stored in the lexicons o f the agents 

involved, thus making homonymy impossible.'^

Figure 4.46: Population lexicon homonymy level for W  =  }•
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Figures 4.46 and 4.47 depict similar overall trends o f population homonymy levels for simulations 

with an and an event, respectively. Population homonymy is at its highest for very low levels 

o f  minimum success, reaching 1.0 in some cases where Smm =  0- The homonymy level gradually 

increases as Smm is increased, falling to a fixed 0 for s^in >  0.7, i.e. where the agents would need to 

agree on all mappings o f an utterance in order to add these to their lexicons.'^ Contrary to simulations 

with an /?' event, there is not a single simulation run with Smi„ <  0.5 where an agents would not 

develop any cross-populational homonymy.

’"N o te  that in s im u la tio n s w ith  four o r m o re  agen ts , d is ju n c tiv e  p a irs  cou ld  evo lve  fu lly  ag reed  on d ia lec ts  o f  th e ir  ow n 
even u n d er a h igh  req u irem en t fo r co m m u n ica tiv e  success . In th is  case , p o p u la tio n  ho m o n y m y  w o u ld  a lw ay s be  poss ib le , 
regard le ss o f  the  level o f  im posed  on the  agents.

'■^In fact, fo r s im u la tio n s  w ith  an event, ag en ts  cou ld  still learn  o n e  in co rrec t m e a n in g -fo n n  a sso c ia tio n  fo r u tte ran ces 
w ith  the  even t p a rtitio n ed  in to  fo u r parts  and  w here  i„,/„ =  0 .7 , as d eco d in g  th ree  o f  fo u r fo rm s c o rre c tly  in such  a  scen ario  
w ould  ac tu a lly  im ply  a p a y o tT o f  0.05 . H ow ever, it ap p ears  that th is is c ith e r  un lik e ly  to  h appen , o r  is q u ick ly  co rre c ted  in 
fu tu re  u tte ran ces, as th e  popu la tio n  h o m o n y m y  level in co rre sp o n d in g  e x p e rim en ts  is fixed at 0 a f te r  1000 in terac tions.
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Figure 4.47: Population lexicon homonymy level for W =
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As could be expected, population homonymy levels are reasonably high in simulations with mul

tiple agents, where every subsequent pair o f agents can have its own set o f  shared mappings and a 

large number o f  additional, non-shared mappings, which end up automatically generating additional 

homonyms when all the agent lexicons are combined. Naturally, for higher levels o f minimum suc

cess, population homonymy becomes impossible in simulations with three agents. However, in these 

simulations runs, agents also only acquire a very limited amount o f forms, which is usually not suf

ficient to express even the reasonably small amounts o f meanings that are presented to them in the 

simulations outlined above. The implications o f all o f  the above considerations on actual communica

tive success will be discussed in the following section. Finally, in terms o f comparability to natural 

languages, population homonymy is just slightly off the 0.17 mark for s^in =  0.5 here, just as it was 

in simulations with two agents.

4.3.3 Communicative Success

In the previous sections, it has been observed that, in a population o f three agents, lexicons tend to 

have significantly more forms than meanings for lower levels o f  the minimum success threshold, and 

just a few forms for higher levels o f the parameter. Furthennore, the synonymy levels in both the 

individual and population lexicons appear to be fluctuating between the minimum and the maximum 

possible levels across the individual simulations performed for each o f the ten different levels o f min

imum success that were experimented with. However, given the high levels o f population homonymy 

for the lower levels o f  success threshold, it is expected that lexicon precision will suffer slightly in 

these simulations. On the other hand, the low average number o f lexical mappings for the higher 

levels o f  Smin will certainly impact lexicon use, even if lexicon precision in these simulation can be 

expected be quite high. The following graphs depicting the correlation between lexicon use and lexi

con precision for the three different event types in simulations performed with three agents show how 

the different properties o f the lexicon discussed above actually influence the overall performance o f 

the agents in the simulated interactions.
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Figure 4.48: Lexicon-based communicative success for W =  }.
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Figure 4.48 indicates a clear qualitative difference between simulations performed with Smin <  0.4 

and those with Smin > 0 .5 .  In the former case, agents are basically always able to find a lexical 

item associated with a heard form in their lexicon, even if the corresponding interpretation is not 

nearly guaranteed to be the correct one. Having said that, a very sizeable portion o f the agents 

actually reside in the top right com er o f their corresponding subgraph, i.e. are always able to use their 

lexicon in an interaction and also do so with maximum precision. For the higher levels o f  minimum 

success threshold, agents clearly take longer to add new lexical mappings to their lexicons, resulting 

in a gradual decrease o f lexicon use. At the same time, the precision o f their lexicons is fixed at 

100% (which is logical, given that only perfect interpretation in an interaction can lead to a payoff in 

simulations with an /?' event and s^m > 0.5).
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Figure 4.49: Lexicon-based communicative success for W  =  {^?}- 
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In simulations with the two bigger events, the results o f which are depicted by figure 4.49 for 

and figure 4.50 for R^, the interplay between lexicon use and lexicon precision exhibits slightly 

different effects. For the five lower levels o f minimum success, agents in both these experiments 

seem to be still quickly acquiring a lexicon at the beginning o f the simulations that covers all o f the 

forms used by all three agents involved, resulting in near maximum lexicon use. However, contrary 

to simulations with an R^ event, these agents never achieve perfect understanding, though admittedly 

hovering at very respectable lexicon precision levels between averages o f 0.47 and 0.80.
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Figure 4.50: Lexicon-based communicative success for IV =  { ^ i}.
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The major difference between the experiments conducted with one /?' event and those with the two 

bigger events lies in the transition from full lexicon use to a more moderate use level, but with almost 

perfect precision. In the latter two experiments, this transition happens gradually, from =  0.5 to

=  0-8 and 5mm =  0-7 for and R^, respectively. During the transition phase, lexicon use takes up 

values in the range between 1.0 and the final settling value, which for experiments with an R^ event 

is at an average o f 0.35 and for those with an R^ event -  at 0.25. Having decreased to this level o f 

lexicon use though, lexicon precision becomes almost fixed at 100%.

Looking at the above results, the question that instantly poses itself is which is better: being able to 

always use one’s lexicon, even if not always reliably so; or having the confidence that, if  one interprets 

a form with the help o f one’s lexicon, then the interpretation will almost certainly be the correct one. 

It would seem that the former option would be more desirable in a scenario where interlocutors would 

be easily able to adjust the nuances o f the meanings associated with different fonns, without needing 

to resort too much to guessing after an initial learning period. The reliable lexicon option, on the 

other hand, seems perhaps even more attractive when considering that an interlocutor should be able 

to tell if he is using his lexicon or not and, in the case that he is, he can be quite confident o f having 

understood the speaker correctly.

In a way, only having lexical items that one is quite sure o f in one’s lexicon implies that there 

should be no need to make any adjustments to the lexicon in the future. There is doubt, however, if 

that is the way humans actually learn a language, as studies from child language acquisition clearly 

show that many lexical items that children acquire at a very early stage in their language development 

are only partially correct, if at all, and get adjusted to the accepted lexical convention later on.
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4.4 Interacting in Small Groups

The analysis o f the LEW ’s fundamentals is concluded in this section with an evaluation of experi

ments performed with groups o f ten agents. While the difference between two and three agents was 

predominantly a qualitative one, in the sense that the agents’ involvement in interactions was signifi

cantly altered, the change between three and ten agents is o f  purely quantitative nature. The question 

here is, given the same average number o f interactions per agent per simulation, if the agents will still 

be able to perform at the level o f three-agent groups, or if  having a larger number o f involved agents 

will interfere with the lexicon acquisition process even further.

4.4.1 Lexicon

The same general principles that were discussed for the triads also apply to the small groups o f ten 

agents, i.e. there are no limits on the maximum lexicon size o f agents or the joint lexicon o f the 

population (other than those defined by the number o f interactions in the conducted simulations). 

Accordingly, this section will proceed directly to the evaluation o f the experiments conducted in 

worlds consisting o f one event o f the same three types as before and populated by ten agents.

Lexical Mappings

As has been outlined in section 4.3.1, populations o f three or more agents theoretically have no limits 

imposed on the size o f the lexicon for at least one o f the agents, regardless o f the number or the types 

o f available events or the level o f  minimum success imposed on the agents. What can happen in such 

groups is that, having just successfully learned a lexical mapping with one interlocutor, an agent can 

experience zero success when employing the same mapping in a conversation with another partner, 

which might potentially result in the agent in eliminating the mapping from his lexicon. In this case, 

the hearer from the first interaction will end up with a quasi-‘orphaned’ lexical mapping that only he 

has in his lexicon.

Given that the above scenario is only made likelier by the introduction o f additional agents, in 

particular due to the increased chances o f any one agent talking to different partners in successive 

interactions (50% in a population o f three agents vs. 89% in a population o f ten), it is expected 

that the average lexicon size o f  individual agents, as well as that o f the overall population, will be 

significantly higher in experiments conducted with ten agents, even if the number o f  actual meanings 

to express remains the same.
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Figure 4.51: Number o f lexical items in agent lexicons for W  =
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Looking at figure 4.51 which depicts the distribution o f the number o f lexical items in agent 

lexicons, the predicted observation is that agents here indeed end up with roughly three times the 

number o f words when compared to agents from a three-member group. In addition to that, and as 

opposed to simulations with triads, for s^m <  0.4 no agent ends up with less than eight mappings in 

his lexicon, nearly three times the amount o f meanings in the agents’ world. On the other hand, for 

Smin >  0.5, several agents do not actually have as much as three lexical mappings in their lexicon, 

which stands in contrast to simulations with triads where every agent ended up knowing at least three 

for Sffjif, < 0 .7 .
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Figure 4.52: Number o f lexical items in the population lexicon for W  =  {^j} .
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Figure 4.52 confirms the trend on the population level, as it can be clearly seen that, compared to 

figure 4.25, the population lexicon ends up being three to four times larger for all levels o f minimum 

success, after the same number o f interactions per agent (though after 5000 interactions in total, as
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opposed to only 1500 interactions conducted in three-agent experiments). Notably, for 5mm <  0-4, the 

population lexicon includes over 20 mappings at the end o f nearly every experiment, peaking at over 

90 for Smin =  0.4, i.e. 30 times the number o f mappings that would actually be needed to refer to all 

o f the world’s meanings.
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In experiments with an event, the size o f  agent lexicons has clearly grown even further in 

small groups by up to a factor o f three, as can be seen from figure 4.53. W hile the increase itself 

was expected, an interesting feature in the small group experiments is that the lexicon size drops off 

significantly towards a more reasonable (requirement-wise, in world with six unique meanings) level 

at Smin =  0.5 already, as opposed to s„i„ =  0.7, observed in simulations with three agents.
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On the population level, the overall trend remains in simulations with both an R^ and an R^ event, 

as depicted by figures 4.54 and 4.56, respectively. In simulations with s^in <  0.4, populations o f ten
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acquire on average four to five times the amount o f mappings learned by agents from a triad. For 

Smin >  0-5, population lexicons o f small groups actually exhibit a much smaller degree o f bloating up, 

two levels earlier than observed in three-agent groups.
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Finally, the trend continues in simulations with an event, as depicted by figure 4.55, with 

the lexicon sizes o f agents doubling from the levels observed in simulations with three agents. For 

^min — 0.3, agent lexicons including over 100 mappings are observed for the first time and this in 

a world where only ten different meanings need to be referred to. Just as was the case in small 

group simulations with an R^ event, agent lexicons fall off to a more appropriate size from s„i„ =  0.5 

onwards, two levels earlier than observed in triads. Notably, what did not occur in simulations with 

three-agent groups at all was for agents not to end up knowing at least a single mapping after the 1000 

interactions. This appears to be possible (and in fact quite probable for s^w  >  0.8) in simulations with 

small groups and either an R^ or an R^ event.
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Figure 4.56: Number o f lexical items in the population lexicon for W =  {/?i}.
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An interesting tendency that can be observed from the above figures is for the population lexicon 

size to gradually increase from Smi„ =  0 up to s^m  =  0-4 for /?' and and up to s^m =  0.3 for R^. 

This might seem counter-intuitive at first, given that the reward for partially successful interactions is 

actually diminishing in the same space. Furthermore, considering the trend observed for s„i„ > 0.5, 

one would perhaps expect a similar, if  not as pronounced trend to be observed for the successive 

levels o f minimum success in the lower range as well. What is observed here, however, is exactly the 

orphaning effect, as outlined in more detail below.

The underlying difference between s^i„ =  0 and Smm =  0.3 e.g. is that for Smin =  0.3, the punish

ment for a completely failed interaction (=  —0.3) actually outweighs the reinforcement for getting 

one out o f three (=  0.03) or one out o f two/two out o f four (=  0.2) mappings right, which are some o f 

the most likeliest scenarios. As a consequence, partially successful mappings experienced between 

Agent 1 and Agent2 in an earlier interaction can get instantly removed from the lexicon o f one o f 

the agents, when Agentl is involved in a completely failed interaction with another agent, thus not 

allowing A gentl and Agent2 to consolidate the mappings in further interactions and forcing at least 

one o f them to invent new ones, thus bloating up the lexicon o f the other agent and, consequently, the 

overall lexicon o f the population.

Unique Meanings

Looking at figure 4.57, depicting the number o f distinct meanings in agent lexicons accumulated in 

simulations with an /?' event in small groups, one can see a very significant difference to what was 

observed in triads, namely that the overwhelming majority o f the agents knows a form for every 

mapping in the world only as far as s^i„ < 0.5. In fact, for >  0.7, the majority o f the agents only 

has a mapping for one o f the w orld’s meanings -  the partition combining all o f the components o f the 

single event. This stands in stark contrast to simulations in triads, where all agents bar a few select 

exceptions managed to associated a form for every meaning even for the highest levels o f minimum 

success threshold.
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Figure 4.57: Unique meanings in agent lexicons for W  =  {^[}-
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When the lexicons o f all agents in any given population are put together, the picture changes 

quite significantly, as shown by figure 4.58. In particular, the clear majority o f populations have a 

lexical mapping associated with every available meaning in the population lexicon, even for s„,i„ > 

0.7. This mainly suggests that while many o f the agents have failed to agree on lexical mappings 

with others, there are still some agents that experienced more success in their interactions and have 

thus contributed to a more complete looking population lexicon, when it comes to the number of 

expressible meanings.

Figure 4.58: Unique meanings in the population lexicon for W  =  {/?{}.
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Figure 4.59 shows that in simulations with an event, a number o f agents emerge that after 

around 1000 interactions do not have a single mapping in their lexicon and thus naturally do not have 

a single meaning represented in it. If one looks at the corresponding figures for simulations with three 

agents, one would see that every agent in every simulation ended up knowing how to express at least
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one meaning in the world, for all types o f events and all levels o f minimum success. Additionally, for 

Smin >  0-5, the majority o f the agents only ends up having one meaning represented in their lexicons, 

further underlying the complexity o f agreeing on lexical conventions through dialogue in a relatively 

large group o f interactors.
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In contrast to the agent lexicons, the number o f distinct meanings in the combined lexicon of 

each population for s^m >  0.5 is significantly higher, as shown by figure 4.60, ranging, on average, 

between two and four meanings, though reaching all six on a much more numerous number o f oc

casions. Given that the majority o f the agents only have one meaning available in their lexicons in 

the corresponding simulations, the only explanation for this trend is that different pairs o f agents 

occasionally happen to agree on lexical mappings for different meanings, without being able to sub

sequently spread these around the group.
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Finally, in simulations with the largest event, figure 4.61 shows that only for s^in <  0.3 does the 

majority o f agents have all o f their meanings represented in their lexicons. On the other side o f the 

success threshold, i.e. for Smin >  0-8, the portion o f agents without a single represented meaning be

comes increasingly more sizeable as agents struggle with the increased number o f  potential meanings 

in every interaction.
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Figure 4.61: Unique meanings in agent lexicons for W =  {/?]}.
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The trends on the population lexicon level, depicted by figure 4.62, are quite similar to those 

observed in simulations with an event. However, the combined lexicon effect becomes much less 

pronounced, with population lexicons averaging at just one meaning for s^in >  0-7, quite clearly as 

a consequence o f many agents in the corresponding groups not being able to learn a single lexical 

mapping.
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The reason for most o f the above observations are the significantly reduced chances o f speaking
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to the same agent in several consequent interactions, due to an extended pool o f agents that any 

particular speaker has to pick a hearer from. Since the hearer selection is always made at random and 

does not depend on past interactions in any way, chances are high that the speaker will end up talking 

to different agents and all the good work (or luck, if  one prefers) from past interactions with one of 

the other agents may be quickly undone by a single failed interaction with another partner.

Unique Forms

In experiments with agent triads, it has been observed that agents tend to learn a number o f multiples 

more forms that is required to be able to express every meaning in their world. On top o f that, for the 

two bigger event types, the overall lexicon o f the population was shown to be significantly larger than 

that o f an average agent, indicating a large amount o f mappings with non-shared forms in individual 

agent lexicons that had muhiple synonyms across the population.

Figure 4.63: Unique forms in the population lexicon for W =  {/?{}.
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Similarly to simulations with three-agent groups, the difference between the number o f  distinct 

forms learned by any individual agent (c f  figure 4.51) and the number o f distinct forms in the 

combined lexicon o f the population, depicted by figure 4.63, in a world with an /?' event is not as 

striking as it is for larger events, even considering the increased size of individual agent lexicons in 

small group experiments. The only exception is provided by simulations with s^m =  0.4, which as 

discussed earlier, provide the best conditions for the accumulation o f ‘orphaned’ forms and thus the 

corresponding bloating up o f the distinct forms represented in the population lexicon.
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Figure 4.64 shows that the more distinct difference between the number o f distinct forms on the 

agent and population level reappears in experiments with an event in small groups, just as it did in 

triads. While the factors o f the increase are comparable, it is quite stunning to note that the number of 

distinct forms in the population lexicon has reached over 200 items in some cases for s^in =  0.4, again 

underlying the role that the level o f minimum success plays on the emergent lexicon o f the population 

even in a simple world consisting o f six different meanings.

Figure 4.65: Unique forms in the population lexicon for W — {/?]}.
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Finally, figure 4.65 suggests that, in experiments with an event, the overall number o f distinct 

forms learned across all agents o f a population is largest for s^in = 0.3, with the most ‘lexicon-hungry’ 

populations learning over 300 forms. In summary, looking at the number o f distinct mappings, ex

pressible meanings and used forms per level o f minimum success, it would appear that having a 

success requirement o f 50% or slightly more yields the most promising results, with any level just
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below 50% actually generating the seemingly most unmanageable lexical conditions for the agents. 

4.4.2 Synonymy & Homonymy

As was the case with the basic lexicon properties, the analytic limits o f  synonymy and homonymy 

in agent and population lexicons do not change between triads and small groups. Accordingly, the 

following sections will largely focus on the evaluation o f the experimental outcomes, referring back 

to the analytical section in the preceding sections where necessary.

Agent Synonymy

In a scenario where agents are not limited in the number o f distinct forms that they can learn for only 

a fixed number o f distinct meanings, it is clear that agent lexicon synonymy always has a chance of 

reaching the maximum level, i.e. having multiple forms assigned to each o f the world meanings.

Figure 4.66: Agent lexicon synonymy level for W  =  {^1}.
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Figure 4.66 confirms this by showing that, in simulations with an R' event, the overwhelming 

majority o f the agents have muUiple form options associated with each o f the three meanings, for 

every level o f  minimum success experimented with. This is a clear increase from simulations with 

three-agent groups where only a fraction o f the agents observed full lexicon synonymy in their lexi

cons and a sizeable amount o f the agents actually had no synonyms in their lexicons. As can be seen 

from the above figure, in small groups, only agents in simulations with s^in >  0.5 occasionally end 
up without a single synonym.
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Figure 4.67; Agent lexicon synonymy level for W  =
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The trend continues in experiments with an event, with the majority o f the agents again having 

multiple forms available for each o f the six meanings for all levels o f  minimum success bar the 

highest, where the dominating outcome shifts from full synonymy to no synonymy. Notably, in 

simulations with three agents, having no synonymy was the prevalent result for three levels o f  s^m >  

0.7. Admittedly, agents interacting in triads about this event never ended up without synonyms in 

their lexicon for Smi„ < 0.4, however, the lowest level that they were able to reach was having one in 

six meanings associated with multiple forms, compared to a much higher 50% synonymy observed 

for the same levels o f minimum success in small groups.

Figure 4.68: Agent lexicon synonymy level for W =
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In simulations with an R^ event, most agents observing a lower level o f minimum success Smm <  

0.4 do not actually reach full synonymy, though they are markedly closer to it than the corresponding 

agents in three-member groups. In fact, average lexicon synonymy goes slightly down for s^in =  0.4,
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but then goes up to the maximum level again for 0.5 <  Smm <  0.7. Finally, for Smin >  0-8, most agents 
do not have any synonyms in their lexicon, mirroring precisely the situation in triads. However, 
this is the only parameter combination where small groups end up having similar results to those of 

agents from a group of three. In general, the tendency is clearly for agents in small groups to have a 
significantly higher amount of synonymous forms in their lexicons.

Population Synonymy

As a direct consequence of increased lexicon sizes on both the agent and the population level, the 
levels of synonymy in the population lexicon have increased accordingly. Figure 4.69 shows that, 
in simulations with an /?' event, synonymy at the population level has reached its maximum in the 

majority of conducted simulations for each level of minimum success. In fact, population synonymy 
is fixed at 1.0 for Sm„ < 0.4, owing to the very loose success requirements in these simulations which 

allow for every other form to be incorrectly interpreted and assigned to different meanings between 
agents and still obtain a positive reinforcement.

Figure 4.69: Population lexicon synonymy level for W =  {/?{}.
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In simulations with an event, the results of which are visualized by figure 4.70, population 
synonymy for the lower range of minimum success actually does not differ from what was observed 
in triads, as it had reached 100% in those experiments already. However, in simulations with small 

groups, population synonymy has actually dropped off for 0.5 <  s^in < 0.7. A similar tendency is 
observed in simulations with an R^ event for 0.5 <  Smin < 0.6, as shown by figure 4.71.

The reason for the lower synonymy levels in these simulations is that even though agents tended 
to end up knowing a form for one meaning only, different agents ended up knowing how to express 

different meanings, in many cases sharing the mapping with one or more other agents. Although at 
least half the meanings still ended up having muhiple forms associated with them by different agents, 
this relatively high levels of minimum success ensured that some meanings actually need to belong 
to shared mappings, while at the same time not eliminating too many mappings, as is the case for the 
highest levels of minimum success, as described below.
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Figure 4.70: Population lexicon synonymy level for W =  {^ i} .
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For the higher levels o f minimum success, the population synonymy has gone from mostly zero 

observed in three-agent groups, to mostly full in small groups, in simulations with both an and an 

event. Looking back at the figures in section 4.4.1, one can see that in these simulations, only one 

meaning is known by the agents most o f the times, while the population lexicon has a much larger 

number o f  forms. What happens here is that pairs o f agents are sometimes able to understand each 

other’s utterances, but are unable to agree on the corresponding mappings across the population to 

the extremely high success requirements. Consequently, individual pairs o f agents end up sharing 

a mapping for one o f the meanings, but since these mappings are different across agent pairs, the 

population lexicon exhibits a high level o f synonymy.

Figure 4.71: Population lexicon synonymy level for W =  {/?]}.
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In summary, it can be seen that changes in the number o f unique meanings and forms the lexicons 

can have very diverse effects on the corresponding synonymy levels, with a higher number o f forms
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not necessarily implying higher synonymy levels and vice versa. However, nearly all o f the agent and 

population lexicons in simulations with ten agents have synonymy levels that are significantly higher 

than those o f human languages, indicating a deteriorating trend in terms o f the comparability o f the 

emerging system to human languages.

Agent Homonymy

Agent homonymy levels remain at zero in experiments with ten agents as the principles underlying 

homonymy generation (or lack thereof) have not changed with the increase in population size.

Population Homonymy

On the population level, homonymy acts quite similarly to what was observed in simulations with 

triads. However, there is a slight deviation in terms o f the highest levels o f  population homonymy 

reached for the lower levels o f minimum success and in the rate o f its decline with the successive 

increase o f  s^m, as described below.

Figure 4.72; Population lexicon homonymy level for W  =  {^J}.
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Figure 4.72 shows that, in simulations with an event and ten agents, population homonymy 

is on average up to 0.2 decimal points higher than in comparable simulations with three agents for 

Smin < 0.4. Furthermore, for Smin > 0.5, population homonymy remains at zero, just as was the case 
in three-agent groups.
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Figure 4.73: Population lexicon homonymy level for =  {/?]}.
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Figures 4.73 and 4.74, depicting population homonymy at the end o f experiments with an 

and an R^ event, respectively, illustrate that, for s^in <  0.2, population homonymy in small groups 

is again slightly higher than it was in triads. However, for the following levels o f  minimum success, 

population homonymy is actually lower in small groups, reaching zero in most simulations with 

Smin >  0-5 already (as opposed to 0.6 or 0.7 observed in triad experiments). The reduced population 

homonymy levels for 0.3 <  <  0.4 is a direct consequence o f the increased number o f  distinct

forms in the population lexicon in these experiments, as described in section 4.4.1 above. On the 

other hand, the population lexicon o f agents is drastically reduced for 0.5 <  s^m <  0.6, basically only 

containing correctly interpreted and agreed on forms and thus a very low, if  any, level o f population 

homonymy.
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Figure 4.74; Population lexicon homonymy level for W =  {/?|}
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While the trends observed in the latter two o f the three figures above might indicate that population
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homonymy is actually improving for s^in >  0-3 in a population o f ten agents, the figures are a great 

example o f the importance o f considering a number o f  different lexical properties before making any 

qualitative conclusions. In particular, while the relative level o f population homonymy was indeed on 

decline, it was not due to an improved ability o f agents to acquire a lexicon. Instead, for 0.3 <  Smin <  

0.4, the reason was a significant explosion in the number o f distinct forms acquired by the agents, 

while for 0.5 <  s^m <  0-6, it was exactly the opposite. As can be concluded, having a low level 

o f population homonymy alone does not imply that agents have managed to learn a less ambiguous 

lexicon, but could actually just as well mean that they have learned either too few or too many lexical 

items.

4.4.3 Communicative Success

Having performed an analysis o f the types o f lexicons that emerge in groups o f ten agents, the ques

tion that remains is how the agents equipped with these lexicons actually end up performing in their 

interactions. Some o f the effects can be easily predicted by e.g. the average counts o f distinct map

pings, meanings and forms in agent lexicons, where not having enough o f lexical items will clearly 

prevent the agents from reaching a high level o f lexicon use. However, the effects o f other properties 

such as lexicon synonymy and homonymy are perhaps slightly less predictable, it remaining an open 

question if e.g. a high synonymy level could actually be beneficial for an agent when trying to un

derstand a number o f different agents. Hopefully, the following analysis o f lexicon use and lexicon 

precision should shed some light on these issues.

Figure 4.75; Lexicon-based communicative success for W =  {^j}.
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In simulations with ten agents and an event, the interaction between lexicon use and lexicon 

precision, depicted by figure 4.75, is largely comparable to that observed in three-agent groups, al-
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though with some modifications. For <  0.4, the overall trend is very similar, with lexicon use 

nearly reaching 100% and lexicon precision improving towards the higher levels o f minimum success. 

The only thing to note here is that lexicon use is not actually fixed at 100% as it was in triads. This is 

mostly due to the larger number o f agents naturally taking more time to experience every lexical item 

from every other agent, from which point on lexicon use would be guaranteed.

Another difference between experiments with triads and small groups is in the degree o f the 

drop in lexicon use observed for s„i„ > 0.5. While in groups o f three, lexicon use gradually reduced 

between these levels o f minimum success, still sometimes reaching 100% even for5m,„ =  0.9, in small 

groups, lexicon use drops to around 50% by Smi„ =  0.7 and remains at that level for all subsequent 

values o f The reason for this are the reduced chances o f  all ten agents actually agreeing on a set 

o f  reliable lexical items under the strict success conditions, something that clearly persists throughout 

experiments with all three event types.

Figure 4.76: Lexicon-based communicative success for W =  }.
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Similarly to simulations with an /?' event, in experiments with an or an R^ event, lexicon use 

is highest for the five lower levels o f Smin, though not quite reaching 100% in any o f the experiments, 

as depicted by figures 4.76 and 4.77, respectively. Again, the transition from nearly constant lexicon 

use with varying precision to a much more occasional lexicon use, but a very high precision occurs 

slightly earlier in small groups, with the population size making its effect in simulations with a higher 

success requirement.
One effect that has not been present in graphs depicting the interaction o f lexicon use and pre

cision in simulations with two or three agents, that is quite evident in simulations with ten agents 

and either an R~ or an R^ event, is a further decline in lexicon use for the highest levels o f Smi„, also 

accompanied with a slight decrease in lexicon precision, which is rather uncommon. As can be seen 

from figure 4.77, for5m/« =  0.9, lexicon use drops to just above zero in most experiments, with lexicon
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precision varying between a very high 1.0, which is more common for such low levels o f  lexicon use, 

and a very mediocre 0.5. The drop is a direct consequence o f agents not being able to develop any sort 

o f a reasonably-sized lexicon, as was discussed in section 4.4.1, with lexical items only emerging spo

radically between individual pairs o f agents and then quickly disappearing as subsequent interactions 

with other agents do not yield sufficient success.
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In summary o f the simulations with ten agents, it can be stated that the optimal combination o f 

lexicon use and precision results from a slightly lower success requirement than in a population o f just 

two or three agents. In particular, for the largest event type, the level o f minimum success at which 

the agents seem to perform best is somewhere between 0.2 and 0.3. This is despite the population 

lexicons in these experiments reaching over 500 items at times, with agent synonymy averaging at 

90%, population synonymy fixed at 100% and population homonymy hovering at around 50%. What 

appears to be the critical aspect here is that for s^in =  0.4, the levels o f synonymy and homonymy 

are significantly lower, yet the average agent only has a word for six o f the ten meanings in his 

lexicon, which is clearly having a very negative impact on the communicative performance. It is 

undeniable that learning an average o f 75 different lexical forms for any given meaning from the 

world would have been an unnecessary and unacceptable burden on the storage capacities o f early 

hominids, however, from the communicative point o f view, agents appear to be able to deal quite 

efficiently with the extra forms during their interactions even with a very simple frequency-based 

word selection model.
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4,5 Summary of Fundamentals

The experiments presented in this chapter deal with a very basic configuration of the LEW that in

cluded only one event consisting of between one and three arguments and a small population of up 
to ten agents per simulation run. The main goal of conducting these experiments was to determine if 
there are certain analytical limits imposed on the different properties of the emergent agent and popu
lation lexicons and how they are influenced by the varying success requirements during interactions.

As was presented in section 4.2 that discussed a version of the model with a population of just two 
agents, the amount of communicative success imposed on the agents as a requirement for obtaining a 
payoff and thus learning a lexical item does indeed have a significant effect on almost all of the lexical 

properties. In particular, it sets a limit on the size of the lexicon, the number of distinct meanings and 
forms represented by it and, consequently, the maximum level of agent and population synonymy and 

homonymy present in these lexicons. In some cases, the analytical limits did not actually impose any 
restrictions on the system, as is e.g. the case for the level of population synonymy for Smm <  0.4, 
which, regardless of the event type, could theoretically take up any value between 0 and 1 in the 

conducted experiments.

While the analytical discussions in section 4.2 were meant to determine what is in fact possi
ble in the simulations conducted with the help of the LEW, the experiments themselves provided an 
overview of the actual probability distributions of the values taken up by the observed lexical proper
ties. The results of these experiments indicate that a level of minimum success around 0.5 results in 
the most optimal combination of lexicon use and precision, with all of the meanings being represented 
in the agents’ lexicons and relatively moderate levels of synonymy and homonymy on both the agent 
and the population levels.

Having gone through the simplest possible version of the model, the following sections turned to 
simulations with an increased number of agents, namely three in section 4.3 and ten in section 4.4. 
Right at the beginning of section 4.3 it has been established that the quantitative limit imposed on the 

lexicons of agents in a population of two disappears with the addition of at least one further agent. 
In effect, agents could now keep on infinitely accumulating lexical items, given a certain alteration 

between speaker-hearer pairs as well as successes and failures.

The above was directly reflected by the simulations conducted with the different groups of agents, 

with the population lexicons growing up to 100 items in some of the three-agent groups and up to 600 

items in ten-agent groups, after around 1000 interactions per agent. The increased lexicon size had a 
naturally strong effect on the lexicon synonymy levels, considering that the amount of meanings was 
fixed at three, six and ten, respectively, depending on the selected event type. Additionally, increasing 

the number of agents also clearly affected the chances of agents agreeing on a set of shared lexical 
items, with too few mappings learned in experiments with a high level of minimum success and too 

many learned if the success requirements were loosened too much.

In particular, the optimal level of minimum success shifted down to 0.4 in simulations with three 

agents and to around 0.25 in groups of ten. This decline was predicted by Bachwerk (2011), where 
it was shown that, in a population of ten agents and conversing about a large number of events, the 

optimal level of minimum success is determined by the average guessing rate of agents, which for 
is around 0.25. The fact that, in simulations with two and three agents, the optimal level of minimum 
success was much higher, can be explained by the low variety between agent lexicons, resulting in 

quick agreement on lexical items after just a few successful interactions.
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Finally, when comparing the lexicons resulting from the conducted simulations to those o f real 

languages, the synonymy and homonymy levels appeared to be quite similar for certain levels o f  the 

minimum success threshold in simulations with two or three agents, mainly around s^m =  0.5. How

ever, in experiments with ten agents, both properties o f the emerging lexicons reached significantly 

higher levels than their real-language counterparts for almost all levels o f

A fundamental analysis o f any computational model is essential in building up the understanding 

o f its main effects and interactions. In effect, it allows one to correctly interpret the results o f the 

more complex simulations performed with the model, which is normally the real goal o f building the 

model in the first place. The analysis performed in this chapter can be thus seen as an evaluation o f 

the model itself, but less so o f the language acquisition process in a realistically complex setting. The 

following chapter will draw on the conclusions presented in this chapter to analyse three advanced 

social configurations and their potential role in the history o f language evolution.



Chapter 5

Advanced Configurations

5.1 Introduction

Computational models o f social behaviour are nonnally created with the purpose o f investigating 

complex interactions between a multitude o f parameters in a fully controlled simulated environment. 

In addition to that, a computer model also allows one to abstract over some o f the features o f the 

real world that are either not central to the research issue at hand, or are simply too complex to be 

represented in full detail in the model. The unfortunate consequence o f introducing abstractions into 

a model is that it quickly becomes subject to criticism from scientists working hands-on in the field 

that the model is situated, e.g. linguists in the current case. Therefore, it is important to make it 

perfectly clear at this point that a mathematical or a computer model is not meant to create a perfect 

representation o f the real world (at least for now), but rather to aid the field researchers by providing 

them with often hard (or simply impossible) to obtain empirical evidence, thus providing them with 

some guidance and in no way trying to replace their invaluable work.

Having said that, it is also important that computer scientists not only look at the very basic, and 

largely unrealistic, configurations o f their models, but also try to extend the parameters to values that 

would result in a closer representation o f the real world. In the previous chapter, the general funda

mentals o f the LEW model and the corresponding Lexicon Acquisition Game have been examined 

with the goal o f  estimating some analytical limits and probabilities o f the various properties o f the 

emergent simulated lexicons. This exercise was important in order to understand what the model is 

capable o f in theory; however, the next important step is to apply the model to some o f the more 

realistic scenarios o f language evolution.

First o f all, the number o f different entities and events that can be perceived by the agents in their 

worlds is increased from one event and three entities to 50 instances o f 10 events populated with 25 

different entities that are admissible as arguments for any o f the events. W hile this increase is still 

far away from the literally endless number o f distinct atoms surrounding us in the real world, it could 

be argued that the number o f information units that were truly critical to the early hominids, and thus 

were relevant to them in obtaining some sort o f payoff in tenns o f finding a food source or avoiding 

a predator, was actually quite limited. Furthermore, it is hard to imagine that the early inventors of 

language would start talking about literally everything that surrounded them from the very beginning, 

but rather that they built a language up from interacting about the essential things to everything else 

later on .'

' j u s t  l ike  a ch i ld  w h o  starts w ith  ■ m um m y',  ‘d ad dy'  and then m o v e s  on  to  the  le ss  im portant th in g s  in life.

I l l
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Despite the increase in the size of the agents’ world, the number of interactions per agent was kept 
at 1000 on average. Admittedly, giving the agents more time to agree on the best lexical conventions 
for expressing all the meanings from their surroundings would certainly have increased their chances 
of communicative success. On the other hand, it seems rather implausible that early humans would 

spend too much time trying to communicate with the help of a new approach, such as the human 
language, if it did not bring at least some rewards pretty early on. Having said that, no claim is 

being made here that early humans would not be satisfied with a fairly moderate payoff from their 
early interaction attempts (after all, anything is better than nothing). Accordingly, for the experiments 

presented in this chapter, the level of minimum success that serves as a threshold for obtaining a 

payoff was set at just over a third of an utterance, i.e. s^m = 0.35.

The main focus of this chapter though is placed on different social configurations of agent popu

lations, with three of these being presented in the following sections. In section 5.2, ten agents will 
be divided into five subgroups of two, with different interaction constraints imposed on the agents 
within these pairs. In the first part of the first experiment, a varying intra-group communication rate 
is set, which defines how often the agents will talk within their pair and how often they will talk to 
other members of the population. The motivation behind this setting is that agents have been observed 
to be much more efficient at evolving a language in pairs and less so in slightly bigger groups. The 
question is then if a combination of the two would solve some of the problems of the homogeneous 
groups. The second batch of simulations addresses the same question from a slightly different per
spective, namely by letting agents interact in pairs for a specified period of time before switching 
the pairings, repeating the process until every agent has been paired up with every other agent. The 
results of both these configurations will be also compared to the usual groups of both two and ten 
agents. Afterwards, section 5.3 will look at how so called ‘friendships’ could be established naturally 
in a population of ten agents by dynamically adjusting one’s interaction rates with other agents based 
on the success in previous interactions. Section 5.4 will then summarize the three experiments and 
discuss the effects that different social configurations have on the lexicon acquisition process.

5.2 Population Subgroups

The notion that social groups of one type or another play a central role within the evolution of the 
hominid species as such as well as the emergence of a communicative system like a proto-language 
in particular is apparent from a variety of evolutionary theories and modelling approaches. From the 

anthropological point of view, it has been repeatedly suggested that the emergence of language is 
strongly connected with the increase of hominid group sizes and the arguably directly related neo
cortex ratio increase between 500,000 and 250,000 years ago (see Aiello & Dunbar, 1993). Being 

unparalleled in any other species, this evolutionary change has become the focal point of several 
theories on the emergence of language.

Admittedly, an increase in group size alone does not in any way guarantee the emergence of 
language, nor does it really support it in any way to begin with, given the complexities of estab
lishing linguistic conventions in groups as small as ten agents that were observed in the previous 
chapter. When faced with this issue, Dessalles (2007) suggests that language emerged together with 
the evolution of Machiavellian Intelligence (see Byrne & Whiten, 1988) for the purpose of detecting 
free-riders. While the above is an interesting theory, the argument that will be adopted here is that 
larger groups required better communication in order to make hunting and scavenging activities more
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efficient, which is extremely important in a big group, as noted by Bickerton and Szathmary (2011). 

Notably, living in a group does not imply that all activities are perfonned collectively, in fact, most 

ot the time, members of the group will be divided into small subgroups, particularly when going on 

scavenging runs. The question then is how communicatively integrated these small unions need to be 

with the whole group in order for them to be able to inform others o f their findings and, subsequently, 

for a group language to be established in the population.

5.2.1 Experiment Design

Based on the above discussion, the first o f the more advanced experiments explores the effects o f  dif

ferent interaction constraints imposed on agent groups on the developed lexicons in the correspond

ing populations. The first setting that is considered here, and which has been explored previously by 

Bachwerk and Vogel (2010) in a slightly different overall configuration, has ten agents paired up in 

five fixed partnerships, with a new parameter o f  the model -  the intra-group communicate rate pinua 

-  defining the proportion o f the time that the agents would interact within their own group, with the 

remaining interactions bouts being performed with agents from other pairings. This configuration was 

motivated by the findings from the previous chapter, which suggested that agents have much higher 

chances o f evolving a reliable and unambiguous lexicon in pairs, rather than in groups consisting of 

ten or even just three agents. However, if one assumes that language actually did evolve in groups 

o f ten to twenty agents, the question is then how would the early hominids go about most efficiently 

in agreeing on lexical conventions within the whole group. In order to model the different levels of 

subgroup closeness, three levels o f Pimra have been experimented with: 0.75, 0.5 and 0.25.

The second branch o f the experiment is based on a communication pragmatics experiment con

ducted by Garrod and Doherty (1994). In this, it was suggested that while isolated pairs o f interlocu

tors will achieve certain levels o f understanding quicker, a group consisting o f constantly interchang

ing partners will slowly but surely evolve a better communication system thanks to a large number of 

potential linguistic variants available for selection. This setup has been realized in the LEW by Bach

werk and Vogel (2011) with the help o f a new parameter which allows to have speaker-hearer pairs 

rotated after a certain number o f interactions, with every agent interacting about the same amount 

with every other agent throughout the simulation as a whole.^ As with the preferred partner setting 

above, the intuition behind this configuration was that giving the agents a prolonged period o f time 

to interact with one particular partner should give them a good opportunity to agree on the lexical 

conventions with this partner, before negotiating their use with other members o f  the group.

Finally, a set o f simulations has been perfonned with homogeneous populations o f two and ten 

agents each, enabling a comparison o f the results from the previous chapter to the ones obtained 

here. Notably, a population o f two agents is largely equivalent to having ten agents split into five 

pairs o f two and Pmtra =  U i-e. allowing pair-local interactions only. On the other hand, having 

equally distributed interaction chances in a group o f ten agents is the same as pairing them up with 

Pimra =  effectively setting the probability o f interacting with the paired agent to be the same as that 

o f selecting any o f the other eight agents as a partner.

The experimental question that is explored here is if agents in the above configurations would be 

able to establish some parts o f the lexicon with a selected interaction partner first and then spread

 ̂A s can be d ea r ly  seen, this setting is equivalent to the pair-free group in ten n s o f  the am ount o f  interaction betw een  
any particular pair o f  agents. T he big ditTcrence is, o f  course, in the sequential nature o f  these interactions in the alternating 
pair configuration.
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such lexical items throughout the community. The simulations presented in this section will examine 

if such an approach could in fact be beneficial and if  so, then how do different pairings affect the evo

lution o f a communal lexicon in the corresponding populations. The main conflict that was expected 

in this set o f simulations was that while agents communicating within a fixed pair should achieve 

higher levels o f understanding, these agents are likely to evolve their own sub-dialects that would be 

quite distinct from those o f other pairings, thus making them unable to actually properly cooperate 

with most other members o f the population.

5.2.2 Results

In order to determine if having a preferred partner at the early stages o f lexicon acquisition is in fact 

beneficial for the establishment o f a joint population lexicon, a thorough analysis o f  the main lexi

cal and communicative features o f the emergent agent and population lexicons has been performed, 

based on the metrics presented in section 3.4 and following largely the same script that was followed 

throughout chapter 4. The experiments presented in this section were also based on 500 randomly 

re-seeded simulation runs for each o f the conditions, with an average o f 1000 interactions (either as 

speaker or as hearer) being performed by each agent. As has been mentioned above, keeping the 

number of interactions per agent per simulation fixed restricts the agents in ternis o f the time that they 

can spend on negotiating the use o f  different words. However, this has been done quite intentionally 

as it could not be expected o f early humans that they would spend an awfully long time trying to come 

up with a new communication tool if they do not obtain any rewards from it early on. In addition to 

that, keeping the length o f the simulations constant makes it possible to easily compare the results 

obtained with the more complex social configurations to the fundamental experiments presented in 

the previous chapter. In the remainder o f this section, the outcomes o f the conducted simulations will 

be analysed in detail, followed up with a conclusion o f the results in section 5.2.3.

Lexicon

In a world with 50 instances o f 10 events, distributed randomly (though with equal probability) 

between the three types presented in section 3.2.2, and 25 entities, the number o f distinct mean

ings is at its highest if all ten events are selected to be o f type and all o f the entities are uti

lized in the 50 instances, with no entity sequence coming up more than once. If  this is the case, 

then agents can potentially observe 10 +  25 =  35 single-component meanings, 50 +  50 +  50 =  150 

two-component meanings, 50 +  50 =  100 three-component meanings and 50 four-component mean

ings, resulting in a total o f  335 different meanings for the agents to talk about. However, if the 

event instances are evenly distributed between the three types, then the agents would experience
K  I ( 3 + 2 + 1 ) * 5 0  I ( 2 + l ) * 5 0  I 50  * ' + ' ^ a a  a ‘ ‘3^ H  h —̂ j ------  ̂T  ~  201.67, i.e. just over 200 distinct meanings on average, again as-

suming that no entity sequence comes up twice across the 50 event instances.
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 Figure 5.1: Number o f lexical items in agent lexicons by social structure.
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Having perfonned 1000 interactions, agents in all o f the presented social configurations end up 

knowing between 150 and 200 different lexical mappings on average, figure 5.1 shows. As could 

be expected, agents from the single isolated pair tend to learn a slightly smaller number o f lexical 

items as a result o f  both these agents taking part in all o f the interactions o f their population and thus 

eliminating the possibility o f multiple dialects emerging. However, agents from the small groups only 

learn around 10% more lexical items, which would suggest that if  there are any dialects emerging, 

the mappings from these are not being spread around throughout the whole population. Finally, it 

is interesting to note that no significant difference in agent lexicon size can be observed between 

the five different small group configurations, with the alternating pair configuration resulting in the 

biggest lexicons on average. Before trying to explain this observation, it is worth taking a look at the 

combined lexicons o f the corresponding populations.

Figure 5.2: Number o f lexical items in the population lexicon by social structure.
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Figure 5.2, depicting the distribution o f population lexicon sizes between the six simulated con

ditions certainly fills in some o f the gaps that were left open in the evaluation o f individual agent 

lexicons above. In particular, it is clear that pair-specific dialects are certainly emerging in the pre

sented experiments, especially for the higher two levels o f  intra-group communication rate. Notably, 

these dialects are clearly being combined much better in the alternating pair condition, with the ob

served population lexicon size being the lowest o f the five group conditions, and the agent lexicon 

size -  the highest o f the five. Going back to the agent lexicons, the relatively similar levels over the 

five group conditions can be confidently attested to the interaction between the amount of cross-group 

interactions and the number o f dialect-specific lexical items, with the two levelling each other out in 

agent lexicons.
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Looking at the number o f unique meanings in agent lexicons, represented by figure 5.3, it is 

interesting to note that the agents from isolated pairs, who ended up having the smallest individual 

lexicons o f the five simulated configurations, actually manage to learn to express a significantly larger 

amount of different meanings. W hile this might seem illogical at first, the observation starts to make 

sense if one considers that these agents can focus on developing their local lexicon throughout the 

whole simulations and not just 75% o f the time or less. In effect, agents who also have to interact 

with others outside their group are likely to experience more failures due to distinct dialects or simply 

as an effect o f a larger group size, resulting in meaning-form associations actually being eliminated 

from their lexicons in cross-group interactions, rather than new ones being learned. Finally, it appears 

that agents from alternating pairs manage to not only learn a higher number o f  lexical items, but in 

doing so, also learn to express a significantly larger amount o f distinct meanings than their pair-free 

counterparts, suggesting that the configuration allows the agents to organize their lexicons in a slightly 

better fashion.

Figure 5.3: Unique meanings in agent lexicons by social structure.
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Figure 5 .4: Unique meanings in the population lexicon by social structure.___________
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On the population level, however, figure 5.4 suggests that population lexicons o f groups with 

more agents, and in particular those with a higher proportion o f pair-local interactions, actually end 

up having a higher number o f distinct meanings represented in them. While this is in fact the case, 

it would be misleading to conclude that agents in these groups are actually able to communicate a 

larger number o f  meanings. In fact, as has been observed from figure 5.3 above, quite the opposite 

is the case. What is causing the effects observed on the population level is that pair-local dialects 

will likely happen to include different meanings, simply based on chance. Consequently, if all of 

the meanings from the different dialects are combined, the overall population lexicon will appear to 

include a significantly higher number o f meanings than the one observed in isolated pairs, even if, 

individually, every dialect’s lexicon had a much lower number o f distinct meanings in it.

Figure 5.5: Unique forms in the population lexicon by social structure
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The number o f distinct forms learned throughout the population, depicted by figure 5.5, is a clear
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reflection o f the corresponding populations’ lexicon size, with a similar trend o f groups with more 

pair-centric interactions ending up with more forms in the overall population lexicon as opposed to 

those with more homogeneous interactions. As was suggested before, the reason for this trend is that 

the five agent pairings tend to develop their own dialects, with different forms proving to be successful 

in different pairs, resulting in a higher overall number o f distinct forms being utilised in the group 

language.

Synonymy & Homonymy

Having evaluated the resuhing lexicons from the conducted experiments from a quantitative point of 

view, the next step is to consider the amount o f ambiguity and redundancy in these lexicons. The first 

measure that gives an indication o f the quality o f agent lexicons on an individual level is the amount 

o f synonymy, which is summarized by figure 5.6. What this figure clearly shows is that the level of 

agent synonymy in small groups is nearly twice as high as in isolated pairs, which implies that double 

the proportion o f meanings represented in the lexicons o f agents interacting in a group have multiple 

forms assigned with them. In principal, this outcome is not unexpected, given that, compared to an 

isolated pair, a population o f ten agents has basically five times as many sources for innovation and 

opportunities to interpret words differently across interactions. However, it is perhaps striking that 

the amount o f  agent-level lexical synonymy is as high as it is in a population o f highly pair-centric 

agents. In effect, this shows that communicating with the rest o f the group even as rarely as once 

in four interactions is sufficient for it to take a very significant effect on the structure o f an agent’s 
lexicon.
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Figure 5.6: Agent lexicon synonymy level by social structure.
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While synonymy levels on the individual level were still reasonably low, as well as comparable 

to the levels observed in human languages, it is perhaps not surprising that lexical synonymy reaches 

almost 100% in the combined lexicons o f the small group populations, as shown by figure 5.7. As has 

been outlined before, the agents in these groups have a high chance o f assigning quite different forms 

to the same meanings across the local dialects that emerge between pairs o f  agents. Accordingly, the 

highest levels o f  population-level lexical synonymy is observed in simulations with the ten agents
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divided into five pairs and the highest level of pair-internal communication rate Pintra = 0.75.^

Figure 5.7: Population lexicon synonymy level by social structure.
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The distribution of population lexicon homonymy levels, depicted by figure 5.8, suggests that 
homonymy levels are significantly lower in groups of agents, with homonymy at its lowest (and 
nearest to the levels observed in human languages) in a homogeneous group of ten. In order to 

understand why this is the case, one needs to consider the different dynamics of pair-internal and 
pair-external interactions. In both these types of interactions, forms used by a speaker agent will be 
often misinterpreted by the corresponding hearer. Occasionally, the hearer will correctly interpret 
a sufficient number of other forms from the utterance in order to obtain a payoff, in which case a 
new population homonym is created. In subsequent interactions, these two agents are likely to use the 
same forms for the same events, resulting in repeated borderline success and consolidated homonymy.

However, when an agent will engage in pair-external interactions, the fornis that were previously 
agreed on with his main partner will not be known to others, resulting in a high chance of these 
being misinterpreted and punished, along with the forni that was wrongly interpreted in the first 

place, eventually eliminating the form from the agent’s lexicon. When this happens, the fonn that 
was acting as a homonym on the population level will only remain in the lexicon of this agent’s 
partner and thus no longer be a homonym, as it would only have one meaning associated with it in 

one agent’s lexicon. In general, the more agents change their partners the more chances there are 
that forms wrongly interpreted by some two agents will be removed from the lexicon of at least one 

of these, leaving numerous low-weight forms across agent lexicons, but driving down population 
homonymy, as confinned by the trend observed in the above figure. The only exception to the above 
rule appears to be the alternating pair setting, where mappings have time to accumulate higher weight 

values within a pairing and are thus not eliminated as quickly at a later stage.

^Arguably, a sim ulation conducted with five fu lly  iso lates pairs o f  agents w ould result in even higher levels o f  lexicon  
synonym y. H owever, it w as decided against perform ing such a sim ulation as perfonning an analysis on its results w ould  
just as m eaningful as studying the com bined lexicon o f  French, E nglish, G entian and tw o other languages.
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Figure 5.8; Population lexicon homOTymy level by social structure.
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It has already been observed in previous chapter 4 that simulations with a higher number of 

agents result in less clearly defined lexicons, with the different agents all contributing with their own 

utterances and interpretations, both successful and less so, to the lexicon learning task, resulting in 

numerous variations o f lexical mappings as well as mismatched meaning-form associations. The re

sults o f the current experiment have shown that placing agents in pairs and letting them communicate 

a dedicated amount o f time within the pairing does not reduce the amount o f ambiguity in the lexicon 

o f the population, but in fact adds to it through the emergence o f pair-specific dialects.

Communicative Success

Finally, the real test for the different social configurations lies in the communicative performance 

o f agents from the corresponding populations. Figure 5.9 confirms that an isolated pair o f agents 

still significantly outperforms any larger group, regardless o f its configuration.'^ This resuh could be 

expected, given that no matter how the ten agents are connected, they w ill always struggle to reach the 

same level o f population-wide lexical agreement as two agents after the same number o f interactions 

per agent.

‘*The difference in the shade o f grey between the isolated pair and small group settings is solely an effect o f a smaller 
number o f data points and can be completely ignored.
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Figure 5.9: Lexicon-based communicative success by social structure.
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FurthenTiore, one can observe a strong correlation between the intra-group communication rate 

and the level o f  lexicon use across all groups o f agents except for the population with alternating pairs. 

In contrast to other groups, and in particular -  to the pair-free setting with the same overall distribution 

o f interactions between agents, being isolated with different interlocutors for fixed periods o f time 

clearly helps the agents agree on the mappings with every successive partner significantly better.

5.2.3 Conclusions

In this section, three experiments have been presented, in which a group o f ten agents has been 

divided into five pairs and assigned one o f three rates o f intra-pair communication, as well as one 

experiment with the pairs alternating between ten equal phases o f the simulation. Alongside these, 

two additional simulations have been conducted with a basic population configuration -  one with just 

a pair o f agents and one with ten agents (with equal chances o f any agent picking any other as an 

interaction partner). The results o f  these experiments show that there is clear evidence o f dialects 

emerging within the individual pairs in the small group conditions, with different pairs o f agents 

learning to express different sets o f meanings with the help o f different forms, resulting in particular 

in very high levels o f agent and population lexicon synonymy.

In terms o f communicative success, having a preferred interaction partner does not appear to be 

benefiting the agents in the long run. In particular, the more self-centred pairs are certainly able to 

achie\ e higher levels o f communicative success when interactions are performed within the pair. At 

the same time, these agents obviously find it quite infeasible to also agree on the lexical items to 

use in different situations with the rest of the population, resulting in a very low number o f successfiil 

cross-pair interactions, subsequently pulling the average levels o f communicative success down below 

those of fully isolated pairs. However, if the agent pairs are fully isolated for a certain period o f time, 

before being rotated, the positive effects o f the two-agent condition are slowly carried over onto the 

population as a whole, as observed in the alternating pair setting.
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5.3 Friendships

In most computational models o f language evolution, agent relationships are normally defined at the 

beginning and kept fixed throughout the individual simulation runs. In such configurations, agents can 

be basically represented as vertices that are connected by predefined, and usually equally weighted 

edges. In some cases, these agents would be divided into two or more ‘age’ groups, whereby the 

vertices in some groups, e.g. the ‘child’ agents would not be connected among themselves (see Gong, 

2010, for a review o f such models). However, the common trait o f nearly all such models is that 

the social ties between agents remain fixed throughout any simulation run, i.e. agents can neither 

become ‘friendlier’ with some agents, nor break off all contact with others. This lack o f dynamic 

social networks has been identified by Gong and Wang (2005) as one o f the major issues with the 

majority o f computational models o f language evolution to date. In order to address this, Gong and 

Wang (2005) and Bachwerk and Vogel (2010) have introduced varying inter- and group communi

cation rates into their models o f syntax and lexicon formation, respectively. In the corresponding 

experiments, dynamic interaction patterns have proven to affect most aspects o f the emerging com

munication systems.

However, even the introduction o f more sophisticated social structures into models o f language 

evolution is not sufficient as the ties between (groups of) agents in such models remain fixed from 

the start o f a simulation, whereas it has been observed by e.g. Panzarasa, Opsahl, and Carley (2009) 

that humans constantly re-evaluate their relationships with their interlocutors depending on the ob

tained feedback and the partner’s reciprocity. In effect, apart from contributing to the question of 

the emergence o f language per  se, a computational model with dynamic ties between agents should 

also shed light on how agents’ decisions during individual interactions influence the overall social 

structure o f the population, i.e. how the very first language-induced friendships were made in human 

evolution. This section will present an experiment with dynamic social ties in the context o f language 

evolution, with the setup o f the experiment described in section 5.3.1, following with an evaluation 

o f the executed simulations in section 5.3.2 and a discussion o f results in section 5.3.3.

5.3.1 Experiment Design

As outlined above, the final experiment o f this project has been largely inspired by a model of lan

guage evolution presented by Gong and Wang (2005), in which agents continuously updated the 

strengths o f their relationships, i.e. the probabilities o f future interactions with each other based on 

the success o f  preceding communication bouts. Furthermore, if  the tie connecting a pair o f agents 

exceeded a certain weight threshold, the agents were considered as ‘friends’ (the labelling had no 

additional implications in the model). The results o f  experiments performed with this model have 

exhibited friendships to be established between agents, as well as a certain amount o f clustering oc

curring throughout the population. Interestingly, the model introduced no limit on how many ‘friends’ 

an agent may have and considered agents who were ‘friends’ with every other agent simply extremely 

popular.

The ability o f  an agent to become friends with every other agent in the model by Gong and 

Wang (2005) seems slightly questionable. In particular, it does not seem fitting that the definition 

o f ‘friendship’ is local for every pair o f  agents and does not take into consideration the strengths 

o f an agent’s ties with other agents.^ In order to address the above issue, it has been proposed by

^An agent who has a connection to every other agent with r =  0.0001 is as liltely to communicate to any of these as
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Bachwerk and Vogel (2012) to utilize a relative partner selection approach, similar to the lexical
selection strategy presented in section 3.3.2. In particular, the idea is to perform updates of the
strengths of agent relationships r for every agent i , j  e  {1, ..,7V} in a population of N  agents based on 

the communicative success of their interactions, with the level of minimum success s^m kept at 0.35, 
as follows:^

I  i'u(t) + if agents /  and /  were involved
l) =  i ' . (5.1)

I otherwise

When executing the above strategy, the same dynamic payoff definition from equation 3.5 was 
used, with the only adjustment being that the connection strengths between every pair of agents i , j  

were set to ry =  1 at the beginning, i.e. every agent started out with nine social ties with relative 
weights Wij =  i.e. > 0 .1 . Furthemiore, when updating the connection strengths between agents, 
the payoff value was multiplied by a scaling parameter a  that essentially defines the ratio between 
the speed of social and lexical learning (cf. Santos, Pacheco, & Lenaerts, 2006). In the presented 

experiments, the value of the social update rate a  was varied between 1, 0.5 and 0.1, i.e. the agents 
were always at least as quick in updating their lexical mappings as they were in adjusting their social 
ties.

The dynamic connection strengths between agents also allow one to observe what kinds of social 
ties evolve in a population which is not bound by a predefined network structure, but where its mem
bers are capable of becoming more familiar with some, and more distant towards others. In order to 
be able to evaluate the results on a per-agent basis, three types of social connections are defined here, 
that an agent i might end up establishing with a second agent t based on the connection’s relative 
weight w,7 =  — , i.e. the probability of / selecting t as a partner in an interaction: an acquain-

tance (w,, > 0 .1 ), a friend (w;, >  0.25) and a best friend (w,-/ >  0.5).^ In particular, it was observed 
if and how many connections of any given type were established by the agents, given any particular 
value of a,  with the goal of determining how the first language-induced friendships could have been 
established in human evolution, along with the corresponding effects on the success of the lexicon 
acquisition task itself

5.3.2 Results

The evaluation of the experiment results that is presented in this section follows the usual script 

and compares the three different dynamic group configurations with results from simulations with 
the standard populations of both two and ten agents. As has been the case for all of the presented 

experiments, 500 simulation runs have been executed for each of the three different a  values, with 
5000 interactions in each of the simulation runs. The focus of the analysis is to determine the effects 
of allowing agents to adjust their interaction ratios with each other within the group as well as to 
evaluate the emergent social structures. For the purpose of the latter task, an additional section has 

been added to the analysis that should provide some insights into the state of the relationships that 
have evolved between agents by the end of the simulation runs.

an eq u a lly  in terconnected  agen t, but w ith  /■ =  1.0, m ak in g  the  la tte r a g e n t 's  ‘fr ie n d sh ip ’ ties  no difTerent from  the  fo rm er 
a g e n t 's  w eak  ties.

* If  an agen t’s connection  stren g th  w ith  an o th e r  agen t reach es  0, th e  fo m ic r  w ill avo id  th e  la tte r in all fu tu re  in terac tio n s.
^G iven  this d efin itio n , the  analy tica l lim it fo r any p a rtic u la r  ag en t is to have  2 b es t friends, 4  frien d s  and  10 a c q u a in 

tan ces , p o p u la io n  size p en n ittin g .
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Agent Relationships

Before going into the usual analysis of the agent lexicons, the setup of this particular experiment 
warrants a thorough examination o f the agent social networks. In particular, the main question here is 
if the social structure of the simulated groups is significantly evolving at all under the new conditions. 
Judging by figure 5.10, one can say that the initial relative connection weights of w =   ̂ do not remain 

for long as the average number of connections per agent with w >  0.1 steadily decreases throughout 
the course of the simulations. In particular, for higher values of a , one can observe a radical drop in 

the number o f ‘acquaintances’ from the initial nine to five for a  = 0.5 and almost three for a  =  1 by 

the end of the first 500 interactions already, i.e. after just 100 interactions per agent.

Figure 5.10: Average number o f ‘acquaintances’ per agent.
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The shrinking number o f ‘acquaintances’ observed for all values of a  suggests that the interaction 
weights are being redistributed more densely between the more popular communication partners of 
an agent, which leads to the establishment of first ‘friendships’. Figure 5.11 confirms that this is the 
case for agents with a  > 0.5 who on average make at least 1 ‘friend’ by the end of the simulation 

runs. However, agents with a  =  0.1 do not achieve a connection weight w > 0.25 with any of their 
conspecifics until very late on in the simulation runs (and even then just a handful of the agents 

do so) due to their ‘unwillingness’ to give up on other partners too hastily. In effect, the different 
social update rates model different human characters, ranging from patient pragmatics that are always 

cautious and thus end up having very practical friendships, if any at all, to the more impulsive types 
who are ready to become friends with anyone quickly.

a  = 0.1

—  a  - 0 .5

—  a  = 1.0
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Figure 5.11; Average number o f ‘ friends’ per agent.
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Furthermore, figure 5.12 shows that all agents in simulations with a  =  1 as well as the over

whelming majority o f those in simulations with a  =  0.5 end up having a ‘best friend’ by the end o f 

the simulation runs, in effect only ever communicating with one fixed partner from the population o f 

ten. While these agents could be expected to perform significantly better than their highly intercon

nected conspecifics, based on the previous findings from simulations with individual pairs o f agents, 

one has to remember that friendships as defined in the LEW are not necessarily reciprocal, i.e. one 

could end up with any social structure from five isolated pairs, two subgroups o f five agents, to a 

cyclic arrangement o f friendships where every agent has befriended the next one in line. Naturally, 

each o f these configurations w ill have a different effect on the various lexical properties. However, 

in the following, the focus w ill be predominantly on trying to explain the more general effects o f 

introducing dynamic social ties into the model.

Figure 5.12; Average number o f ‘best friends’ per agent.
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Finally, when comparing the social structures that have emerged in the current experiment to 

empirical studies o f human networks, one quickly spots two striking similarities in their construction 

and organization. First o f all, the two-stage process o f establishing social relationships that was 

observed for agents with a higher social update rate (in particular for a  =  1) has been also reported 

by Panzarasa et al. (2009) among others, who were able to conclude from their studies that social 

relationships were established at the very onset o f group formation and were then slowly reinforced
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afterwards. Additionally, it appears that for these agents, the frequency distribution of edge weights, 

i.e. the connection strengths between agents, depicted in figure 5.13, has a distinct scale-free character 
(with the exception of an increase in w =  1 ties at the tail), which Barabasi (2009) considers to be 

typical of most dynamic networks.

Figure 5.13: Distribution of relative agent interaction weights.
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Given that the number of events and entities in the agents’ world has been kept fixed from the previous 
experiment at 50 instances of 10 events with 25 different entities, the number of total meanings that 
could potentially be observed by the agents has remained constant at 335 as well. While agents 
in previous experiments have been learning between 150 and 200 distinct mappings in the varying 
group configurations, figure 5.14 shows that especially for the two higher levels of the interaction 
ratio update rate, some agents can end up learning as many as 600 different items.

The reason for this lexical explosion lies in the way interaction rates are updated by the agents 
in the corresponding simulations. In particular, for high values of a ,  social ties with other members 
of a group are bound to be significantly weakened, especially during the first, mostly unsuccessful 
interactions. When this happens, experiencing success with an agent for just a few times can lead to a 

long-lasting ‘friendship’ relationship, effectively dominating all of the future communication attempts 
of an agent. While this per se would not result in a configuration that is significantly different from 

a group divided into fixed isolated pairs, one has to consider that when such dominant relationships 
are established, it is unlikely that each of the ten agents from the group will end up having a different 

‘friend’.

On the contrary, chances are that some agents will be ‘friended’ by several others, while some 

might not be anyone’s friend, i.e. preferred communication partner.^ The main consequence of this 
development is that interaction counts will no longer be equally distributed between agents, e.g. if 
one agent end ups being the only social connection for five others, he will not only participate in the 
usual average of 500 speaker-role and 500 hearer-role interactions, but also in a further 2000 hearer- 

role communication bouts. As a resuh, such an agent would be exposed to a significantly larger 
number of lexical variants, allowing (or forcing) him to develop a much bigger lexicon. On the other

* Rem em ber that friendships in the current experim ent are unidirectional relationships, representing the chances o f  an 
agent being picked as a hearer partner by an agent acting as a speaker in an interaction.
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hand, agents who have not been selected by anyone as the preferred partner will only take part in 500 

speaker-role interactions,*^ thus reducing their chances o f establishing a large lexicon.
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On the population level, a similar trend in the evolution o f lexicon size is observed for the higher 

levels o f a ,  as shown by figure 5.15. Admittedly, the overall number o f interactions performed in 

any given simulation run remains exactly the same overall, regardless if every agent has ended up 

interacting with the same partner based on the performed social updates. However, what is observed 

here is the dialect effect, which is augmented by the fact that some o f the dialects will be completely 

local and have no chance o f merging into a communal language, especially if the social tie adjustments 

result in several isolated subgroups.

Figure 5.14: Number o f  lexical items in agent lexicons by social structure
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Figure 5.15: Number o f lexical items in the population lexicon by social structure.
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Figure 5.16 shows that agents who end up learning a considerably larger number o f  words do not

"^Speaker se lection  rem a in s  fu lly  random  reg ard le ss  o f  w h o  is frien d s  w ith  w hom .
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just acquire a variety o f different forms for the same meanings, but actually learn to express up to 

twice as many meanings as agents who adjust their social ties very slowly, or those who do not adjust 

their interaction rates at all. This effect has been observed before and is mainly due to the fact that an 

agent exposed to a larger number o f events will be able to partition these in a wider variety o f ways 

and thus, assuming that his interaction partners had been referring to the same parts, learn to express 

a bigger range o f different meanings.
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Despite the significantly higher number o f distinct meanings represented in some o f the agent 

lexicons in simulations with high levels o f social update rate, the trend is only marginally carried over 

onto the overall lexicon o f the population, as suggested by figure 5.17. The social configuration of 

the population plays a much smaller role here because no matter what it is, the number o f simulated 

events and their perspectives will not be affected by that in a fixed-length simulation run. However, 

the fact that a slight improvement is actually present can be explained by the lower chances o f failure 

within a reduced social clique, as previously agreed on mappings do not need to be guessed by new 

agents and are thus more rarely eliminated.

Figure 5.16: Unique meanmgs m agent lexicons by social structure
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Figure 5.17: Unique meanings in the population lexicon by social structure.
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As expected though, the number of distinct forms in the combined population lexicon grows 

significantly with an increased tendency to have a single interaction partner, figure 5.18 confirms. 

Just as was the case with the size o f the population lexicon, having agents arrange themselves into 

small, sometimes fully isolated subgroups results in different dialects being developed that utilise 

different forms. Consequently, when all o f the population dialects are combined into one communal 

language, it is not surprising that the resulting lexicon has much more variety than that o f a more 

homogeneous population.

Figure 5.18: Unique fornis in the population lexicon by social structure.
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In summary of the lexical analysis, it can be said that being able to adjust one’s social ties surely 

has an effect on the developing language o f the population, with a significant increase observed in 

the number o f distinct words, as well as individual forms and meanings represented in both agent 

and population lexicons. However, it remains questionable if  such a development is necessarily o f a
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positive nature, especially if it comes as a consequence o f small world cliques being established in 

the community and local dialects being learned by the agents within these cliques.

Synonymy & Homonymy

Given the observations from the previous subsection, it is interesting to see if  the emerging agent 

lexicons in the conducted simulations with adjustable social ties will be also any different in terms 

o f the amount o f ambiguity and duplicate meaning-form or form-meaning representations. Figure 

5.19 indicates that, while the average trend o f agent lexicon synonymy monotonically decreases for 

successive higher levels o f the a  parameter (in groups o f ten agents), falling exactly on the 0.38 level 

observed in human languages for a  =  1, the distribution o f the synonymy property across individual 

agent lexicons actually becomes markedly wider with every step. This effect is mainly due to the 

skewed distribution o f the average number o f times that different agents from the same group act as 

hearers throughout the simulations. Given that, in the LEW, synonyms are created when guessing 

a meaning o f a form during interpretation, the consequence o f some agents not being selected as 

anybody’s ‘friend’ and thus not being talked to at all, is that these agents will develop lexicons with 

no synonyms, yet with over 60 different meanings represented in them.
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Figure 5.19: Agent lexicon synonymy level by social structure.
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When the lexicons o f individual agents are combined, figure 5.20 indicates that the resulting popu

lation lexicons in simulations with the two higher levels o f a  exhibit even higher levels o f synonymy 

than lexicons from the fixed-cormection populations. Based on the discussion from the preceding 

quantitative analysis o f  agent lexicons, this effect is not surprising, given that in a world with a fixed 

set o f  meanings, as well as the probabilities o f encountering any o f these, agents from different sub

groups will generally learn to express similar sets o f meanings in the different dialects, thus naturally 

resulting in high levels o f population synonymy.
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Figure 5.20: Population lexicon synonymy level by social structure.
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The levels o f population homonymy depicted by figure 5.21 for the dynamic social network ex

periment are representative o f exactly the same effects that were observed in the preceding group 

experiment with a varying intra-group communication rate. As was the case in the earlier experiment, 

agents who end up talking in isolated pairs or small groups end up developing lexicons that have a 

higher amount o f homonymous forms on the population level due to misinterpretations between these 

agents basically not being rectifiable once enough parts o f the corresponding event partition have been 

agreed on by the agents for a payoff to be obtained in all future interactions, even i f  other parts are 

being persistently miscommunicated, thus keeping homonymy levels up.

Figure 5.21: Population lexicon homonymy level by social structure.
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In summary, the possibility o f complete isolation o f pairs or small subgroups o f agents as a conse

quence o f the adjusted social ties certainly contributes to higher levels o f ambiguity on the population 

level through increased levels o f lexical synonymy and homonymy. However, the possibly most in-
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triguing observation from the lexical analysis is the wide range o f agent lexicon sizes, as well as 

the synonymy levels within the individual lexicons. In particular, the latter can be as low as zero 

for agents who are only acting as speakers as a result o f  not being picked by any other agent as the 

favoured interaction partner.

Communicative Success

In terms o f the lexicon use and lexicon precision levels that are reached by the agents in the dynamic 

social groups, the overall trend is clearly o f a significant improvement in terms o f both these measures, 

again due to the separation o f the ten agents into partially or fully isolated subgroups, in which it 

becomes easier to agree on the lexical conventions.

Figure 5.22: Lexicon-based communicative success by social structure.
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However, figure 5.22 also suggests that there is a sizeable portion o f agents in the two more 

dynamic conditions that achieve only very moderate levels o f  lexicon use and a further group of 

agents that have their lexicon use fixed at zero. As could be anticipated, these agents are again those 

who have not been picked by any o f their conspecifics as ‘friends’ and thus never utilise their lexicons 

during interpretation simply because they (almost) never act as hearers.

5.3.3 Conclusions

In summary, it appears that in order for a non-random social structure to emerge, agents need to make 

their decisions in a decisive and resolute marmer. In effect, the fact that social dynamics of agents in 

our model so closely resemble those o f modem humans for certain parameter levels certainly suggests 

that, if our predecessors were anything like us socially, it is likely that one dominant characteristic o f 

early hominids was a quickness to bond based on successful communication. However, one issue that 

arises with such individuals who become ‘friends’ with a few o f their conspecifics and mainly ignore 

the majority o f the population is that it is hard to imagine how they could have agreed on a highly 

conventionalized communal communication system such as language.

'°A  reminder that lexicon use is a measure o f how many o f  the speaker’s words were found by the hearer in his lexicon,
i.e. only relevant on the interpretation side o f  an interaction (see section 3.4).
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On the other hand, however, i f ‘making friends’ implies forming exclusive relationships with one 

particular agent or a very small set o f agents and consequently ignoring the rest o f  the group when 

it com es to communicating with others, it is becomes questionable how such a community could 

keep on functioning in the long run. Additionally, as could be seen above, agents who will not be 

picked as ‘friends’ by anyone will never be able to test themselves as addressees o f communication 

attem pts, even if  admittedly this results in them developing a fully unambiguous and actually quite 

efficient lexicon. In general, it would seem that one should also investigate the possibility o f the 

existence of either universally esteemed and popular agents that are constantly being communicated 

with regardless o f  the social cormections o f others, or a more uniform distribution o f agents into 

different ‘social characters’, i.e. from ones that make friends almost instantly to others who take their 

time in developing their relationships with others.

5.4 Summary of Social Experiments

The goal of the current chapter was to evaluate the effects o f different social configurations and dy

namics on the perfonnance o f the simulated agents in the lexicon acquisition task. Two experiments 

have been conducted with a more extensive setup o f the LEW model parameters, in particular in

cluding 50 instances o f 10 different events and 25 distinct entities. Furthermore, in each o f the two 

experiments, the groups o f ten agents have been divided into a variety o f structures and assigned a 

range o f  interaction patterns that could be realistically imagined to have occurred naturally in the 

early stages o f language evolution. In particular, the main focus o f the experiments was on determin

ing the possibility o f leveraging the significantly better learning results observed in pairs o f agents 

throughout the establishment o f a joint population lexicon.

The first o f the two experiments had a group o f ten agents arranged in five pairs, with a varying 

pair-internal communication rate imposed on the participants in the first instance o f the experiment 

and a successive partner rotation between otherwise isolated pairs being executed in the second ver

sion o f the experiment. The main observation from the results o f these experiments was that pair- 

specific dialects have clearly started to emerge between agents, even if their pair-internal com m unica

tion rate was set to just 50%. However, in the rotated pair setting, the dialects have been able to fuse 

better into a single population lexicon, with the agents in these groups performing notably better than 

those from a fully homogeneous group. Since the average distribution o f agent interactions in both 

these latter group is exactly the same, it can be confidently claimed that the effect o f improved lexicon 

performance is due to the more organized, sequential nature o f the interactions in the alternating pair 

setting.

The following experiment looked to build further on the findings from the rotating pairs setting. 

For this purpose, having been placed in an equally interconnected group at the beginning o f a sim

ulation as usual, the agents in this experiment were allowed to adjust their social ties, and thus the 

interaction probabilities with other agents based on the level o f communicative success experienced 

with any given partner. The posited hypothesis hereby was that agents would be able to achieve higher 

levels o f success with their favourite partner(s), yet still be able to spread their lexical conventions 

across the population, assuming that isolated pairs or subgroups o f agents do not form here.

Results obtained from this last experiment have produced a number o f interesting observations. 

Firstly, agents with a high social learning rate, i.e. those who strongly reinforce or punish their com 

municative connections with other agents based on experienced success or failure, end up having one
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so called ‘best friend’ after about 200 interactions, in effect only ever interacting with that single part

ner from there on in. The consequence o f this feature is that while some agents are ‘befriended’ by 

many o f their cohabiters, others do not get picked by anyone at all, resulting in a skewed distribution 

o f hearer-role interactions between agents in these simulations. As an effect, popular agents end up 

with much bigger lexicons that also include a much larger array o f redundant meaning-form m ap

pings, while agents who are never spoken to can have absolutely no synonymy or homonymy in their 

lexicons, while at the same time still learning a word for at least 60 different meanings. Finally, it has 

to be noted that while population homonymy levels obtained in the conducted experiments were just 

slightly higher than those observed in human languages, having synonymy at almost 100% is clearly 

not natural in any way.

In summary, the way early communicators are connected in a population clearly has significant 

ramifications for the outcome o f  the lexicon acquisition task. If  one assumes that the use o f language 

should have exhibited obvious advantages from the very early stages o f  its evolution, then given 

the results from this and the previous chapter, one would have to assume that early lexicons were 

developed in small subgroups o f a population, possibly even as small as just within individual pairs. 

Having understood the value o f communicating with the help o f language, agents might have then 

slowly agreed on the lexical terms across their population, either via cooperation or as a consequence 

o f group-internal natural selection.
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Conclusions

In the beginning o f this manuscript, I have outlined some o f the major challenges that the field o f 

language evolution is facing and that it most certainly needs to overcome in order to make significant 

progress. In particular, obtaining any kind o f meaningful empirical data in this field that could have 

ramifications for our understanding o f the human nature, as well as provide invaluable insights in the 

development o f  the next stages o f artificial intelligence, has always been one o f its main challenges. 

In fact, up until twenty years ago, researchers in the field could solely rely on data from the fields of 

primatology, experimental pragmatics and language acquisition when evaluating their ideas. While 

these are all very closely related disciplines, it has already been mentioned in the introduction that 

the preconditions o f the experiments performed in these fields are significantly different from those 

o f the early stages o f language evolution.

Since the advent o f computing power in the late 20'* century, a new avenue has appeared for 

researchers from all disciplines to obtain additional empirical data with the help o f computational 

models and simulations. The field o f language evolution, in particular, has immense potential to 

benefit from this latest development, considering that computer models provide a long sought for way 

o f obtaining (reasonably) realistic data when researching the emergence o f language. As could be 

expected, a large number o f  models o f the different aspects o f  language evolution have been proposed 

over the last two decades, with computational approaches basically dominating the last few editions 

o f “E voLang” -  the main conference in the field.

Despite the positive nature o f the developments described above, a potentially serious limitation 

o f the way experiments with computational models o f language evolution are currently conducted 

has been observed in section 1.2 and discussed in more detail in section 2.3. W hat is referred to 

here is the tendency o f the different research groups to develop more and more new models that are 

usually based on strongly contrasting assumptions, making the results obtained with these largely 

incomparable. However, how can one make a decision as to which configuration o f which model is 

providing the most accurate results without being able to appropriately compare the empirical data?

6.1 Computational Framework

Motivated by the issues described above, a generic computational framework for simulating exper

iments that deal with the emergence of language -  the Language Evolution Workbench ~ has been 

proposed in this research project, described in detail in chapter 3. A particular focus within this frame

work has been placed on the need for any assumptions that are made within a computational model to
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be well situated in the corresponding field’s literature. In effect, the intention is to assume nothing that 

is not fully agreed on by the scientific community. Instead, properties, the nature o f which remains 

even remotely uncertain, have been provided as parameters o f the model. Notably, even if certain 

values o f some such parameters have been utilised within all o f the known experiments conducted 

with the help o f the model so far, this does not mean that these are necessarily considered to be the 

right values, but rather that the current state o f  research suggests that these settings correspond most 

closely to reality.

For instance, one thing that has remained at the core o f the proposed framework are interactions 

between agents, which form the main part within the simulations conducted with the help o f the 

LEW. However, every care has been taken not to introduce any kind o f telepathic meaning-form 

transmission within these interactions, as has been done by Steels and Kaplan (2002) and Kirby and 

Hurford (2001) among others, with the lack o f logic about having telepathy as the driving mechanism 

behind the emergence o f a new communication system not requiring any further discussion. Having 

said that, in order for any kind o f conventional system to emerge in a simulation (or in the real world), 

the actors that are involved in the process need to be able to learn from their observations, the actions 

that they make in response and the results o f these actions. Otherwise, if there is no perceivable value 

to a new invention, it is hard to see how it could emerge other than by pure chance.

When looking for a way o f introducing a telepathy-free learning mechanism into the LEW, the 

notion o f the signaling game introduced by Lewis (1969) has served as the main inspiration, to

gether with the scavenging-based account o f language evolution proposed by Bickerton and Sza- 

thmary (2011). In the signaling game, one agent produces a signal based on his view o f the world 

and another agent performs an action in response to this signal. Having done so, a payoff is issued to 

both agents if the performed action was appropriate in the current world state, which the actor agent 

him self is not able to observe. In effect, the design o f the signaling game situates a communication 

system within a real-world success-based cooperation scenario, such as, but not in any way limited 

to, scavenging or hunting. Within this scenario, success or failure o f  the interaction itself can be then 

deduced from the desirability o f the changes in the world that were caused with the action that was 

perfomied in response to the communication attempt, without actually realising which parts o f the 

interaction were (mis-)understood.

In summary, with the help o f the signaling game concept, agents in the LEW model can be pro

vided with information about the level o f their communicative success without the need for telepathy, 

which was one o f the primary goals o f  this project. In doing so, the model enables agents to learn a set 

o f lexical items that refer to the meanings from the simulated world, effectively setting them off on the 

path to learning a conventional language. Having said that, the focus throughout the model remains 

on the task o f lexicon acquisition. In particular, it is important to understand the suitability o f different 

potential learning strategies and constraints in a variety o f meaning spaces and social configurations. 

In order to perform such an evaluation, a small number o f arguably highly influential parameters have 

been experimented with throughout the project while the majority o f LEW ’s parameters have been 

kept fixed, as summarized further in the following sections. This approach allows one to establish the 

most realistic setup for the emergence o f language in a reasonably small and overviewable empirical 

space, though without the need to fully commit to all o f its properties from the start.
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6.2 Lexicon Acquisition Game

For the purpose o f performing a fundamental analysis o f the proposed model, a set o f experiments 

has been performed and evaluated in chapter 4 with a very basic set o f settings and a limited world 

model. In particular, experiments have been performed with two agents and a single instance o f 

either the one-, two- or three-argument event type. Notably, an analysis o f a multi-state signaling 

game by Barrett (2009) has shown that the complexity o f the learning task grows tremendously, even 

if just a third state is added to the world, with a significant number o f simulations not ending up 

with a perfect signaling system, as opposed the 2-state version o f the game, in which reaching a 

signaling system is guaranteed. Accordingly, the purpose o f conducting experiments with a very 

limited number o f meanings, while not necessarily reflecting reality in the best possible way, was to 

estimate the chances o f successful communication systems emerging in the LEW model under such 

conditions. An additional goal was to determine an optimal level o f minimum success requirement 

that agents (and by extension, humans) should follow at the early stages o f lexicon acquisition in 

order to develop a lexicon that would maximize their chances o f communicative success.

First o f  all, as presented in section 4.2, in a population o f just two agents, the limits o f the majority 

o f lexical properties could be analytically established with respect to the number and types o f events 

involved, i.e. the size o f the meaning space, and the minimum success threshold that the agents 

followed. Effectively, these limits provided important guidance when evaluating the actual outcomes 

o f the simulations, as they allow one to tell if the results were spaced out between the two limits, 

or rather skewed towards either the minimum or the maximum levels o f  the corresponding lexical 

properties.

The analysis o f  the conducted experiments has indicated some important findings. In particular, a 

strong effect o f the level o f minimum success has been observed on all o f the lexical properties. If the 

success threshold was set too low, the agents tended to acquire increasingly large lexicons, without 

there actually being a need for it when compared to the number o f  distinct meanings available to them 

in the corresponding simulations. In these cases, agent lexicons were exhibiting synonymy levels of 

between 0.25 and 0.28, on average, depending on the selected event type, with the synonymy in the 

combined lexicons o f the population as high as 0.62 and 0.77 on average, reaching 1.0 in some simu

lations. At the same time, population homonymy levels were significantly lower, averaging between 

0.4 and 0.55, somewhat resembling the sjmonymy-homonymy relationship in real languages.'

On the other hand, if the agents required a high level o f  success to be experienced in order to 

consider that an interaction has yielded a payoff, the trends reverse dramatically, with some o f the 

agents learning to express just one meaning out o f three, six or ten available, after as many as 1000 

interactions. However, in experiments with a minimum success threshold set to Smin =  0-5 and Smin =  

0.6, most agents actually learn to express every meaning in their world, with the levels o f population 

lexicon synonymy averaging at 0.29 and 0.22,“ and homonymy between 0.13 and 0.19, respectively. 

Given that synonymy and homonymy levels in the English language have been estimated at 0.38 

and 0.17, respectively, in section 3.4, these results clearly suggest a high degree o f similarity to real 

languages.

Finally, in tenns o f actual lexicon use and precision in interactions, lower levels o f minimum suc

cess threshold result in almost definite lexicon use after the initial few simulation rounds, courtesy of

’ A gent h o m o n y m y  is not po ss ib le  in the  u tilised  con fig u ra tio n  o f  the  LEW , as d iscu ssed  at leng th  in sec tion  4.2.
^W ith  the  ex cep tio n  o f  the sm a lles t event type , w h ereb y  any level o f  m in im um  su ccess th resh o ld  above 0.5 fu lly  

p reven ts synonym y.
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the large lexicons. High requirements for success, on the contrary, make sure that only the absolutely 

reliable lexical items are being remembered by the agents, resulting in lower levels of lexicon use, 

but nearly perfect lexicon precision. W hile it could be argued either way, which o f these properties 

is actually more significant, the most optimal combination between the two appears to manifest itself 

for a minimum success level o f 0.5, in a population o f two agents.

Contrary to simulations with two agents, interactions performed between three or more agents 

have been shown to have the potential to result in an endlessly looping accumulation o f lexical items 

(see section 4.3), making an estimation o f the limits o f either quantitative or qualitative lexical prop

erties possible only with respect to the length o f the conducted simulations, which was not considered 

particularly meaningful.^ Regardless o f that, the results o f  simulations with either three or ten agents, 

as discussed in sections 4.3 and 4.4, respectively, clearly exhibit the same trends with respect to the 

minimum success parameter as discussed above, albeit with some additional effects. Most notably, 

the lexicons o f agents and the populations that they inhabit appear to grow proportionally to the pop

ulation size, with some population lexicons reaching up to 600 items in simulations with just ten 

different meanings as a consequence o f  the limit-free lexicon accumulation process mentioned above.

In terms o f the observed synonymy and homonymy levels, the relation between the two remains 

the same in simulations with three or more agents, i.e. synonymy still outweighs homonymy in all 

examined lexicons. Furthermore, population synonymy rates are again closest to the corresponding 

human language levels if the level o f minimum success observed by the agents is either Smin =  0.5 

or s„i„ =  0.6. However, lexicon homonymy in simulations with ten agents is basically non-existent 

for 5 min ^  0.5. While this appears to be a positive development, seeing as homonymy is more likely 

to impair agents in interactions rather than anything else, it does not truly correspond to the levels of 

homonymy observed in English e.g., which are still significantly above zero. The intuition about the 

impact o f  lexical homonymy is confirmed by the analysis o f lexicon precision in the corresponding 

simulations, with precision going up to nearly 100% with the disappearance o f homonymy.'*

The main takeaway from the experiments performed with the extended groups of agents is that it 

is extremely hard for them to agree on a population-wide conventional signaling system, no matter 

what level o f minimum success they consider as appropriate within interactions. In general, the 

lexicons o f the simulated populations grow excessively large if  the success requirement is too low, 

and do not manage to spread the learned words throughout the population, in case a high level of 

success is deemed necessary. These observations appear to put one o f the following two options into 

doubt. Either language did not evolve through one-on-one dialogue, but rather via one-to-many group- 

internal monologue-like communication attempts; or it was the particular social organisation o f early 

hominids that aided them in learning a reliable lexicon within a group. Finally, despite what has been 

concluded above, lexicons that strongly resemble those o f real languages can certainly emerge within 

the proposed framework, notably without any need for telepathy, indicating that it could provide 

valuable insights into the language evolution process, naturally subject to further investigation.

calculation o f  lim it values based on the number o f  interactions in a sim ulation w ould result in extrem ely high 
lex icon  size  lim its, w hich w ould not be at all representative o f  the actual probability distribution o f  the lexicon  sizes 
developed  throughout such sim ulations.

“̂ Admittedly, a higher su ccess requirem ent a lso  plays its role in ensuring that on ly  the m ore reliable lexical item s are 
stored in the agents’ lexicons.
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6.3 Social Structures

In the following set o f experiments, the latter o f  the two options presented above was investigated 

from two perspectives. The first o f these considered if  arranging agents into pairs throughout the 

simulation runs would help them fully develop reliable lexicons within the pairing, while at the same 

time enabling them to distribute the lexical items across the group with the help o f increased con

fidence levels obtained in pair-internal interactions. Within this experiment, the pairings have been 

either defined from the start, with three different pair-internal interaction rates (25%, 50%, 75%), or 

rotated between successive agents throughout the simulations runs.

Under both conditions outlined above, the first observation that has been made is that, perhaps 

expectedly, pair-specific dialects appear to be emerging during the simulations. Naturally, individual 

dialects have a direct influence on the size o f the combined population lexicon, as well as the levels 

o f synonymy in it. The levels o f lexicon use and precision observed in these experiments are also 

quite low, with the effects o f having a preferred interaction partner clearly not being carried over onto 

interactions between agents from different pairings, driving overall success rates down. However, if 

agents are allowed to exclusively communicate within a pairing for a certain period o f time before 

moving on to the next partner, the pair-internal success is beginning to influence the population as a 

whole, indicating that agents need more time to agree on a proper lexicon with a small set o f partners 

before they can move on to communicating with other members o f the group. Otherwise, if one is 

constantly talking to someone new, chances are that, as misunderstandings keep constantly occurring, 

agents will never be able to achieve sufficient confidence levels in their lexical items to persist with 

these and eventually reach agreement about their use with others.

Motivated by the encouraging results from the alternating pair condition, the second option that 

was evaluated in this set o f  experiments turned to the possibility o f agent pairings or subgroups emerg

ing dynamically within the individual simulation runs. This experiment is based on an observation 

made throughout the research project that most simulations o f agent interactions have participants ar

ranged in fixed social networks from the very beginning. In some models, agents can be added to and 

eliminated from the population, but the social connections, i.e. the interaction rates between agents 

never change. It is understandable that integrating a feature like this into a model is not necessarily 

straightforward, especially considering the increased complexity o f evaluating the results. However, 

reciprocity is certainly one o f the dominant features o f  cooperative behaviour in many species (c f  

Nowak, 2006; Gardenfors, 2007), suggesting that it could have at least implicitly influenced the pro

cess o f language evolution as well. Accordingly, it is postulated that it is natural for agents to adjust 

their social ties with others based on the success o f mutual interactions, with three different rates of 

such adjustment being tested.

Simulations o f this final experiment have resulted in some noteworthy observations. Agents who 

are quick to adjust their connections with other agents end up having one so called ‘best friend’ in 

the very early stages o f the simulations already. However, since friendships are defined as unidirec

tional relationships in the current version o f the experiment, and since any agent can end up picking 

any other as his friend, some agents may get ‘befriended’ by many others, while some may not be 

anybody’s friend. Consequently, the distribution o f the number o f hearer-role interactions per agent 

becomes skewed in such groups, with popular agents ending up having an overflow o f lexical items in 

their lexicons, including multiple redundant meaning-form mappings. At the same time, the solitary 

agents who are never spoken to can develop lexicons representing a significant portion o f the w orld’s
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different meanings, yet without any synonymy or homonymy in them.

Remarkably, the dynamics and the final states o f  the social structures that have developed in 

the simulations with adjustable agent connections clearly resemble those observed in human social 

groups. In particular, just as in human experiments conducted by Panzarasa et al. (2009), agents in 

the conducted simulations get quickly familiar and build up their relationships with one or two o f 

their conspecifics, without significantly adjusting their social ties at the later stages. Furthermore, the 

overall emerging distribution o f social cormections between agents exhibits a distinctive scale-free 

character, which has been observed by Barabasi (2009) in numerous human social groups.

In summary, the way m which early adopters o f language are connected within their populations 

clearly has significant ramifications for the success of the lexicon acquisition task. In particular, given 

that it is unreasonable to assume that pioneers o f language would have kept trying to make sense o f it 

for too long if it did not provide them with any clear benefits from very early on, the conclusion that 

has to be made based on the observations from the experiments conducted in this research project is 

that, in its first stages, language was a tool used by very small subgroups o f a population, possibly 

involving as few as two or three members. Having established itself as a reliable tool for communica

tion between these inventive individuals, language has then spread throughout the whole population, 

possibly as a result o f close cooperation between certain groups, or as a consequence o f group-internal 

natural selection and generation change.

In effect, the above conclusion suggests that the sudden growth o f hominid group sizes at one 

stage in their evolution was just the initial trigger for the invention o f a new communication system. 

Having been set off by this trigger, the first forms o f human language then emerged in small unions 

within the large groups and only afterwards gradually spread out to whole populations. At the same 

time, there still exists a significant number o f  alternative scenarios that could have taken place at 

the early stages o f language evolution, some o f which that are directly related to the experiments 

presented in this project and that could thus be seen as direct extensions o f it, are presented in section 

6.5.

6.4 Model Comparison

The introduction of yet another computational model of language evolution was motivated by a num

ber o f relatively questionable assumptions made in some o f the models that exist to date, as discussed 

in detail in section 2.3. The LEW was thus designed to allow its users to configure an evolutionary 

scenario based on the assumptions that one deemed acceptable, leaving the remaining parameters of 

the model open to experimentation. In the case o f  the current research project, this meant replacing 

explicit meaning-form transmission with a task-oriented success-based learning strategy, while keep

ing the population size and the meaning space relatively small. These latter two settings keep the 

model in the same class as the ILM and the Language Games, allowing one to compare the results 

between the different approaches.

At first glance, judging by the results reported in chapter 4, it would seem that the communicative 

ability o f agents in the LEW, at least in the presented configurations, is significantly inferior to the 

nearly perfect linguistic systems that emerge either in the ILM or the Language Games. While this 

is certainly the case in a direct comparison o f the levels o f communicative success and ambiguity in 

the emergent languages (in the form o f synonymy and homonymy), this does not automatically imply 

that the setup o f the LEW is inferior to the other two models. As has been remarked by Smith (2005)
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among others, language variation and change are two quite integral (if  not unequivocally efficient) 

features o f any human language. What this implies is that if one wishes to evaluate a model o f  the 

emergence o f human language, then one should not compare it to flawless information transmission 

systems, but rather to the quite ambiguous and ever changing communication systems that human 

languages are.

When doing so, it turns out that for certain configurations o f the LEW, e.g. N  — 2 \0 .5 < <  0.6,

identified in section 4.2, the observed levels o f  communicative success, as well as synonymy and 

homonymy are much more resemblant o f a human language than those from the final states o f the 

ILM or the Language Games, where the communication is nearly perfect and there is no ambiguity at 

all. It cannot be denied that the majority o f the presented LEW configurations result in communication 

systems with characteristics that are unnatural for human languages. The most common issue hereby 

appears to be finding the balance between knowing how to express a sufficient amount o f meanings 

and being confident enough about the acquired linguistic conventions. However, the fact that certain 

configurations o f the LEW lead agents to develop lexicons, the properties o f which are quite simi

lar to those o f modem human languages, in contrast to the ILM and the Language Games, suggests 

that the LEW is closer to simulating the evolution o f our seemingly imperfect, often ambiguous, and 

wonderfully unpredictable communication tool than its current competitors.

6.5 Future Directions

Based on the results from the current research project, it is clear that the underlying organization o f 

agents can play a significant role on the efficiency o f the learning process, as well as the qualities 

o f  the emergent lexicons within the community. Accordingly, two further extensions that appear to 

have high potential within this experimental path are proposed here, both o f which rely on a natural 

separation o f members o f a group into different types with respect to their social status. The first 

extension is based on the observation made by Barabasi and Bonabeau (2003) that human social 

groups usually have a number o f highly interconnected agents that are either the most popular targets 

or the most active sources o f all interactions within the group (or both). In evolutionary terms, such 

members could be naturally selected based on their alpha-male status, or as a consequence o f certain 

character features, i.e. being generally friendly and likeable.

The claim that is being put forward here is that having one or several agents in a group that are 

involved in significantly more interactions than others would allow them to implicitly guide the entire 

population towards a more uniform lexicon. However, there is no reason why the influence o f the 

popular group members has to be necessarily implicit. In fact, Latane (1981) has shown that dominant 

individuals within a group can actually directly influence the behaviour o f others.^ Accordingly, it 

would be plausible to assume that ‘average’ agents would perceive success or failure in interactions 

with an influential agent as more pronounced than usual. As a consequence, it can be expected that a 

single dominant agent should be able to basically impose a set o f  more or less unique lexical items on 

a small group o f around ten agents.^ Finally, while the two avenues described above appear to have 

particularly high potential, numerous other social configurations could also account for the emergence 

o f language and should most certainly be considered in future research.

^A gain , e ith e r  by being in an actual po sitio n  o f  pow er o r  s im p ly  by h av in g  su p e rio r  rea so n in g  and  o ra to ry  sk ills .
* W h ile  th is  p a rticu la r configura tion  is s im ila r  to  a 'd ic ta to r ia l ' p o w er s tru c tu re , as p ro p o sed  by  G arden t'o rs (1 9 9 3 ), the 

in fluen tia l a g en ts  are  in no w ay cap ab le  o f  ac tu a lly  im p o sin g  th e  'c o r r e c t ' u se  o f  lex ical item s on o th e r  m em b ers  o f  the 
g ro u p , m ean in g  there  is never a 's e m a n tic  a rb ite r '.
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Appendix A

LEW Parameters

This section provides a more detailed and technical description o f the parameters o f the LEW model, 

based on the description o f selected model assumptions, data structures and mechanisms provided 

in chapter 3. In effect, a complete enumeration o f the different parameters involved in the model is 

meant to exhibit its possibilities as well as help an interested reader understand how to operate the 

workbench, which is also publicly available under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 

Unported (CC BY-SA 3.0) license at http://github.com/arski/LEW . At the same time, the list below 

underlines the level o f  detail that has been already reached within the proposed framework and that 

can be hopefully increased even further in the future.

Population

Agents: number o f interacting agents in the simulated population. Options: any positive inte

ger.

Speaker selection: strategy employed when selecting the speaker in an interaction. Options: 

random selection or turn-based selection, with the latter guaranteeing that all agents enter ex

actly the same number o f interactions as speakers.

Hearer selection: strategy employed when selecting the speaker in an interaction. Options: 

random selection or turn-based selection. The second option assigns a new fixed partner to a 

speaker at the turn o f an ‘epoch’ (see below).

Self-talk: defines if an agent can act as both speaker and hearer in an interaction. Options: on 

or off.

Interaction type: specifies how many agents can act as hearers in an interaction. Options: dia

logue mode, implying a single hearer, or monologue mode, whereby all agents bar the speaker 

are present as hearers in every interaction.

Overhearers: similar to the above, but allows to define how many additional hearers should be 

present in an interaction next to the addressee. Overhearers can also differ from the addressee in 

terms o f their learning strategy (see next parameter). Options: any non-negative integer value.

Overhearer success: defines how overhearers should calculate success o f an interaction. Op

tions: self-based, i.e. based on the accuracy o f own interpretation o f the speaker’s utterance; or 

hearer-based, utilising the success o f the speaker-hearer interaction that was overheard.

143
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Group size ratios: defines the size distribution between groups, as well as the actual number of 

groups in the population. Options: any list of positive integers, with the length of the list not 

exceeding overall population size.'

Group speak ratios: assigns a probability of an agent from the corresponding group being 
selected as a speaker, used for the definition of various types of agents and agent groups in a 

population. Options: any list of non-negative integers, with the length of the list being equal to 

the number of groups specified by the preceding parameter.

Group interaction ratios: specifies the probability distribution of hearer group selection for 

every potential speaker group. Options: a nested list of lists, both requiring to be the size of the 

number of groups and the irmer list, taking non-negative integers.

Influence ratios: meant to define the influence, i.e. an additional payoff multiplicator in 
success-based learning, between individual groups. Currently unused and untested.

World Model

Phones: number of distinct phones in the model. Options: any positive integer value, whereby 

an extremely high value can be used to ensure that the same phoneme is never generated from 
the set of phones.

Entities: number of entities in the world. Options: any positive integer.

Event types: which of the available event types should be used when building up the world. 
Options: a list of any of the five event indexes. In particular, 1 -3 represent the three basic types, 
while 4 and 5 represent types 2 and 3 with a recursive second argument slot, respectively.

Events: number of different (uninstantiated) events of the above types. Options: any positive 
integer.

Event instances: actual number of event instances generated in the world model. Options: any 
positive integer.

Zipfism: defines if the event selection probabilities should be distributed along a Zipfian distri
bution. Options: yes or no.

Interactions

Memory lookup: strategy that should be used if one of multiple acceptable mappings needs to 
be selected from one’s lexicon. Options: frequency-based, recency-based.

Random form generation: defines the interval at which a new form should be generated by the 
speaker, even if he has one for the particular meaning in his lexicon. Options: any non-negative 
integer.

'T h is  and the follow ing two ratio param eters all use proportions to calculate probabilities, m ainly as a consequence o f  
this being the easiest way to com pute probabilities in Prolog. It is conceded that the human readability o f  these param eters 
suffers from this approach.
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Force segmentation: should events and utterances be divided into at least two parts, thus for

bidding one-part event partitions and one-word utterance segmentations. Options: yes or no.

Synchronous segmentation: defines if  the hearer has direct access to the intended segmentation 

o f the speaker’s utterance into words. Options: on or off.

Synchronous segmentation (self): same as the above, but applies to self-talk instances.

Interpretation rule: defines additional constraints on the hearer’s interpretation o f an utterance. 

Options: random, principle o f contrast, omniscient, wrong. Last two options are provided for 
testing purposes only.

Interpretation rule (self): same as the above, but applies to self-talk instances.

Event role: role o f event during interpretation. Options: ignore, prefer, event-only.

Reformulations: should the hearer be allowed to ask for an alternative formulation o f the 

utterance. Options: yes or no.

Learning

Success matters: if turned on, only interactions exceeding the level o f minimum success (see 

next) will be recorded by the agents. Options: yes or no.

This parameter is obsolete and is replaced by the lexicon update param eter set.

M inimum success: the minimum level o f success that needs to be reached by an interaction for 

it to be recorded by the agents, in the case that the preceding parameter is enabled. Options: 

any decimal value between 0 and 1.

This parameter is obsolete and is replaced by the lexicon update param eter set.

Lexicon update: payoff (update value) calculation strategy used for updating lexical mapping 

weights, i.e. learning the lexicon. Options: none, fixed, fixed with Smm, relative to Smin-

Lexicon update threshold: the tninimum success threshold Smin used when calculating the 

update value in the latter two strategies listed for the preceding parameter. Options: any decimal 

value between 0 and 1.

Lexicon update rate: a multiplier applied to the payoff value for the purpose o f increasing or 

reducing the learning rate o f the above two parameters. Options: any positive value.

Interaction ratio update: payoff (update value) calculation strategy used for updating interac

tion ratios between groups. Options: none, fixed, fixed with Smm, relative to Smm-

Interaction ratio update threshold: the minimum success threshold s„,in used when calculating 

the update value in the latter two strategies listed for the preceding parameter. Options: any 

decimal value between 0 and 1.

Interaction ratio update rate: a multiplier applied to the payoff value for the purpose o f in

creasing or reducing the learning rate o f the above two parameters. Options: any positive value.
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Influence update: payoff (update value) calculation strategy used for updating influence levels 

between groups. Options: none, fixed, fixed with Smin, relative to

Influence update threshold: the minimum success threshold s„in used when calculating the 

update value in the latter two strategies listed for the preceding parameter. Options: any decimal 

value between 0 and 1.

Influence update rate: a multiplier applied to the payoff value for the purpose of increasing or 

reducing the learning rate of the above two parameters. Options: any positive value.

Extras

Forgetting function: a decay function that should be applied between epochs to reduce the 

weights of all agent mappings. The inverse of the value returned by the function is subtracted 
from the mapping weights. Options: none, constant, linear and polynomial.

Forgetting factor: used as the main value in the above fiinctions. Options: normally, 1 is used 
for constant and linear forgetting, 2 is used for polynomial forgetting.

Forgetting offset: value that should be added to the denominator of the forgetting element, 
consequently reducing the effect of forgetting. Options: any value, though supplying a negative 
value might have adverse effects.

Agent addition: should agents be added between epochs. Options: yes or no.

New agents: maximum number of agents to be added, provided previous parameter is enabled. 
Options: any positive integer.

Agent elimination: should agents be eliminated between epochs. Options: yes or no.

Agent fitness: should a fitness value be calculated and utilised during agent elimination. Op
tions: on or off.

Fitness threshold: defines the level of fitness, under which the agents are considered to be unfit 
and are subject to elimination. Options: any non-negative decimal.

Age range: number of interactions that the agent should be able to perform before falling below 
the fitness threshold. Options: any positive integer.

System

Epochs: number of epochs that a simulation run should be divided into, with every epoch 

consisting of as many interactions as there are agents, multiplied by the epoch factor (see next). 
Options: any positive integer.

Epoch multiplier: multiplies the length of an epoch, thus increasing the number of interactions 
within a simulation. Options: any positive integer.

Epoch span: number of epochs in one ‘span’, after which intermediate tasks such as agent 
addition and removal, as well as forgetting, are executed, provided any of these is enabled. 
Options: any positive integer that is a factor of the epoch count.
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Stats span: number o f epochs in a special ‘span’ used for the generation o f intermediate statis

tics only. Options: any positive integer that is a factor o f the epoch count.

Group stats: should group-specific lexicon statistics be calculated or not. Options: on or off.

Print trace: print trace o f the experiment on screen. Options: on or off.
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Appendix B

Experiment Configurations

The following appendix provides an overview o f the parameter values employed in the experiments 

that have been presented throughout this manuscript, as presented in chapters 4 and 5. The main pur

pose o f providing this information is to allow anyone to reproduce the experiments with the help o f the 

LEW model, as well as to build on top o f the discussed configurations with ideas o f one’s own. First, 

table B. 1 lists all o f the LEW parameters, with the levels o f those parameters that have remained fixed 

across all o f  the presented experiments stated directly, the parameters that have varied as experiment 

factors or which have simply taken up different values as a consequence o f the selected configura

tions being marked as ‘VAR’ and the unused/unneeded parameters filled with ‘N/A’. Following that, 

the specific parameter values selected in the individual configurations are outlined, together with the 

ranges o f the factors that have been experimented with in the corresponding simulations.

Section Parameter Value

Agents VAR

Speaker selection random

Hearer selection VAR

Self-talk off

Population
Interaction type dialogue

Overhearers 0

Overhearer success N/A

Group size ratios VAR

Group speak ratios VAR

Group interaction ratios VAR

Influence ratios N/A

Phones 500

Entities VAR

World model
Event types VAR

Events VAR

Event instances VAR

Zipfism off
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Section Parameter Value

Interactions

M emory lookup frequency-based

Random form generation off

Force segmentation no

Synchronous segmentation on

Synchronous segmentation (self) N/A

Interpretation rule random

Interpretation rule (self) N/A

Event role ignore

Reformulations no

Learning

Lexicon update relative to Smin

Lexicon update threshold VAR

Lexicon update rate 1

Interaction ratio update VAR

Interaction ratio update threshold 0.35

Interaction ratio update rate VAR

Influence update none

Influence update threshold N/A

Influence update rate N/A

Extras

Forgetting function none

Forgetting factor N/A

Forgetting offset N/A

Agent addition off

New agents N/A

Agent elimination off

Agent fitness N/A

Fitness threshold N/A

Age range N/A

System

Epochs 500

Epoch multiplier 1

Epoch span 50

Stats span 50

Group stats on

Print trace off

Table B. 1: Fixed parameters

Interacting in Pairs

The first experiment presented in section 4.2 featured just two agents in a world with a single event. 

The first factor o f the experiment was the type o f the single event, with the three basic, non-recursive 

types being experimented with. Since the three event types take one, two or three arguments, respec-
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lively, the number o f entities was varied accordingly, though always kept to the minimum required for 

the single event. Furthermore, the minimum success threshold S m m  that the agents needed to achieve 

in their interactions in order to obtain a payoff was varied between 0 and 0.9, in steps o f  0.1, resulting 

in a total o f 30 different configurations. Table B.2 lists the values utilized for the parameters that were 

experimented with across all o f the experiments, with the factors explored in the particular experiment 

being highlighted in italics.

Table B.2: Fixed parameters
Parameter Value
Agents 2
Hearer selection random
Group size ratios [1]
Group speak ratios [1]
Group interaction ratios [[1]]
Entities /  -vs- 2 -vs- J
Event types [1] -vs- [2] -vs- [3]
Events 1
Event instances 1
Lexicon update threshold 0-0.9 in steps o f  0.1
Interaction ratio update none
Interaction ratio update rate N/A

Interacting in Triads

The experiment presented in section 4.3 was an exact copy o f the preceding one, with the exception 

o f the simulations being conducted with three different agents, as opposed to two. Table B.3 presents 

the model configuration used for this experiment, along with the varied parameters.

Table B.3: Fixed parameters
Parameter Value
Agents 3
Hearer selection random
Group size ratios [1]
Group speak ratios [1]
Group interaction ratios [[1]]
Entities I -V 5- 2 - v 5 -  3
Event types [ I]  -vs- [2] -vs- [3]
Events 1
Event instances 1
Lexicon update threshold 0-0.9 in steps o f 0 .1
Interaction ratio update none
Interaction ratio update rate N/A
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Interacting in Small Groups

The final experiment fi-om the fijndamental analysis chapter, discussed in section 4.4, extends the 

number o f agents even further to ten, as can be seen from table B.4.

Table B.4: Fixed parameters
Parameter Value
Agents 10
Hearer selection random
Group size ratios [1]
Group speak ratios [1]
Group interaction ratios [[1]]
Entities I - V 5 -  2 -vs- 3
Event types [ 1 ] -vs-[ 2 ] -vs-[3]
Events 1
Event instances 1
Lexicon update threshold 0-0.9 in steps ofO. 1
Interaction ratio update none
Interaction ratio update rate N/A

Population Subroups

The first o f the experiments involving slightly more complex configurations involves two different 

approaches, as presented in section 5.2. The first o f  these has a group o f ten agents paired up, with the 

group interaction rates defining the probability o f  these agents talking within these pair, as depicted 

by table B.5.

Table B.5: Fixed parameters
Parameter Value
Agents 10
Hearer selection random
Group size ratios [1,1,1,1,1]
Group speak ratios [1,1,1,1,1]
Group interaction ratios [[12,1,1,1,1],[1,12,1,1,1],[1,1,12,1.1],[1,1,1,12,1],[1,1,1,1,12]] 

-vs-
[[4,1,1,1,1],[1,4,1,1,1],[1,1,4,1,1],[1,1,1,4,1],[1,1,1,1,4]]
-vs-
[[4,3,3,3,3],[3,4,3,3,3],[3,3,4,3,3],[3,3,3,4,3],[3,3,3,3,4]]

Entities 25
Event types [1,2,3]
Events 10
Event instances 50
Lexicon update threshold 0.35
Interaction ratio update none
Interaction ratio update rate N/A

The second approach from section 5.2 is quite similar in nature, though in this case, the pairings
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were not fixed throughout the simulation runs, but successively alternated for each epoch, based on 

the configuration shown in table B.6.

Table B.6: Fixed parameters
Parameter Value
Agents 10
Hearer selection turns
Group size ratios [1,1,1,1,1]
Group speak ratios [1,1,1,1,1]
Group interaction ratios [[1,0,0,0, ()],[(), 1,0,0, ()],[0,0,1,0,0J,[0,0,0,1,0].[0,0,0,0,!]]
Entities 25
Event types [1,2,3]
Events 10
Event instances 50
Lexicon update threshold 0.35
Interaction ratio update none
Interaction ratio update rate N/A

Friendships

Finally, the experiment presented in section 5.3 allowed for the social ties between agents to be 

adjusted between interactions, based on the level o f success obtained with the partner. The model 

settings utilised for this experiment are presented below in table B.7.

Table B.7: Fixed parameters
Parameter Value
Agents 10
Hearer selection random
Group size ratios [1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,11
Group speak ratios [1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1]
Group interaction ratios [[0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1],[1,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1],[1,1,0,1,1,1,1,1,1,1],.. 

[1,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,1,1],[1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,1,1],[1,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1,1],.. 
[1,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,1,1],[1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,1,1],[1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,1],.. 
[1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0]]

Entities 25
Event types [1,2,3]
Events 10
Event instances 50
Lexicon update threshold 0.35
Interaction ratio update relative to s ^ in

Interaction ratio update rate 1.0 -vs- 0.5 -v.v- 0.1
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